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1.0 Introduction

In 1968 in response to the reneated failure of non-Eng-
lish speaking children in our public schools, Congress
nassed the Dilingual Education Act (BEk) al Title TIC of the
amended Elementary and Secondary Education Act (rspA). This
authorized Federal expenditures to public schools that insti-
tuted bilingual education programs for economically disadvan-
taged non-Lnglish speaking children. Although there were a
few bilingual programs that were state sunnorted nripr to the
TiF7k, the vast majority of nonEnglish sneaking children were
placed into regular public school programs where they were
expected to sink or swim.

In 1969, 76 programs were funded by rsEA Title 17II monies
(Pena 1970, 3) by 172 there were 211 such programs.' (Office
of Education, 1)72) It has been estimated that the num!ler of
children currently being served by Title TIT funds constitutes
less than 1.7% of those children who might ';e eligible.
(\lire 1272)

Des2ite the fact that only a tiny fraction of the eligible
children were receiving programs initiated under Title "II
exnenditures, and desnite the fact that none of the nrograris
had been in existence more than three years, in early 1q72 it
was decided by the Department of Uealth, Iducation and "elfare
(DHE1!) that an evaluation of Title VII bilingual programs would
be undertaken and a -lequest for a Proposal (-TP) concerning
such an evaluation was circulated.

Responses to the TITPP ,ere evaluated by a panel involving
staff from the Civision of TA.lingual Education as well ae from
the flr lanagement arid Planning Office. There was annarently
intense rivalry for the contract among Spanish-American con-
sulting firms as well as other educational firms. It became
evident in the course of the selection Process that some of
the individuals connected with the review panel had involve-
ments that were highly irregular if not illegal with firms sub-
mitting proposals. necause of these apparent irregularities --
e.g., the confidential panel reviv, comments on proposals were
transmitted to firms that were competing i'or the contract --
it was decided to abandon evaluation efforts at that time.

Shortly after :to Office of Education (OF) nlans for an
evaluation were dronned, the Office of economic ftnortunity
(0E0) decided to conduct a planned variation study in which
various models of bilingual education would be constructed
in ol:der to determine rodels of effective bilingual educa
tion.2



The rationale behind a planneC variation suriv is that
such large-scale, sYsteratic e:merimentation will present a
data Lase for more intelligent nolicy making as regards the
choice of options for allocation of resources. Such a ration-
ale assumes several things-

1. Policy making can he de-politicized by the infusAon
of science. Baratz (1970): gives us some evidence that this
might not lie the case when he renorts th.e following incident:

. . in my wanderings through the "research
to order world the best definition,jo5 Po-
licy relevant research) and perhaps the most
operational. one, came from an ex-member of
tha Cabinet who loo!:e0 at re with an infec-
tious smile and said, -oolicy relevant renearch,
my boy, is lihatevor. research I need to suPnort
nly policy. (7aratz, '''. 1)70, 3)

2. The options availal-le can 7qaninulateC within a
policy frai e. r_L'.hi s dons not necessarily ap-)ear to he the
case. One can e7r;ily create and carry out P -)olicv that
there shall be one teacher to every five children, but Po-
licy stating that teachers shall not e ethnocentric is not
no easily imnlemented.

3. The options tieing variel (for example, morlels of
education) are thn on crucial to solving the pro :)ems
(e.g., poverty). They may, in fact, not be tha crucial
ones, or they may :_.se necessary but not sufficient.

4. The options being teste0 represent the universe of
alternatives rcllated the nolicv issue. En reclit,
the models tested may be the ones most easily imnlerented
but per:laps not the ones necessary to solve the nrohler
(even if the solutionllies in finding the right model).

5. The ontions that -lay be demonstrated to be effec-
tive in a Planne variation study are eventually deliverable
outside of the .11anned study. rvieenca with other attempts
at educational innovction (see, for example, Sarason's (1q71)
descriptions of o)cperiences with 'new math') do not seem to
support such an assumption.

The preliminary evi'.ence of earlier 'nlanned. variation"
studies does not suggest the 2roductivity of such a procedure
for offeriAg solutions to complex educational nroblems that
would 1.)e of great help to policy malzers. :!onethelens,
and OE have 1)egun.the imnlementation of a planned variation
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study oi'bilingual education.3 This report mpresents
Phase I -- the construction of bilingual/bicultural .morels --
for this planned variation study.

It is important to note here that an underlying AssUmn-
tion of the 0E0 planned variation study is that it is V.v.,
absitnce of testable models in existing programs that ma,!:e
an evaluation of them, in terms of discovering the crucial
elements for successful education, imossible. The factors
that have contributed to the difficulties in existincT pro-
grams (absence of teacher training, adequate personnel,
curricula, etc.) and their evaluations (political issues a'
well as the absence of adequate measurements) are the same
ones that may make-for the difficulties in implementing a
planned variation study of bilingual/bicultural models of
education that will yield ready answers to the endemic prob
lems of education f!or minority group children in the United
States. The difficulties inherent in bilingual education
programs today may not be a simple one of a dearth of models,
therefore, the provision of more fully explicated models is
not likely by itself to yield promising answers to the prob-
lems of educating non-English speaking disadvantaged chil-
dren. Unlike basic research, r.There the failure of one sug-
gested solution does not affect the rationale for continued
study of possible causes and rereeies, a planned variation
study of bilingual education (given the present lack of
knowledge and materials and the consequent difficulties with
implementation) may onl" provide a rationale for the policy
maker who needs 'science to sunnort his desire to cut bas'-
such programs.
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1.1 Bilingual e(.ucation versus education of minoritY group
children.

.11ith the 1D54 Supreme Court decision involving T3rown v.
noard of Education, Topeka, lansas, care a burst of concern
on the part-ETeailcators for the economically disadvantaged
minority group child. In 1964, the Civil Rights Act called
for the conduct of a survey to eetermine 'the lack of avail-
ability of equal educational onportunities for individuals
by reason of race, color, religion or national origin' within
the nation's public schools. '.7hat survey, comnletee in 1!)(.:,
and known popularly as The Coleman neport, dramaticallv doc-
umented the eCucational failure of disadvantaged minority
group children. There followed a three nronged educational
policy integration, more money and finally coTmunity con-
trol -- designed to cure these educational ills.'

The initial response concerning the educational failure
of poor minority group chill?ren (it was to some extent a
class -based L)henomenon in that our schools anneared to be
able to educate middle class children from minority group
farrilies) was to embrace the 'culture of poverty' model.
Indeee, the three policy efforts _outlined above can be seen
as generated from such a model. The 'culture of noverty'
model postulates that the conditions of noverty nroduce a
culture (i.e., psychosocial environment) which when trans-
mitted to a child produces a nathology in that the child. is
unable to function adeguately in terms of the mainstream
society. Integration postulated that the experiences of
going to school with -successful' children (hy mainstream
definition) would in itself nroduce eeucational imnrovement
in minority group children in that it would reiuce the stigma
of segregation, and in many instances nrovide minority groun
children with 'better schools and teachers that is
schools and teac'aers that ha dem onstrate:1 success in the
oast with their rajority group student populations. Inte-
gration proposed no fundamental change in croals, what was
to be taught, or how it should be taught. Competence in
',asic skills was still the measure of success.

.ore money addressed the issue of the former unequal
distribution of goods and services to Poor, minority group
students, and to the neec' of remediating the shills of mino-
rity group children who NYere to be integrated with majority
qroun children who 'iere already achieving at or above the
national norms on tests of 'basic shills. This additional
money was generally used for snocial services (e.g., psycho-

. logists and reading specialistO, now equipment (e.g., slide



nrojectors and tane recorders) , new materialS (e.g., library
books, commercial curriculum) or to reduce teacher/pupil
ratios. Again the general procedure was not one of funda-
mental educational change but rather of intensity -- more
of the same.

Community control, which came on the heels of the apnar-
ent failure of the initial policies, again was not so much
an educational change as a shift in terms of responsibility
for service delivery. It, too, was born out of the 'culture
of poverty' model in that it was an effort to reduce the
feeling of nowerlessness' that was so often described in

the literature as characteristic, while at the same time
creating 'role models for the minority group children to
aspire to.

The Bilingual Education Act was passed when these edu-
cational policies were in full swing and indeed, they are
reflected in the at itself. Integration was not emphasia.ed;
however, the Office of Education guidelines did specify
that 'children from environments where the dominant language
is English are eligible to participate when their partici-
nation is such as to enhance the effectiveness of the Pro-
gram.' (Anderson and Boyer, Vol. II, 1970, 10) The Bilin
gual Education Act was a compensatory act in that it was
initiated to nrovide extra funds for the special needs of
nonEnglish speaking chilCren living in areas with a hgih
concentration of families with incomes under $3,000. .Among
the criteria usr.ld to evaluate pronosals submitted to OF for
the creation of bilingual Programs was the inclusion of
evidence that such a program would provide for extensive
involvement of non-Englit,th sneaking' parents and other adults
in the community. (Anderson and Doyer, vol. II, 1973, 13)

The asnect of bilingual education that was unique con-
cerning educational policy for econoTically disadvantaged
children was the infusion of the notion that the culture
of these nonPnglish speaking children was distinct and
valuable. Title VII was distinauished from other Titles
of the haementary and Secondary EJucation Act in that it
a.,ppeared to infer, at least superficially, that the 'special
needs' of non English speaking noor children was not so
much a direct consequence of a culture of poverty, as it was
the presence of their own unique, non-Anglo-Saxon culture.
P.ilingual programs were not merely to teach a second lan-
guage, English, but also to teach the native culture of
the child. In this sense; the Bilingual Education Act Pro-
'.losed a fundamental chani.e in the goals as well as the con-
tent of what was to be the education of minority group, non-
English speaking children.



2.0 Goals of bilingual education

Bilingual education programs can operate from many
different perspectives. Ferguson, JIoughton and dells (1972)
have detailed some of the goals implicit in diverse bilin-
gual programs around the world.

1. To assimilate individuals or groups into
the mainstream of society.

2. To unify a mulitlingual society.
3. To enable people to communicate with the out-

side world . . so as to male it possible
for nationals to interact with foreigners.

4. To gain an economic advantage for individuals
or groups.

5. To preserve ethnic or religious ties.
6. To promote understanding between privileged

and deprived grouns.
7. To reconcile different political or socially

separate communities.
3. To help meet the individual's spiritual or

emotional needs.
9. To introduce individuals to foreign cultures,

via language.
10. To urge the learning of language for its.own

sake.
11. To spread and maintain use of a colonial lan-

guage.
12. To embellish or strengthen the education of

elites.
13. To give two languages already Prns.mt in the

society in unequal distribution a more equal
prominence.
( Ferguson, Houghton and riells)5

1'

Some of these implicit goals have motivated educational
policy in the. United States even prior to the 1062 Act. In-
deed, if we look at the history of bilingual education in
the United States we find that different goals have been
emphasized at different times and in different locations.
Thus the desire to. preserve an ethnic heritage led immigrant
groups such as the Ger756.iiiin-fhe Mid-ileSt-in the nineteenth
century to establish their own bilingual,schools. At that
time public policy regarding education in Ohio, Indiana
and linnesota was influenced by this goal to such an extent
that specific ethnic groups were allowed their on schools
within the public educational system (Fishman 1966, 233).



At a later date society found the goal-of assimilation and
unity more crucial. The policy changed and-these public
bilingual schools were eliminated.

Moreover, the crucial goals and therefore policy, were
not the same throughout the country. At the same time that
German immigrants had access to public schools in their own
language, Spanish-Americans in the Southwest did not. Even
when public schools were established in. the Southwest they
paid little attention to the problems of the Spanish speaker.
In 1870, California statute required that school be taught
entirely in English. (One of the major reasons for the
Policy differences was undoubtedly sociopolitical in that
German held a prestigious position as a language of science
and literature whereas Spanish had come to be associated
with a poverty class population. The advent of TTorld War 3
markedly altered the sociopolitical prestige of the (zerman'
language.)

In regard to currene policy as incorporated in the FSEA
Title VII legislation and the OE guidelines, it is clear
that both assimilation to the mainstream and nrepervation
of ethnic ties are important goals. On the society level,
the assimilationist-maintenance goal is an attempt to make
the society more tolerant of bilingualism and more aware of
'cultural diversity. On the individual level, the assimilaa-
tionist-maintenance goal is to gain new competencies while
retaining a positive self-image.

The term transfer oriented is often used to refer to
programs with 7siiiiliTHEITOFITI-TETToals while maintenance orien-
ted refers to programs with goals of preservation of ethnic
language and culture. Because both maintenance and transfer
goals are often held by the same minority group, the attempt
to define models for this report within a discrete mainten-
ance or a discrete transfer paradigm appeared to be futile.

The Amish appear to have the only distinctly mainten-
ance oriented public education for a minority group in the
United States. Men their right to educate their children
outside the mainstream culture was upheld by the Supreme
Court, the Court noted this exception, and specifically
stated that their decision was not generalizable and related
only to the unique circumstances of the Amish group.

To our knowledge, there have been no proposals for the
use of public funds for the education of Spanish- speaking
Americans for programs which do not include the teaching of



Pnglish an other mainstream skills. Those educators like
Rjosleth (1972) who. advocate what the call maintenance

programs really mean a cruadrilingual education involving
both assimilationist.an0 maintenance features. That is,
the child begins scheolin his vernacular, learns the locally
used Ehglish dialect and then eventually adds to his reper-
toire the standard dialect of each language. Thus, such
models are not exclusively maintenance of the child's ori-
ginal culture, but process models which use that culture to
reach an assimilationist goal without completely eliminating
his native language and cultural heritage.

It appears that hiculturation by definition produces
assimilation to mainstream culture and language to some ex-
tent. While a person can control a continuum of language
styles and a repertoire of interaction patterns which allow
him to function appropriately in a variety of cultural con-
texts, there are choices he will have to make in defining
his own life style as an adult. It may be easy to maintain
a repertoire of language and dressing styles that can to
employed when the occasion (i.e., cultural setting) demands
it,hoyever the maintenance of conflicting value systems
(i.e., fatalism and non-fatalism) may not be possible.

Indeed, the issue of language and culture contact may
ultimately focus on value system discrepancies and not lan-
guage use Per se. This factor may account for the ease in
acculturation of many immigrant ethnic croups where the
value system matched that of the mainstream as regards atti-
tudes toward work ethic, success, etc., so that assimilation
merely involved superficial changes in such behaviors as
dressing styles and language.

Except in the context of a societal policy of multilin-
gualism (which has not been the case in the United States) ,

maintenance of a minority group language for more than a
generation beyond the movement from Poverty and cultural
isolation to mainstream middle-class life is somewhat un-
usual. However, examination of the process of biculturalism
indicates that individuals will retain features of their
original cultural upbringing. This accounts for identifi-
able differences in behavior and values of diverse ethnic
groups even within the middle class..



2;1 Societal level

Different elements of the society may give different
emphasis to various goals. Thus for the mainstream at the
societal level we may find that the primary, goals of bilin-
gual ee tion are articulated' in assimilationist t?.rms
These s .s can be stated simnlv

1. children shall be nroficient in language arts
skills in English,

2. children silail-nerform at or above grade le-
vel in other school subjects (academic and/or
vocational),

. 3. children ^gill complete schooling, at 1-aast
through high school, and

4. 'upon leaving high school children will be
able to function in mainstream settings (work,
college, etc.)

Coals such as

1. children shall be nroficient in their native
language,

2. children shall have a high self-esteem,
3. children shall have a pride in their cultural

heritage,
4. children and adults shall have an understand

inch and appreciation of bilingualism and3 cul-
tural diversity, and

5. adults shall particinate in the Manning and
decision making of the nchool

can be thought of as mediating goals within the mainstream
perspective in that they are thought to be necessary for
the achievement of the Primary goal.

For the community, societal goals may in fact be dif-
ferent -- or at least of a different nrioritv so as to re-
flect Loth maintenance and assimilationist goals. Their
primary goals may Le.

1. the community will have control over the...
school both in terms of fiscal and academic
policy

2. employment of more Spanish-American profes-
sionals

3. children shall be nrodicient in Spanish and
English language arts shills



4. children shall have a high self-esteem
5. children shall, have a pride in their cultural

heritage

The mediating goals within the community nersnective might
well be

1. nerformance at grwle level in other school su'Djects
2. appreciation and understanding of bilingualism

and cultural. Oiversity
3. children completing high school
4. chilr'iren a;Jle to function in mainstream as well

al native culture unon leaving high school.

2.2 Sociolinguistic level

Before we can explore alternative goals on the socio-
linguistic level, it is necelgarY to define language from
the linguists' and the educators' nnints of view.

From a linguist's noint of view, a language is the
system of communication within a given speech community.
All languages (dialects, vernaculars, pidgins, creoles)
have definable phonological and syntactical systems which
can be described in ,terns of rules which govern the speaer's
production of sentences which are grammatical (acceptable,
understandable) within the sneech coremunity. indivi-
duals within the communitv differ in theist sneech nerformance,
they share enough features in common for the linguist to
describe the sound system, the lexicon, and the grarmar
which underlie the indiviehlals' sneech.

The standare form of a narticular language is only the
dialect of one locale which because it is (was) the center
of learning or government has become the dialect used for
writing down history, govilmment documents and almost all
literature. From a linguistic point of view, however, the
dialect wliich is the standard language is no more highly
developed or grammatical t-ean am, other dialect of that
language. (Weinreich clearly indicated that there are-
inherently greates: linguistic values in a standard variety
of a language when he remarked, 'A language is merely a
dialect with an army and a navy.") kll language systems --
e.g., dialects -- are internall consistent, follow rules,
and are therefore grammatical. 'Mile in many countries the
dialect which has become the standard language has snread
from its original locale to become the native dialect of
rost speakers, that is LY no means universally true. "or



many children, their native dialect is significantly dif-
ferent from the standard spoken or written language.

Linguists and anthropologists studying cultures all
over the world have observed that

every normal child, in every known society,
gains control of the language of his environ-
ment. The nattern of development is every-
where the same, wha4--ver the child's intelli-
gence, whatever the social or economic or edu-
cational background of his parents . ... A

child !ho reaches the age of six not speal:ing
the language of his surroundings is a rare ex-
ception indeed. (Fpolsky r72, 1, 2)

The language of the child's surroundings may not
be the language of traditional schooling and it indeed may
not be a formally recognized language at all, but all lan-
guage types -- standard, dialect, vernacular, etc. -- are
equally valid as systems, and are classified as standard,
vernacular, creole, etc. on other than linguistic attributes.
(Stewart 1968)

Educators, on the other hand, have tended to view dia-
lects as poorly learned language. In so doing, they define
the standard variety of a linguistic svite-, as "language'
and all of the variantsof the standard as "incorrect" and
'pathological' attemnts at nroducing language. The litera-
ture on educating minority ;noun children is replete .qith
statements that these chiLiren can hardly snt,al'' " "hen they
come to school, that they AL.=lt even form a comnlete sen-
tence, that Black children can't express concents of nega-
tion, that not only do lexican-7' mericans not speak Pnglish,
they .can't even speak Spanish." Comments such as these
come from a normativistic viminoint that is eribodied in the
deficit model of education. Educators, administrators and
lavmen%in both the mainstream and the minority community
share this definition of one linguistic variety as "lan-
guage" compared to which all other varieties are "incorrect,"
"substandard" or 'dnficient.'

Educators, in general, do not see the production of
language as an innate, natural consequence of being hyman,
but rather as the result of having learnec' a behavior ade-
quately or inadequately. Tbe explanation that is frequently
Provided to account for the "inadequate' learning is the
"culture of noverty" model;' that is, the child was not pro4
vided adequate sensory stimulaton, the mother didn't talk
to him, etc.
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Consideration of these tai n definitions of language
affects our appreciation of ,,ho a bilingual is and what the
goals of a program for should be. 1 Tt is our understand-
ing that the vast majority of the children who would be
included in the bilingual education programs in this study
spea% a non-tandare, Cialect of vanish or T.:nglish. The
sociolinguistic goals of t.',.ese programs then denen0
largely on two nervectiyes1 whether bilingualism is viemed
as associative or Oisassociative ane Tqhether bilingual edu-
cation is seen as process or nroduct.

The disassociatiye consi-lers the bilingual (7)3..
cultural) person to be the gum of two indenendently opera
tive monolinguals (monocniturals). In some sort of schizoid
fashion the bilingual in seen a5 moving consciously !).ael:
and forth from one language an0 culture to another bent
always distinct and mutually indenendent.

The notion of associative 3)ilingualism (biculturalism) ,

on the other hand, recognizes the individual as a functional
unit N.those knowledge, including his control Of various lan-
guages and Lehavior patterns, forms an interrelated whole.
even supposedly monolingual, r'onocultural speakers are .

actually multilingual ane multicultural in the sense that
they control many different language codes (registers,stYles)
and many different behaviors annropriate to various roles
(functions, interactions) ,:,:.11ch they fill every day.
(Perguson 159)

Ii adeition, the Process annroach conceives of bilin-
gual education as a means to a goal and not as an end in
itself. The rationale for Bilingual education as process
has been clearly stated in 1253 report on the use of
yernacularG in education"

It is axiomatic that the 'est meclium for
teaching a chile is his mother tongue.
Psychologically, it is the system of meaning
ful signs that in %in rind orl.s automatically
for expression and understanding. Sociologi
cally, it in a reans of identification among
tite mer:.ers of community to xlhich
longs. Alucationally, he learns more
through it than elrough an unfamiliar mediur.
(ua2sco 14)

;1x.om the urocess perspective one uses the language ane
culture of the child. to teach nen, things including another
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linguistic system. Thus, the process view of bilingual
education involves using the indigenous languaqn an0 cul-
ture of the child -- whether such a language and culture
is of high or low prestige, or standard or non-standard --
,Tithin the formal educational setting. Since such a func-
tional apnroach to bilingual education rests on a recogni-
tion of the linguistic and cultural reality of the child,
concerns over the social status of that reality are, though
very real for other Purposes, pedagogically irrelevant.

The "product' orientation, on the other hand, looks
Primarily at the output rather than the input of the sys-
tem and sees bilingual education as the production of a
person competent in tuo standard languages, for employment
in international (standard language) bilingual. situations.
It is this position which justifies bilingual education on
the grounds that to not produce bilinguals Is 'a waste of
a valuable natural resource. " Because of this orientation
to the product, such bilingual programs are usuall,r uncon-
cerned with the actual language the children sneak. Although
many of the programs make references to using the language
of the children (e.g., Spanish) and night sunerficiallv
appear to be process oriented., it frequently is the case
that the children speak a variant of Spanish that is dif-
ferent from the standard and therefore the school is not
in fact using their actual language systeri.7

Possible goals of !Alingual education at the socio
lnguistic level include nermutations of the follotring-

1. children shall be able to read standard
Englisli and/or standard Spanish and/or verna-
cular

2. children shall be able to write standard
English and/or standard Snanish and/or verna-
cular

3. children shall be able to speak standard
English and/or standard Snanish and/or verna-
cular

4. children shall Le able to understand stan-
dard English and/or standard Snanish and/or
vernacular

5. children shall study all subjects in both
languages

G. children shall study only language arts skills
in both languages

7. childrel shall study sore but not all subjects
(other than languacie arts) in both languages.
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Obviously the choice of language goals is very much
related to primary goals and to the prograr's process or
nroduct orientation.

1.3 program level

On a more concrete proerem level there are goals 17'ich
relate to

1. teacher trainina, teacher comnetence, teacher
attituJe

2. curriculum developrent and choice
3. test devolonr,ent, evaluatien measures
4. sociocultural survey

Clearly, the s.Decific teacher training and curriculum devel
opment goals be influence,' by the Priorities chosen
on the societal ane. sociolinguirtic levels. For example,
if high priority on the societal level in given to the
child's self-esteem ane rlsnect for his indigeno'as culture,
and at the sociolinguistic level, priority is given to t!,e
child's native vernacular: t''en one of the goals of teact'er
training will be to appreciate, understand and use t'ie ver
nacular in education. If, on the other hano, the orimary
societal goal is learning English anc' the sociolinguistic
level is product orientee in regard to Spanish, there may
be no teacher training goals relating to the vernacular.
nur lists of .observablel' for teadters and materials for
the different rodels in section four can be considerer-1
coals for the program level.

'7ithin the planned variation ,turfy, all nrograms have
to 1.e evaluatet: in terris of the goals of all the models.
Obviously, some alternative medels are nore conducive to
successful fulfillment of certain goals than are other
models.. One of the points of the study should be tc try
to link rA)dels '!ith goals, i.e., to find out 14hat gloes "'tat
:Jest: so tl,at, in the future, co-irunities and school l'oards
who want to ilstitute bilingual education nroarams Pill
have sme 61.ata base on le)ich to choose a mrogram likel to
meet their rarticular goal nriorities.
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3.0 Development of models

The 0E0 Phase I plan nnecifically requested models of
bilingual/bicultural education that would

a) explicate appropriate theories of language and
knowledge acctuisition

b) provide models related to existing programs.

In subsequent discussion with nFO staff, the Education
Study Center (ESC) learned that r'En staff member, "Ir. Car-
bajal, was reviewing the nr nrojects and it was decided,
tIu that 1-2SC Yould concentrate most heavily on model
construction rather than existing nrograms.

rSC has attempted to specify the models of human
learning and human behavior which underlie Lilingual/bicul-
tural programs and which deliberately or tacitly motivate
choices of particular goals and strategies within them.
T7e have also attempted in a l: road fashion to deal with how
these models of human learning are differentiated in rodels
of bilingualismibieulturalism. in particular. Finally we
have attempted to indicate the realizations of these models
within the context of educational frameworks (strategy and
content). Thus our models have a societal level a lin-
guistic level deriving from the societal level; and an
educational level derivincl from the societal and linguistic
level.

3.1 Anthropological and psychological models of human be-
havior

It is critical for our discussion to distinguish
'between anthropological and nsYchological models of human
behavior and human development and the relationships of
these to language and to education and schooling.n Anthro-
pology views human behavior from a relativist position.
It identifies universal 1:ehaviors -- for example, the Pro-
duction of language, the arouping together of individuals --
and then examines the range of. Possible expressions of
that behavior within human societies. It does not presume
that language variety or kinship structure B is inherent1,7
superior as a system. It does presume that the diverse
manifestations of a Lehavior are all normal, systematic
and an integral part of the cultures that produce tier.

Psychology on the other hand tends to be normativistic.



It defines human behavior in terms of idealized systems.1 .

It tends to view language or family. netvor171, for examnle,
not as a structural concept that can have diverse realiza-
tions, but rather as an invariant nystem that individuals
either master or fail to master, 1-it nerans anproxirate
in some deviant faehion.

Because nsychology has no model for dealing with dif
ferences it defines difference as deviance. T her nsycho-
logy is faced with the necessity of exnlaining the source
of the alleged deviant 1-elhavior. The concept of "cumula-
tive deficit" is an artifact of a normative theory to ex-
plain variance. 7or examnle, nsychologists define language
development normatively in terms of development of standard
i:nglish. They test minority growl children, who are develon
ing other varieties of Encflish, and discover they are de-
ficient in 'language develonment.'

By extension .this norry model is sunerimposed
by psychologists on the deecrintion of human development.
Adult behavior is the norm against which the child is mea-
sured. Development is seen as a linear progression from
birth to adulthooe to deterioration.

Thus at any given moment in childhood a. child is
described in terms of how much nearer to, or further from,
adulthood he i, nevelonment is defined in terra of how
much and how well a chill has mastered adult n'he

psychological :.studies of language development (-cCarthv 11)4)
are an exarele of just nueo a molel.

On the other hand, the anthronologicel relativistic;
model of human development views eocialization as a con-
tinuing 2rocess of the organism to learn the a7nronriate
behaviors for being a person of a particular age in a par-
ticular culture. The nrocese of arriving at adulthood is
not linear. The ace.uisition of behaviors appropriate to
5eing three years old are not necessarily linear to those
of being ten years old. The culture can very readily have
a model of a cAild of three that dictates that lie 5e quiet,
elk few questions, and interact with adults as little as
possible, and have a model of a ten- sear --old that expects
hin to be noisy, :Asruptive, and e full narticinant with
adults. -O The ;-ehavior of the child is not understood in
terra s of how it approximate e adult 5ehavior but rather in
terms of what the behavioral rulee of being three or ten
are as a total eystem:. :'use language etudiee of nrown and
his students (1D54) are instructive in thic regard in that
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the child's language is described not as a gross approxi-
mation of adult speech, but rather as a linguistic entity
with a highly organized structure of its own.

3.1.1 Lducation from an anthropological perspective;
enculturation, acculturation, biculturation

NnthropOlogists have discussed the education.of a
child as a process of enculturation -- that is, the trans-
mission of the culture of ;pis community, including skills,
knowledge, attitudes and values. In this sense, education
represents learning how to be an adult within one's own
community.

Partyof a child's enculturation, esnecially in a highly
complex and technological society, may include schooling.
-lalinowski (1943) succinctly stated the distinction between
education (the entire enculturation process) and schooling
(a particular segment of that nrocess):

I want to start from the axiom that education is
something much wider and more comprehensive than
schooling. By education I mean the integral pro-
cess of transmission of culture. Schooling is
that somewhat restricted nart of it which is pro-
fessionally given by teacher to pupil, by the
professional educator to those who come under
his tutelage in an organized institution of
learning. (Tialinowski 1943, 21)

Thus, schooling is nrimarily concerned with passing on to
children those asnects of the elaborated sunra-structure of
their culture -- e.g., technical and social skills -- that
are not usually taught at home. The infra-structure of
the culture .- e.g., its world view, values, social roles --
are a nart of the enculturation process that is learned at
home and in the general community. In any homogeneous so=
ciety, the formal schooling institution is a product of
the larger society that generates it, and therefore, im-
plicitly if not explicitly, shares the values, attitudes
and expectations that are espressed in the culture's infra-
structure. Thus, in a homogeneous society, schooling for
the child is harmonious with, and an extension of, his edu-
cation. Schooling in such a situation represents a normal
part of the enculturation process.



The difficulty arises in a heterogeneous society when
the culture of the child is different from the culture of
the dominant society at the infra- structure level. If the
child is placed in a formal schooling institution that is
a product of a different culture, then such a child is no
longer faced with a natural continuation of his enculturation
process, but rather with the necessity of acculturating
that is, acquiring a different culture. This nrocess of
acculturation involves the replacement of one culture with
another.

:Men there are significant differences between the-
infra-structure of the child's 'native culture and that of
the elaborated su?rastructure culture of the school, the
child usually experiences failure in the school setting.
Generally, when acculturation has been successful for a
child from a different culture than that of the school, it
is ;.ecause the suprastructure culture of the school fit
relatively easily onto the infra-structure of the child's
native culture. In such cases, the acculturation involves
superficial aspects of culture at the elaborated supra-
structure level rather than at the infra-structure, world
view level.

For a chil.:1 growing up in a minority group culture:
who attends the pul)lic schools that are a Product of the
dominant r!roun culture, schooling is disjunctive with 1\is
normal enculturative Process.

In seeing the importance of cultural continuity we can
})otter apPreciate that while language plays an irnortant
role as a manifestation of a culture it is not the language
barrier alone which is the crucial factor in the child's
difficulties at school. As the WESCO committee on Verna-
cular in education observed

:very child is born into a cultural environment!
the language [he learnfz] is both a part of, and
an expression of, that environment. Thus the
acrfuiring of this languarm (his "mother. tongue )

is a cart of the process 1,1 T4hich a child absor:)s
the cultural environment. it can then, be said
that this language plays an imortant part in
moull.ing the child's early concents. 'le will
therefore, it difficult to grasp any nelf
concept which is so alien to his cultural environ -
ment that it cannot reedil7 find expression in
his mother tongue. If a foreign language belongs



to a culture little different from his own (as
for example French is to an rnglish child) the
chilO's chief difficulties will he only linculis-
tic. But if the foreign language belongs to a
culture very different from his own (as for ex-
ample, English to a ITigerian chile), then his
learning difficulties are greatly increased7 he
comes into contact not only IJith a new language,
but also with new concepts.

(UWESCO 1954 as quoted in Fishman 1968, 690)

For the child whose infra-structure is different
enough from that of the school and dominant society to
impede the acculturation process, sometimes over several
generations, biculturation may be an alternative. The hi-
culturation process is one that sees the acquisition of
another culture not so much as replacement, but rather as
the simultaneous enculturation of the individual-to two
different cultures. In this instance the discontinuity
between the two cultures may be lessened by presenting the
infra-structure as well as the supra-structure of the two
cultures to the child. In addition the content of the
elaborated supra-structure culture may 1 :e presented within
the learning style of the native culture so as to lessen
the differences encountered in a disjunctive schooling sit-
uation.

3.1.2 Education from a psychological perspective

Psychology has harl. a great deal .of influence in educa-
tion. It has been concerned with creating images for
teachers a:-)out "'to children are and how children learn.
Content per se has not been its primary focus -- rather
attention has !)0^n directed toward personality development
and learning theory. ''pile stressing the importance of
individual differences (the normal curve phenomenon) , psy-
chology has created images of idealized "normal" children
with whom teachers are likely to come into contact. r7roun
differences have not been of concern except as these chil-
dren represent the -exceptional child" -- (mentally retarded,
gifted, autistic, etc.). There marked variance in behavior
of groups of children who are socio-culturally distinct is
evident, these children have either been incorrectly Per-
ceived as mentally retardedll 1,y nsychologists and educators,
or have been placed in a new category, "the culturally de-
prived".



.The culturally deP-ive,l- category relics heavily on
sociological corstructs derived. from the culture of overt
model. Thus Psychology has tended to view the Problem of
educating minority group children as one of preventing
Pathology 12 rather than presenting a second culture to ade
7uate 'Alt different children. The concept of biculturation
is a,)sent in gsvchology which has a normative model, with
room to accommodate individual but not group :!ifferences.

:aratz and Laratz (19r.') have pointed out,

1. The ethnocentriva of nsYchologists that has le:1
them to see their oT,in culture as the definition
of "normal behavior',

2. the normativisn of the rliscinli net which has no
place for group differences and

3. the acceptance ')v many nsYchologints of the melting
pot regard'ing ,America, and of a faulty egali-
tarian concept which has erroneously defined
equality" as earen,=1s,

have led psychology in general to deny cultural differences
and hence contribute little to a concent of bicuituration
in education.

Psychology has .defined the pro!:,ler of educating minor-
ity children as one of 'fit". TheY 'lave realized that to
some extent the children of minority (Troths do not 'fit'
comfortably into thi, school system as it is presently con-
stituted. These children do not hchave,in the school set-
ting the way mainstream children do and t'ie'r do not achie,le.
Rather than chai4ee school to "fit' the child (an act
that would involve granting legitimacy to the child's
"strange, inadequate- -- from. the mainstream. teacher's per-
spective -- behaviors) , psychologists have generally nro-
poseI changing the child before he reaches school. Thus
they liave gone back to thn early childhood, ".formative''
years in an effort to produce minority group children who
will fit into the school slister when theY encounter it.

The early childhood year are precisely the Period
when the child is 'n.ing e.nculturated into the infrastruc-
ture of his native culture. 11:ducators and develop-
ment psychologists (not sharing the anthropological model
of viable Lut different cultures ) generally f.-,o not think
in terms of infra structures. Therefore, they do not con-
ceptualize the child's ysrol)lems in terms of infra-structure
Jifference, but concentrate entirelv on supra structure
shills.
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"iany psychologists and elucators have often failed
to realize that many minority group children are, in fact,
':,ping socialized into a world view that treats tire, social
relations, definitions of success, status, work, freedom,
etc. differently from their own dominant culture nercen-
tions. 2,ecause many minority groun children do. not display
the same behaviors as..middle class children, educators tend
to assume that these children have never, in fact, been
socialized e.g., "develope,l' attitudes and values, ac-
quired language, learned to think and thus they have not
developed skills necessary for success in school. "its:
such a view of the problem of "fit", it is not surnrising
to discover that the early childhood intervention nrograms
display a preoeduoation with the that are a part of
the ele:.orated supra-structure culture (reading readiness,
vocabulary develonent, number concepts, standard language
use) , and little rneognition.of values intrinsic to the
child's native culture.

Thus, they --)roPose programs that 5ring formal schooling
to minority grou';o children narlier, eithnr in tiv form of
pre-school programs, or in the form of 'teachers (mothers
or outsiders) entering the child's home environment. ;Thile
starting school earlier may allow for more time to be snent
learning the skills that are a nart of ths supra structure,
these programs do not teach the child a different infra-
structure culture. Therefore, early childhood Programs may
merely present the disjunctive problem of foral schooling
to tha minority group child at an earlier age.

In aition, since psychology has traditionally con-
cerned itself with learning, defined' as a rodification of
behavior which arises in resnonse to a stimulus,
psychologists are intnrested nrirarily in experimentally
produca,le visible (or recordable) change. Equating this
definition of learning with education, as most educators
do, it is much easier to concentrate on skill develonnent
than on the more elusive areas of the child's infra-structure.

The inherent ethnocentrism of most educators is thus
compounded by the psychological persnective, given them in
teacher training courses c7hich emphasize the objective goal
(required response) an0 the stimulus required to nroduce
that response while relegating to a nosition of wary limited
importance in the learning process the cultural innut which
the child bri-2Igs with him. Defining the expected outnut
1.Jehavior as appropriate, the psychological perspective sees
the child as having either learned or not learned that be-
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havior adequately before coming to school. If he has not
mastered it, he must be trainee to nroduce it. This nsYcho-
logical perspective generally creates a 'Product orientee
education which takes a normativist view of what may in
fact be culturally deterrinee behavior.

Psychology has, nonetheless, developed several con-
cepts of how children learn that have 'een important to
educators and that may he useful to the construction of
models of bilingual/bicultural education. The two motels
of learning that :ill be of concern to us here are the be-
haviorist and the cognitive rodels.

3.2 Sociolinguistics - on language acguisition and bilin-
gualism

Prom assumptions about society, child development ane
education, we move now to theories of language acquisition
and bilingualism. In this area, we define three models,
the behaviorist, the nativist and the cognitive. These
three positions relate to the teaching methodologies which
are elaborated in section four ane which are there called
the behaviorist, the immersion anJ the discovery models.

3.2.1 The Particularistic, rPhaviorist model, concerning
language acguisition, and bilingualism

The .most important characteristic of the behaviorist
model is its refection of the importance of anv internal
mechanisms as an explanation of behavior. 7'.s .anon (1972)
has stated regarding the 3ehaviorist's anoroach

The analysis of behavior is characteri7.e1 Ly a
strong committment to the ODSILIVI,TTT4 and DP(IC'IIP-
TIO" of what it ieentifies as its subject of
study what it is that people are observed to
do. It avoids involvement in the traps of circu-
lar reasoning that are created by guestions as to
why" a Per son 00C9 (or worse, does not do) some-
thing. . . notions of inferred "process" form no
part of the !behaviorist] aporoach. Our onl
concerns are description, analysis, nreeiction
and control of observable human behavior.

(Sapon 1972)
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Behaviorist theory argues that learning is the intern-
alization of conC.itioned resoonses which are reinforced.
Laws of learning are derived from the stimulus-response-
reinforcement cycle. Thus the behaviorist viewpoint em-
phasizes strategy, operating out of the assumntion that
anybody can be taught anythina,

. . . that the degree of success achieve in the
teaching of any subject matter is pronortional to
the accuracy and detail of the de-,crintion of the
teaching objectives, and the directness -6T TEe re-
lationship between the objectives and the means
of measuring those objentives. Teachers in a
number of areas are now heing aske(1 to write be-
havioral objectives" for their courses, and to
develop tests which orovi'le the occasion for the
measurable display of target behaviors.

(Sapon 1 "72)

Uithin this ro,2e1, :e'pviorist Wine lanauage as
articulatory movements produced within particular settings.
nilingualism involves having two sets of articulatory
movement that are elicited. by different stimuli (situational
or verbal). Language is a habit.

. . . Verbal Behavior is no different from other
behavior with regard to the Laws of Behavior.
That is, the basic relationships between the Set-
ting, the 'Iovements and the Sul:sequence remain
unchanged. A Strengthening sW:-,sequence is still
seen as a change in the environment that increases
thu Probability of the display of a set of lova-
ments within a given Setting. e are still very
much concerned with the H.nds of control exercised
by the Setting over the nature of the ':overents,
and we are still concerned with observing how the
nature of the Subsequence controls the Probability
of the reoccurrence of the precuding set of
'Iovements. (Sanon 1972)

Language acrmisition in such a node can be seen as
developing !i4 the same way as other instrumental acts.'

"Certain combinations of words aryl intonations
of voice are strengthened through reward and are
gradually made to occur in appropriate situations
...)y the process of discrimination learning.'

(as quOted in iiller, 344)
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Chomskv (1959) has nresented a critigue of the behav-
iorint rosition in his revinw of rzhinner's (1957) Verbal
Learning. Chomsky states that the ani)lication of the be-
haviorists' terminology from animal learning studies to
verbal behavior necessitates a loosening of their original
eefinitions such that, in fact, 'stimulus,' "resnonso" and
"reinforcenent' merely 1:.ecome su5stitute words with no more
:Irecise meaning than the less scientific terns "motivation,
"intent' and "desire.'

In addition, norol:v asserts that rikinner could not
deal with many of the complexities of language -- such as
the acquisition of grammar, and ein nroduction of novel
sentences by the child -- within a behaviorist naradiqm.
A stimulus-response model would only' be valid in such aenoral
terms as to be trivial and uninformative. rven at t'',1
stage of initial word. formation (the first assignment of
meaning to indiviJual sound snemences such as 'mama. and
"dada ) it is impossible to establish a one:tn.one corres-
nondencn '.;et' enn stimulus and resnorse. we let to
the level of acquisition of grammatical structuron, the
complexity of language overwhelms the sir nle q-7 schema.

Just as the norriativist view of development sees the
child in terms of how closely he a7nroximates adult behavior,
behaviorist linguistic theory envisages the child's language
as an incomplete selection of the total set of an aeult's
language :habits. This is sharply onnosee to the Chomsl-ian
viol' that ever" individual at every stage of language
acquisition has a grammar" that is a nsychological unit".
In Chomskian theory, the child's grammar cannot 1)r~ dsserned
in terms of the inclusion and exclusion of adult features,
but nay (does) differ from the grammar the same chile will
have when he is an adult.

The behaviorist model, in regard to language learning
and bilingualism, can be seen as fitting a nroduct' nara-
digm.13 Language is a compilation of individually learned
1:,ehaviors. The whole is the sum. of a set o'! -liscrete parts.

it is understandalDle that the narticularistic
model is nopular in education where ,,f,a1r4or, to a large
extent, in reduced to correct and incorrect rnsnonses.
Language teachinc is reduced to strategy. Context, that is
the complexity of language from a sociolincluistic nersnec
tive, is ignored. Language then becomes nattern drill and
nractice with heavy concentration on the mechanics and
little concern for communication. The long-rangn anal
(learning to communicate in a new language) is l,rol:en down
into manageable (teachable) bits and nieces and usually
lost in the rrogression of 'ails lessons.
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3.2.2 The nativistic, relativistic mole', concerning lan-
guage ace.uisition, and Alingualier

Contrasting sharnly with the behaviorist view of lan-

guage is what, for want of a better term, is referred to
as the "nativist' view. In this view, oaservable lanauage
eeeforance (such as speech) is rerelv an external ^,anifes-

tation (or "output ) of underlying (i.n., mental) linguis-
tic comeetence. ointing to the apnarent fact that the use
of language is universal among normal human l'einge, the na-

tivists infer that linguistic comeetence (though not necen-
earily the shill in nerforring in terms of a particular
language) must 50 eseentially an inherited, rather than

aceuired trait. Indeed, it the genetic nrenrogrammina
of the huran for language nro,3uction that allows him to
assimilate the enormounlv varied and corplex linguistic
etiruli in 'As environ-ent into a snt of generalizable rules
which constitute the basis of his verl;a1 responses.

The nativist model focuees on the innate nronensitv of
the human organism to intuit the rules of the language, his

competence, concerning the structure of the linguistic sys-
tem in hie environrent. !!is overt nerformance, sneech ',e-
havior, represents a oartial realization of that connetence.
Linguistic and cultural ''enrivation then is an alien con-
cept to a nativist model in that the nativist nodal nre-
eup1.)oses that every human society has a language s" ;ter'

with rules of ntructurel and cultural usage. ,:ifferent so-

cieties may have different structures and cultural usages
but all human societies, no ratter hog' environmentally (from

a technological sense) or ecologicallv deprive,', have a
highly developed, higl-lv structures' linguistic system.

It is within this relttivistic nersnective that the
nativist model allot's for a vie-, of language aceuisitimn
that sees the ehild'n nerformance not ee an armrnximation
of the adult linguintic system, but as evidence of a system
with inherent structure in its vin right. In diecussing
the 14eaknesses of an explanation of child langulae from a
behaviorist as cornered. with a nativist nosition Miller
(1'2,55) has noted

. . . we nee'l to me:e the point that the hind of
reinforcement schedule a child is on when he
learns language is van' different from what we
have t:sed in experiments on discrimination learn-
ing. i!o one needs to monitor a child's vocal
output continuallv and to aCminister 'good and.
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bad" rel:ar,"%s ane nunishments. -hnn a nays
something intelligine, his reTiard is 17oth
nroiJa;Ae and indirect. Tn short, a chil0 learns
language by using it, not by a nrecisc sePeOule
of rewards for grammatical vocalizations "in an
pronriate situations.' '".n cznerirenter used
such casual and unreliable nroceeures in a ,'e^
crimination exr?eriment tmuli teach an animal no-
thing at all.
The child's eitposure to languagn should not

called teaching'. rn learnv the language, 5ut
no one, leant of all an average mother, lalo,,s
hox7 to teach it to him. -e learns the language
because he is shane-1 nature tra nay attention
to it, to notice ane remnmber anal use significant
asnc,ts of it. In nungesting that language can
be taught the orocels of eiscrimination learn
ing ' tnreforc, [raw! !Wlavioriqts 'lave] ignore'
n? . . ae.monition to remn!n:.er largn innate
canacity humans have for acrmiring articulate

("iller n(5, 3,15)

It i5 ironic to note that althoug', '.ehaviorint molell
al hear to Le inaeguate concerning how language is ac7uired
ana useC, language teaching is almost exclu7ivelY on
behavioral princinle s. f`n thn othnr hand, nativist roaels
11,3ve :'?r.111 concernef' ,/ith ho,, language is formally
taught since the nativints are nrimarily concernorl hot'

language is ac,luire0 ,,ithin a 'natural' (cultural community)
netting. One could construct a nativist eemeational it
ting for seconC Language learning 1.ut it cul.', in its
'wrest state, be outnioe of R ndlooling situation. It muld
tierefore '20 education at the infra-structure lnvel.

3.2.3 The cognitive ps-,e/olog7 ,oera, concerning language
acquisition, and %ilingualism.

Cognitive ncychologists have woe-e( nrincinallY on
establishing a senence of stagas of cognitive Oevelonment
%olich is thought to annlica'..le to All chileren regarelenn
of culture or locale. 'eaten of maturation, Inecific
stages anq Ivy: far in the sentience one ever gets mav ennnn%
on sociocultural factors (rural vs ur'an life, technologi-
cal vs agricultural econor-r), ,tit the cognitive abilities
and the sequence of mantery are believer! to universal.

r'ioneering tior!: in cognitive nsychologv 'gas that
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of Jean Piaget first with his own children and then with
others in Switzerland, but the attainment of specific cog-
nitive skills has been tested by others in many cultures.
(see especially Bruner, Olver and Greenfield 1956, Cole
and Glick 1972)

Those who find cognitive nsychology relevant to the
education.of minority children assume that at least nart
of these children's academic difficulties (whether cue to
the factor of poverty, rural life or traeitional culture)
is that they are unually nresumed not to have reached the
stage of development in the sequence that middle class
urban ;\nglo children have at the same chronological age
(e.g., on entering school). There are however two approaches
to these findings. One is a "nativist' type position call-
ing for research to find out at what age children in a
specific culture generally attain a specific cognitive
(e.g., conservation of liquies). These educators would
then change the curriculum to match maturational differencen
found in different cultures. The second annroach in a more
'behaviorist tyne nosition which assumes that dognitive
s%ills (e.g., classification or conservation) can be taught
and that the maturational sequence can be sneered un through
training. This is the ansumntion on which many recent
early childhood curricula have been written. (Lavatc1,13i,
Smock) These curricula state an goals the attainment of
cognitive skills such as classification, serration, conser-
vation, hypothesizing, problem solving, etc. Sone curri-
culum writers, while emphasizing the universality of the
cognitive processes, are concerned with the cultural rele-
vance of tae snecific curriculum materials. Others, either
because of an unarticulatee normativist bias or because
the same materials also have a goal of teaching standard
rnglish and the specific classification system of nieele
class American culture, coo not attemnt to build on eliB men-
tal framework of the child'n own culture.

Piaget and cognitive nsvcholoay have recently become
popular in teacher training courses ane in-service work-
shops for teachers. 'anv concerned with developing a better
educational system for all children (not specifically for
minority group children) feel that all teachers would bene
fit from a greater awareness of the stages of cognitive
development. If the attainment of specific cognitive illn
(e.g., having achieved conservation of number) is necessary
for academic success (e.g., solving of mathematical nrob-
lemn), then teachers should know how to tell if a specific
child has reached a specific cognitive level. This is a
cultureindependent concern.



There 1.5 in addition an argument based on cognitive
psychology for 0e-emphasizing cultural learning ntylen in
favor of training for higher order cognitive orocennes and
decontextualization of language use.14 This position wan
,)resented in a report to the Puroau of Indian Affairs
':'rancis et al 1972ai rrancis argues that

There is a su'.;stantial ground for ':.alinving
that children in every milieu show a?nrooriate
developmental response in terms of the acguici-
tion of language and other shills to the nroblemn
and challenges of their environment -- that en
vironment ith ''hich they in fact interact. (n. 5n)

If Indian education is seen as pro' aration of the
child for roles filled !1 his narents and if it
is reant to allov hi to continue to address him-
self to the tas%n And onnortunitien of his chila
hood environment, xie can assume that the child
will develon appronriate cognitive stills to
function in that sntting. (11. !;'')

(i.e., Every culture educates its children to :,r1 succensful
adults Tlithin that culture.)

T:ut we insist on formal schooling for these chilOren
although 'the schoolroom socr's viarticularly ill-suitnd to
the devolosment of the nortn of c'zills raquirea for herein/

nnel hunting rarihou." n. rn)

,!owever, the goaln of education from the nernpective
of the larger society may tell 1)e technological comontence
"hick involves formal: schooling. The cognitive developmen-
talint argues that

. . . to function suecnnsfully in a technical
culture, certain form, of linguistic and coc7ni-
tive developrent are taper' for. Ti ,e character-
istic of technical culture of interent to us is
the increaning reliance on lancruago and other
symtolic systems. Language in a technical cul-
ture is lived to represent, manage, and even deter-
mine events l'hich occur outnide the immediate
context of the individual . . . [Inc4eed,] Schools
exist because there is uch to learn to 1-.e succesn-
ful in a technical culture ,,hich cannot be learner',
as in traditional clturnn, through o%servation
and action. Schooling reeluiren anc1 enforces the



abstract 115:': of langueee to treat topics which
.havo no phyeieal point of reference in the imme-
diate environment. ?'s nruner has:noted'

School ieparate Imre ani thing and de-
stroys verbal realism presenting for
the first time a situation where Iyor,',
are systematically and continually
there' without their referents.
(1)71, pp. 40-49)

("rancis 1972, 1.). 39-40)

In the universal seauence of cognitive develonment the
child is thouTit to proceed-from being action oriented to
learning through perception (the il:onic rode) to learnincf
through abstractions (the smbolic mode). there has
recently been some counterargument (Labov 1970, Baratz an0
l'Aratz 1970), many ccgnitive psycholocfists believe that in
traditional cultures most admits continue to operate Pri
marily on the more concrete lPve15. Jerome Ltruner has
qritten

. . . ,Athout sr,ecial training in the symbolic
representation of exnerience, the child grows to
adulthood still denending in'Aarge measure on
the enactive and ii:onic modes of renrelenting
and orc-anizina the vorld., no matter what languagge
he speaks. 0-966, n 47)

hnowing a great deal e0)out the learning
style inieht useful at an initial stae,

iizentifyinJ culture specific styles of
learnine and relating the3e to el9ucational tech-
nieue.1 is a conelex, difficult, and tir',1-con,:um
big tasl: can speculate that if ....torn
vere 7-.:nown about the ways in whiel the child with-
in a 1?artieular culture orr.fanizes his experience,
and ail.out hoki to tale into account ,tile cognitive
ineelication: of 'ii s ethnic! heritage, educational
achiovement :lean -:gene'. :.. But thee are prob-
lems are not to yield readily or
raPidlv to researe'A. (Prancis, 2. 57-51)

!lernfore, cognitive peycholocrists tend to fall 1.,ac1,.. into
a noreativist model that uses'the faloiliar mainstream st,:les
and the m6rn .ccmnlex, 'ifficult time-consuminc' task"
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of identifying specific cultural learning ntylns once again
gets shunted aside in the name of expeiency.

Lesides, one ould have to guard against continuing
to use tha cultural )z.ased learning style to the exclusion
of teaching the child to cope with the derandl of tochno.
lorTical society. Therefore, rrancis argues, rather than
rely on the suPoose01 cultural banal learning style, it
in necessary to emphasize training in technologically role.
vant higher order cognitive nhills.

At certain fundamental noints, both the cognitive-de-
velopment model and the cultural-relativism model share as
sumntions and terminoloTy, and are to this extent comnatible.
In part, this is because cognitive skills usually operate
upon cultural content. But it is also because the develon-
mant of cognitive skills is necessary for the handling of
cultural content. To this extent, the situation is simi-
lar to the interaction of language development, as a univer-
sal phenomenon, and the relationshin of different languages
to each other. The development of certain 'aasic (and
rTuite complex) languaae comnetences are absolutely neces-
sary for any individual to be able to handle any language
successfull,. But the actual design of different languages,
any therefore the overt manifestations of the language com .

netence developed an individual, may differ considerably.

So, in a larger sense, the development of basic cog-
nitive skills, while pro%ablY a part of the neurological
'programming" of homo sapiens as a species, will eventually
be channele42 in different dir(!cf-ions, and be manifest in
different ,.)ehaviors and rronensities for :)ehavior, 'Dy the
exigencies of different human cultures. And t1 extent to
Olich these exigencies ma" differ for different cultures
can be considerable, since all hue-an cultures are histori-
cally derived and social', s'laree "'ensians for living'
1,hich have evolved in resnonse to sometimes (-mite aifferent,
and often unrelated, needs and inclinations.

The cognitive psychologist on the one hand observes
these different realizations of cognitive shills in meml)ers
of different cultures and assumes that they represent dif-
ferent stages alone sore universal heirarchical continuum
of cognitive development. 1)il the other haw] the cultural
relativist sees these as ertuivalent Lut different realiza-
tions of full cognitive develonment. The cognitive nsycho-
logist may recognize, but usually diminishes, the imnort-
ance of cultural differences and in so doing virtual'', ig-
nores culture conflict as an essential factor in the nr&-)-
lems of educating culturally distinct minority groups.
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9e can illustrate these tt*o theories as

1. the Cognitive onycholoaical model

svmbolic

irtagery

!action
child
of 1
.rears

in any
1 society

child
of 1
years
in anti
society

2. the cultural relativist rodel

Socit-
an

agrn-ian'

non- schooled,
i non-literate
aoult in an '

;agrarian
! society

-I-

Society
a

itechnoloqical
society

middle -class
adult in a
technoloc-,1
society

The i!nplications derived from t',,ese two theories for edu-
cating a rerson from one culture fOr life in another cul-
ture are quite different.

3.3 Conclusion

At the societal level, we have distinguishes' two re-
presentations IThich in no me rennects correstIond to the On-
finition of cultural difference and cultural Aeficit models
nreviously descrnee by Baratz and naratz (1(170). fie 'gill

call these the relativist and norrativist models. "e have
discusser, how the anthronological and nsychological
of language and culture are reflected in relativist and
normativist perspectives of education. ?..t the level of con-
cern with a theory of language acquisition, we have delin-
eated an opposition between a nativist and behaviorist
positions.
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In the next section of this report, we relate the nPr-

snectives developed here (relativist and normativi*0 to

r)rogrammatic
observables and to content and strategy real-

izations.
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4.0 Program realizations! six models (plus one)

The two theoretical viewpoints outlined in the previous
section can each be realized through three different methols'
the immersion, the behaviorist and the discovery. This
gives us six models (to which we will later add a communit
development model which is outside of this franc:wort- entirely).
rraphically the models are

7elativist Oormativist

1 TmTersion 1

3 Discovery 4

5 Pehaviorist 0

Cormunity
Develon7nent

The immersion aTv)roach glithin a hilingual/bicultural
context involves enculturatind a child into a seconl lan-
guage ena culture through total swamping in the second cul-
ture. Such an an roach would define initial schooling as
aonuiring the infra-structure of the culture -- and !Jould
take place outside of a formal clan -..room setting. It woull
include language learne0 in natural settings, and after
such acquisition would move to the elal ;orate cultural struc-=
ture as represented in formal schooling.

A !ehaviorist nrograi, is what is most often found in
formal schooling- a high! structured curriculum base(' on
a stimulus-response mode.ip In language teaeling the ':eba-
viorist model is realized in such classroom strategies a,z
programmed instruction, audio -lingual nattern nractice and
drill.



The discovery metho5 is an attempt to counteeoalance
the behaviorist technieue by °lacing more emphaais on l'hat
is to be learned than hots it is to 1..:e learned. It is an
attempt at creating a naturalistic environment Nlhere 'learn-
ing.' rather than "teaching' takes nlace. The discovery
method tries to modify the school setting,. v'hich is freraiently
alien to chilalren's previous exnerience, Yith a less controlled
environment t:.iat more cloaely annroximates the earlier learn-
ing of children. It does this Yithin a claasroom setting.
The discovery model is realized in such programer aa."open
classrooms," 'unstructured' curricula and teacher as guise.
The irony of the diacover annroach is that in accepting
the reality of the classroom. as a. parameter it obviates the
possibility of utilizing the'j.mmeraion anproach. The focus
of what is to be learned in exiatina discovery programs
still the elaborated structure skills

To the extent that the stimuli nresented to the student
are selected by the teacher and certain reaoonses to those
atimuli are expected, discovery programs cannot get aN7a:7
from the behaviorist definition of teaching. "file 'commu-
nication activities' (as descrthed in Appendix A) can raise
the level of entropy ana place lome reality criteria on the
language learner (and therefore annroximate immersion !,et
ting3) they remain artificial constructs. 'or example,
Dykstra's language lessons, t7hile emnhasizinr7 communication,
include pattern practice for nreaentation os material and
hi games are highly structured and hardly natural cues to
spontaneous language use.

4.1 Programmatic observa':les - the theoretiaal axis

A particular Program Y411 be assigne to a model on
the basis of its observables, not its rhetoric. Thus a nro-
gram which in its description states that it -respacts.the
child's language and culture' !)ut in its implementation user;
a standard variety' of the child's vernacular as the clasa -
room representation of "the child's language 'could not %e
classified as having components of a relativist model.

The three metho:ls behaviorist, diacovery and immer-
sion - can be incoraoreted in nrograma that derive from
either relativist or normativist assumntions. It is posaible
to snecify whether a Program using any of the three methods
derives from a normativist or relativist assumptive base 'Iv
examining the training teachers are given and the curricula
that are used. Through this examination it is possible to
assign any given nrograr to one of tha six models.
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Each model clay be realized in :any different programs.
`lot only essentially similar nrograms conducted at different
sites but even Drograms which incornorate striking varia-
tions in matters such as scheduling or language_ mix may be
instances of the same model. It is the oresPnce or ahsence
of the critical features described below 7/hich determines
what model is i:eing innlemente through a particular nrogram.

There are three basic corponents societal, (levelon-
mental and linguistic that are observable in programs with
a relativist or normativist assumptive base. Any program
which reflects a relativist base would have to include

1. a recognition of and use of the infra-structure of
the local culture

2. a recognition of and use of the role which the
child has iDeen socializnd to see as appropriate for his agn
and sex in his culture this includes his notion of an
pronriate behavior tAth neers, wi th children of other ages
and with adults

3. the vernacular language of the children as their
native language.

A program Yould be assigned. to a normativist base if
at the classroom level it were found

1. to ignore differences ::eteen the infrastructure
of the children's culture aryl that of the dominant culture

2. to ignore the child's Concept of annropriate inter-
aGtion behavior as defined by his native culture

3. to be using as the "native' language a standard
norm, which the children do not actually speal'.

4.1.1 Teachers and teacher training the relativist bass

It is, of course, rerfuired that teachers in any model
be bilingual and be competent to teach the sunra-structure
skills at the appropriate level. -6 The relativist model
focuses primarily on teacher attitiv7f:o rathc..r then on tech-
nique. Training for this model emnhasizeS a sociolinguistic
orientation and cross-cultural awareness. Thc ethnic origin
of the teach-?r is not the critical factor her attitudes and
behaviors are. Thatshe be sensitive to the child's ry-r-
ception of a situation is essential.

It is ironic but definitrIlv a factor to Le considered
in staffing bilingual/bicultural progrrtms that the teacher
Tiho comes originally from the community ray not meet the
attitudinal criteria wn are stinulating here.

The person who has a.-e it out of poverty to be a



teacher is often more 'transfer'17 oriented, more accultur-
ated than the children. qarles (1172) has commented on the
difficulties that ethnics (who have "made it' in relation
to the doninant culture) of have in teaching less assimi-
lated memLerseof the same ethnic group.

Teachers who have moved un from noverty have
done so often in the inane of t':le external
(white) majority view of success. . . The net
result is that (bilingual/bicultural] teachers,
teaching among poor c'ildren of their own
groups, often seer, to confirm the negative vie'..'
the chilCien already have of themselves Ivies a
vis the school culture] , rather than attempting
to pull up the entire group. They are, in ef
fect, splintering agents, Selecting some chil-
dren (e.g., those w:lo already have partaken of
the whitening image' process) for potential
success but confirming doom for most of them.

(E7arles 1:T72)

Y.josleth (1972) insists that one of the important
factors in a pluralistic model is that the teachers be of
the local, etrinib origin arid five in and be active in the
local community. 'tit he also realizes that there is in
reality an is conflict 'lore Lecause the local eth-
nic nercon who has achieved nrofessional status will usuall
be unwilling to remain in the lower class community. The
teacher Nolo has made his wa%, un from this novertv grouo is
likely to be very intolerant of manifestations of the ver-
nacular language and local culture because he has nrol:ably
rejected it. in his own life style. It is therefore morn
likely that teachers who trace their origins to the commu-
nity will fit the snecifications Njosleth lists under his
assimilationist model, namely 'non-ethnic or ethnic but
doesn't live in community. and 'will think of bilingualism
and biculturalism in terrs of some standard or 'high'
variety. If the people who would seem to fit the olural
istic model actually match the opposite one, oerhans teachers
Yho at .first glance would !)e assigned to Njosleth's assimi
lationist model mig:et fit the Pluralistic one. Njosleth's
requirement of teachers and aides of local, ethnic origin
snould be redifined in attidunal terms as those . . . eTho

can interact appropriatel with the local, ethnic nnnula-
tion. The actual origin or ethnic affiliation of the
teacher need not be the critical factor.
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Observa!Aes which woule? indicete that teacher,: (or
teacher training Programs) are oeerating from a relativist
Ilerspective incluc7e

1. teachers are aware of the existence of t:lifferent
cultures

2. teachers are aware of their cern interaction etylee
and the cultural Lasis of three

3, teachers are aware of the interaction steles of
the specific culture they are Oealing with

4. teacher accepts as annropriate behavior from the
c'Lilci that which the child has been socialise( to consider
appronriate

5. teachers interact with the child within the style
of the culture where there are appropriate possildlities
(i.e., greater physical contact, or allowing the chile 1
long o3.:servation period before expecting performance, otc.)

C. and perhans most critically, teacher sees her role
as expandira the child's repertoire of appropriate Lchavior
rather than as either giving culture to a child who has no
culture or re:Placing chill's culture with another.

Similarly on the eubject of language, teacher train-
ing in the relativist model woul0 emphasize what the gener-
ative theory of language tells us about children and t%eir
language abilities.10 Training would. involve such informa
tion a

1. all normal chillren learn a laneuaga
2. all languages incluOthg vernaculars are systematic

entities, all eeually self-consietent and logical
3. all people control neveral language registers
4. standard norms are historically local dialects that

have Lecome written languages.
Teacher training in this relativist model woutel, of course,
include as much knoTyledge as nossibln about the soecific
language and culture of ti,n elilaren in t'..at particular pro-
gram. It nay lie that a goorl r'eal of basic cultural anthro-
pological rose:Ire:I an0 a cociolinguistic survey are neede0
in a given community in orrler to provide the teachers with
the necessary facts about the children's language usa00 ane
community nocialization Practices.

4.1.2 Teachers anel teacher training - the normativist model

On the other 'iand, a pre gram would be assigned to the
noretiviet royal if the teacher (or teacher training pro-
gram) is ol)served to be

1. unaware of cultural differences or



2. aware of the differences but still expects the child
to act like a mainstream culture child while he is at
school or

3. aware of differences but denigrates them, or toler-
atcs the child asdifferent but does not modify her-Tha-
vior towards him ( or modifies her behavior in a way which
indicates that she considers him or his culture to be in
ferior) or

4. sees her function as giving the child culture or
replacing his culture with another.

The ovenlhelming importance of a teacher training com
ponent. in the imPlomentation of any program using the rela-
tivist model rests suarely on the fact that most teachers
now in our public schools have in fact been trained in the
normativist framework. Correspondingly, if a planned. varia-
tionstudv is to include programs which will be observable
as relativist' morlel-J, the difficulties in implementation
(unless sufficient time and energy is devoted to teacher
training) must be appreciated.

Eince the normativist model is based on a nerspective
of human behavior, culture and language that tends to uni-
versalize behaviors, it does not require any particular
training for :7c;*7ith different groups. ' "oat teacher'
training programs in colleges and universities thus fit into
the normativist lase. Tie' emphasis is-on methodology, tech-
niques.fOr classroommanagementand teaching specific skills.
Teacher training in the mormativist framework as it nertains
to language' is cost lilzely to ernhasize -nroblens". that
children from ethnic backgrounds have. This ?lay focus either
on language structure or function. Tleliefs such as 'these
may be taught . .

1. language the chilr9rnn use is ungrammatical
2. 'vocabulary is restricted.
3. language Is not used.adequately for comiunication
4; language is not used for abstraction

4.1.3 Curriculum choices -- the relativist model

Fdlingual/bicultural materials in a program based on a
relativist rodel would be observed to

1. actually be in tle vernacular
2. be relevant to. the chil.=:ren with relevance defined

so that not only 00 the nicturns reflect the child's world
but the people in the stories act as he would expect tl-er to

3. 2ossibly contain cultural content of a formal



social and historical nature (artifacts, holidat,-, heroes,
etc.)

4. inclur7o discussion of cultur.P.1 (ifferences, insti-
tutions such as family life, role of the church, Oiffnrent
interaction behaviors, nercentions, anticinatiors.

5. allot/ for :7istinct cultural learning st.fles.

4.1.4 Curriculum choices t7,xt norrativist moe!

de would assirm to the normativist roThl nronram
whie,

1. does not use 1.ilinaual ano bicultural ratnrials or
2. which uses materials or language that nrn not rele

vant to the local community or
3. which includes the Fald's culture only as a con-

tent varia:)le not as a nrocess 'le can, within
'culture as a content variallle , define a hierarchy of what
constitutes culture in the classroom

a. artifacts of the culture are disrllyeL7 in the class-
room. e.g., sortl:rero, notterv, etc.
b. puhlic aspects of the culture are nresentcd
cele..-drate fiestas and cultural holidays, have indivi-
duals show off cultural crafts.
c. course content includes history and famous loaders
of the grow).
d, social studies lessons include the historical
background of the group. "';:ere is a wide range here
from a fel, historical eates and the tales of the con-
quistadors to a sonhicticated anthronoloqical history
incling f.lscrintion of institutions and their hiq-
toric!al develonnent.

Even if all of these ,.re included in a !Acultural nrnqrar,
it would still considered normativist if there is no
regar for distinct cultural learning styles in the nrl-
qcntation of this (or any other) material.

'.2 Prograrmatic obcervables the methodological, axis

The o%servales at the theoretical 'blase le,.7e1 arc real-
ize0 in nrograns involving three basic meth000loqical an-
nroaches. It is the contention of the authors that varia-
tion ac this level of the rfloAel is less crucial than at the
theoretical level.



4.2.1 The immersion methodology woule 1.3e ranifest as fol-
lows-

1. nrogram takes nlace in natural settings
2. no formal teacher
3. occasion for considerable necr groun interaction
4. interage contact,
5. language always used for communication no fur--

Tel teaching
6. child is .swamned' by se,sond culture

4.2.2 The behaviorist retholology would be ranifcst as
follows

1. structured classroom
2. programmed curriculums
3. teacher concentrates on behavioral objectives
4. teacher tans most of ti,e time
5. limited peer group interaction
G. language is taught via nattern nractice, drill and

teacher cued resnonses
7. teacher initiates activities

4.2.3 The discovery model has features that move beha-
viorist methodology closer to the immersion

1. unstructure4-' classroom
2. unstructured curricula
3. child initiates activity
4. language taught within constructeil communication

units as well a, natternee drill
5. scheduling flexible
6. attitude more important than techrioe.1

4.3 The community develonment moeel.

The development of community awareness and organima-
tion has lea to der,ands for control by the cormunitv over
the education of their children, including decision makincv
concerning goals, allocation of resources, hiring nractices,
curriculum, etc.

The model is one of nolrer. The assumption is that the
community's lack of power in to a great extent resnonsib3e
for the failure of the childr,n either because

1. those in noYer are Onlil.)eratelv unveil line (their
real goal is to keen t',1 community ignorant) or
unal;la to educate the chilAren (e.g., they do not
allocate aequete resources, hire the right teachers,
institute appropriate nolicies, etc.)
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2. the lack of poYer han had an adverse effect on
the children (e.g., no *role r.orlels', creates
feelings of inadeuuacY vis a vis the outsicler'
pcy:Ter structure) or

3. the community !nol.1 'v'iat is 'Jest for itself and
will always act in its cwn ::est interest and im
nlement successful noli.cy

If we ask the cornunitv narentr to ,.'elineate t-hat
they exnect the school, to do for t'.v children, 'le Ali 1?.
post get res?onser in terms of achievement (Toels in
su3ject areas such as radinrf, mathematics and 'Inglis h.
noals such as enjoying school, positive selfirage and
maintenance of the ethnic language ray also L)e ex,)ressed
but not to the exclusion of the goal of educational achieve-
ment in skill areas. In general, the rinoritv group pia
rents' goal i5 not lihely to differ so much from t'-at of
the mainstream parents, i.e., an education 7hich allogys
t')e community's children to cornete in mainstream society
(a 'ell.naving idJ, status and u,mard moAlity).

The comunity development model may, hot,ever, define
its goals not only in terms of educating children but also
in terms of educating the entire community, especially con-
cerning involvement in the schools and in other nolitical
arenas in order to effect social change in their communitY.
To this end an evaluation of a community development mode]
that only assessed its eiility to educate children would
incomplete.1)

te feel that elis seventh model, the commllnity develop-
ment model, at the level of educational iPplementation,
'oulc1 probably male Cecisions in relation to the. other
models Presented in this saner. The seventh model's unieue-
ness rests in its theoretical assumntion that th predem
of education is in 7ho rael the decisions. It is only in
giving communities total pe,,er over funds and nolicy that
%ye gill learn if educational models other than the ones
suggestell here are created !)v these grouns.

4.4 Summary of models.

The following represents a brief and somewhat sl-et.7hv
representation of nossible examnles of each model.
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Shorthand Summary of :Iodel T - :tmmersion
1. Strategy: child put in a home of secon0 culture from

2-3, during which time he is swamped. in language and
culture

2. Content: middle class Anglo (or.Snanish-Tmerican) en-
vironment

3. Training: caretaker sensitized to cultural differences,
problems of initial cormunication, etc.

4. Goal: impart infra-structure language and attiturl.es al
initial step in acguisition of supra-structure skills

J . Examples: none

Shorthand Summar/ of lodel II niscovery
1. Strategy; child put in unstructured classroom that

uses his vernacular learning styles and language to
teach other language

2. Content: culturally relevant materials and traditional
school materials

3. Training: teachers trained ro cultural awareness,ver-
nacular in eeucation

4. Coal: teach second language and culture skills
5. Examples: The .Cultural Linguistic Approach, Center for

Inner City Northeastern Illinois Universit7,
as described, in :Follow Through. Program Sponsors (1972).

Shorthand Summary of 'Iodel III 7Zelativistehaviorir;t
'Although this model might'annear anomalous in light

of previous descriptions .concerning relativist assumptions,
it is a possible model for those educators who ombrace the
nativist asswmptions about language varietv and initial
language acg.uisition but who see second language learning
as distinct from native language acouisition.
1. Strategy: C3ii1(7: in structured. classroom withstimulus-

response. technique
-2. Content: audio' - lingual, programmd instruction brut

with vernacular acceoted
3. Training L .teachers trained re relativist model, but

also given instruction in behaviorist techni7ues
4. Goall. teach second language and oultUreShills
5. none

shorthand. Summary of lodel I" - Dprmativist Immersion
nis toowouldaPpear to an anomalous moJel. How-

ever,-the educator who-sees the child as having g-a defective
culture that might be ':overcome' by being placed in,another
environment would subscribe to this model.
1. Strategy child put in .homeof'second culture
2. Content: middle class Anglo-environment; middle-class
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Spanish-American with stanflar' SPanish
3. Training: Careta%er given sympathetic but norrativistic

Perspective concerning etild - 'culture of .,)ovrty" mo-
del

4. Goal, give child a languaan and culture
5. flxample, r,ettleheim's suggestion for educatin minor-

ity group eiildren in Kinutz-tyre arrangement was an
approximation of this model.

Shorthand Summary of "o:qcl. Normativist DiEcover
'..''file discovery technisw.s seem more consonant with

relativist assumptions, in actual fact discovery mrocTram^
often have a nornativist view that recognizes indivi;'.ual
differences between children but not group eiffe.rences an-
rived from cultural difference.
1. Strates,' onen classrocm, chili initiated. activities
2. Content. man" stimuli
3. Training in qettinfT teachers to change from 'teachinal

Foreto that of *guide'
4. Coal. impart shills
5. xample; Tucson rarlv relucation

Shorthand Sunaary of "odel 'TT "ormativist nehaviorist
This is the model molt frcrIuently found in schools.

1. trater7y. formal school inn in structuree classroom with
stimulus-resoonse techuiqus

1. Content audiolingual, nrotrarmed instruction, beha-
vior modificatinl, re,,ard tachniques '..,ased on standard
language

3. Trainin71 technisu,!1 of lehavicrist mnel000lorm
4. Coal: im2art
5. r:xaFples San 7..ntonio rarl', Childhood r(3,ucation Pro

gram

4.5 Chech lists of eJserva!:les for assigning mrograms to

It is only 1.J1, observation of materials and practice
tiat a s;?ecific program can be assigne3 to a given model.
The chech lists which follow suggest some of the possible
d'serva::le features -hich charactert.ze programs. The first
list refers to the assurPtive axis on vhich we have estre-
lished a 1,inary opposition 'etween relativist and normativ-
ist models. mhis lint contains ststements under five head-
ings dealing with the program's assumptions about a) societ'

child development, ,c) vernacular, d) language acrTuisi-
tion, and e) language use. '!ithin each. of the five sections



statements concerning tl.ree asnects of any program -- the
teacher training materials, the curriculum materials, anl
that happens during imnlementation in the classroom -- are
presentee.

r'2o use these lists, the ohrarver chee:s off all the
statements vhich are trun of tt,e materials or the clas
room being examine,l. Vlp clustering of nlements which are
found to exist shoul0 Alio,' the nrogram to 'in aqqi7nr-1 to
the relativist rolels (I-1:17) nr the normativist ones (Iv-
vI), (or to indicate the extent to whicll the nrogram's
assumntions in one asnect .are contraelicte or are not T.-ain-
taine4 in another). rach ol)serva7.1e has been la>elleo
(relativist) , "..i" (normativist) (consistent with
either), indicating With ri,k",e1 it is Irtost closely
associate(?.

I. nDservable features aloncr the assumntive axis

'1.. Societal

1. Teacher training

a. explains that each nor son's values, attitudes
and ;:ehaviorn are culturally determined

h. explains that each person !elongs to a (Iveral)
communitites ':ith a cohnrent culture

c. explains the associative vie,/ of Mcultu4ra1ism
d. explains tl.at culture consists of a set of values,

attitudas, intornction13 nntterwl -hieN nstalis
avproprintp ,ella..riorr for oifferent ner-ers 3y age
and six, as "ell an the more cultural in-
eicators (Ores s, fond)

n. shol7s teachers the cultural 1-asis of their colm
values, attitudes ard interactional nattnrns

f. presents the culture of the local communitv, its
values, attitudes, vie, of ho,' children of cer-
tain age:, should behave

q. gives the teacher srecific suggestions for atti
.

tulles and interactions for thn classroom that
will facilitate learning for the children c,f
that snecific culture

h. appreciates cultural differences
presonts the child's culture as valua'Ae

j. explains the role culture conflict 'lave it the
chill's difficulties in school

k. describes the importance of accenting the child's
culturally deterrjred self as the !:asis for begin-
ning the school exnerience
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1. does not mention culture
r. treats American society an monolithic
n. views ethnic groups as iii portant in the creation

of modern America but does not give ethnicity an
important place in current American society

o. mentions culture hut only in terms of externals;
3t1C:1 as food, dress
presents a ,,-onolithic vie', of the specific ethnic
suL.culture

n. does not mention or minimizes the role of culture
in learning

r. adheres to the neltinct pot view of ?irerican cul
ture

s. Presents normative 1,,ainr.tream 1,naviors as 'cor-
rect-

t. sees non-r. ainstrear. ',Phaviors as bad
u. seen hon-mainstrear; 1,e'lavior as the unfortunate

result of poverty
v. sees preservation of ethnic identity as a hina-

ranee to getting ahead

2. Curriculum comnonent

'1

T1

'3

a. peo3le in the stories have ethnic names ij
/

ntories include e:ijects familiar to stu'ents
c. pictures reflect the children's familiar .:urround- n/P

ings - definer': locally not only as a 'roae
norm

d. people in the materials act in t,ays 'tick the 7/1'
cnildren deem ap-)ropriate

e. raterials in ot:,,r su'lects (social studies,
science) reflect the infrastructure values of
the child's culture

f. materials in these sul-tiects ?resent other possin--%, R
uorld vies al alternatives or additions to the
child's not as a superior truth

g. syllabus allous for the cultural learning style of
the local community (e.g., cooneration not compe
tition, inter-age teaching if they are relevant)

h. the sylla'.,us indicates t'lat someone has studir0
and knol's the relevant features of the local
culture that ould suggest variations of tradi
tional sc.looling that uould be more in dee?inn
with the local community's style

i. includen discussions of culture, the specific nr"
cultures involve' in the school and cultural dif-
ference:: re; values, attitufles anal interactional
patterns

j. curriculum calls for artifacts of the culture to "./7
be displayed



sylla:)us includes oul-lic aspects of the culture ^/N
1. curriculwn covers history 1,1%1 famous learers of n/7

the ethnic group
m. su!Jjects other t'lan language art' use sare texts

as rest of school s "ster'
n. nationally distrih.uted rateriAls arP user' without

modification (or with minor lexical c'%ancles)
o. naterials are imported from another country and

used without modification (or with rinor lexical
changes)

2. raterials stress all neonle the sare, omit discus-
sionn of culture

V characters in materials middle-class whites, or
.tintee. but only riddleclasn :.ellaviors
e.g., rom d.ad 'A7other two-car garage anti
outdoor 1:iire,Tue

3. In practice

R. the teacher indicates to the child that he is
stupid, 1:17, incomretont when 'le i^ disnlaving
behavior that is aporopriate in his culture

L. the teacher recorinizes when the child i3 showing n
respect according to his cultural norms (even if
it is not respectful in her culture)

c. the teacher imolements t'In materials in such a 7
way as to allow for culturally based learninf,
styles

O. the children risinternret teacher'l cues for
amronriate Inhc.vior

c. tile teacher misses children's ",ehavior cues indi-
eating their Oosires, needs or %noleere

f. in di.;custions, the tesel,er exoresnes attituoes
that denigrate the chill's cultur-,

g. the teacher e::Iiands the reoertoire of
arrropriate ;.eilavior

h. tlie t_lacher nut.'3 down the child's action and -7

tries to teach :tire a :ettPr wav
i. the teacher resnonds most freguently and noni-.

tively to those children who are clonest to her
own cultural norrs

3. Child Develonrent

1. Teacher training

a. presents strengths of minorit group
fresents idea that child's nerceOtion of a given
interaction ray differ from the adult's
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c. shows how the chile, has 1-.,een socialized to his
own cultural norms 'efore he comes to school

d. suggests that the child's exneriences prior to
school will affect .his percention of new exper-
iences

e. presents idea that the child's culture ray have
different expectations for the chile' at a riven
age than the teacher's culture woule,

f. presents anthropological evidence for the local
community's culturespecific ideal for children
at various age levels

g. uses the adult as a standard of comparison for
child behavior

H. assumes the child is unformed, waiting to be
. molded into ed.ucator's Product

i. sees education:mrimarily as nrenaration for adult
employment

J. sees work with minority groun children as a *sal-
vage operating' 7rocedure

k. .presents chile as fragile, easily amaged.
1. presents prolem of minority group children as

weak ego otrength, lack of motivation
snows deficits of minority group child. that
must :Je overcove

2. Curriculum

a. in mode appropriate to cultural view of child of
the snecifiael age level

b. 5.5 concerneC. with views
c. concerned orar tcce:hing for future use
d. has 7..ane 1,ehavicl cxnectations would have for

an adult learner

3. Practice

a. teacher expects all children -.s.om all cultures to
be the samu

b. teacher allows for individual differences !)ut not
for group differences

c. teacher is aware of differences in chili're..) :171
cultural groups Ilut denigrates one group

d. teacher's exnectations for groups differ - teach
er 'writes off one groun

e. teacher can pat herself in child's Place
f. teacher acce-As child's view of an interaction
g. teacher can treat groups differently whild %old

ing same long-range goals and expectations for
them

1,1



C. vernacular

1. Teacher training

a. descriL'es the nature an origin of standard lan- 7
guag,=!s and dialects
includes a detailed arar-matical descrirtion of n.

the local vernacular
c. indicates 3.r, contrastive analYsis some of the

more 0DViOUT errors the local c'ildren will male
in learning English

a. presents in some form a diglossia model, that all
neople speak a variety of lanc!uage st'71es

e. refers to the children's language only as SPanish
f. presents a contrastive analysis of 'Fnanish and

'English-
ma;_es statements that the language these children
Jpeak is ungrammatical

h. perceives vernacular as evidence of language rid .. 17

ficit that teachers face
i. defines teacher's job as eradicating vernacular

2. Curriculum

a. introductory texts are in vernacular
b. texts in Lchild's native lanauacfe are in standard

Spanish

3. Practice

a. teacher accets vernacular as correct grammatical
speech and as.ap!propriate for all purposes except
specific lessons in learning dialects other than
vernacular (ESL or SST.)

L. teacher cnrrects child's language using stan-
dard 6ial,:et as Todel

D. Language acc:uisition

1. Teacher training

a. presents linguistic and anthrcmological evidence
that every normal child learns a language system

b. the generative theory is presente,' as a mcdel of
hoer all children learn language

c. makes statement that these children have not
learned language

O. suagests that the children's early environment is
not conducive to development of language

T1



e. describes language acquisition as acquiring ha5its,
Presents })ehaviorist morel

f. indicates that children learn not only grammar
but sociological aspects of language use (7iffer..1

ent styles for different occasions

2. Curriculum

a. teaches standard form of the language (e.g.:
Spanish) as a second language

b. does not teach standard form of the language r
c. teaches Standard English throug medium of verna

cular
d. teaches grammatical structures, vocabulary, etc.,

(negation, propositions, nnnnsites) as if the
child, were nonverbal

e. teaches through garges involving social setting

3. Practice

a. the teacher assumes the children can express
themselves in a coherent, grammatical vay in their
native vernacular

b. the teacher considers the children to lir, non-
verbal

c. the teacher corrects the children's vernacular
O. language is taught be rote memorization, pattern

practice, drill, programmed instruction, or beha-
vior modification

e. language is not taught as a subject but used an a
medium of instruction only

f, language is taught in conversational modes: lan
guage lessons eliciting snontaneous language are
used

E. Language Use

1. Teacher training and practice

a. states that the child. hal normal cognitive devel-
opment

b. states that tha child has concepts 1:efore he comes
to school

c. states that the child has categories >lit they may
5e different from those of the teacher

d. states that the chile has language 17.ut that his
language cannot express abstractions

e. states that the child's language can exPresn ab-
stractions but that due to his restricted environ-

T)

R
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meet he 'loos not use language abstractly
f. states that the chile's language is inadeguate

for concent formation

Curriculum and nractice

a. the children are tested for Yncr7led,7e of e.g., -

basic sha2es, size comnarison,.negation, spatial
relations in their vernacular
the children are so tested in Standard SPani51>
or in inglish

c. tli child is taught concents such as basic s'lanes tT

size comparison, negation, snatial relations or:
the assumption that the child does not !!).e17 them

d. cognitive Content lessons are not given until vo- 7 7

cah,ulary and stri2cture eiter in 7tandard. Spanish
or in 'Tiglish have been taught

e. the vernacular is used for teaching neN.7 cocnitive
materials after the chili' s Imowledge level of
these concepts has ::een accurately assessed

II. OLservabl features along the methoeological axis

The second chec]: list refers to th.7. rethodological axis
where we have set un a three v,av distinction between immer-
sion (I), discovery (r)) , and behaviorist (B) models. This
list includes observables under the heaflings 1) classroom
set. up, 2) scheduling, 3) teacher role, 4) curriculum,
and 5) lancruage learning terf,nirues. The assigning of a
program to a ycCel on the mnthodological axis should only
be done on the of actual classroom practice.

1. classroom set un

a. trai:.itional classroom - children remain in same
seats all oav althouqh ra have co-le senarate
grou,)s, ).g., for rc-arcing

b. learning centers -- children rotate in groups n/D
c. flexi3ly open chilOren move at will or are 0/B

grouped, for certain lesTons and free to rove ,-

around at other tmes
d. no classroom

2. sc;leduling

a, each subject taught in define bloc±
b. each chile has different scheule, these schedules r.

change from day to e!av
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no scheCule Tr)

3. teaeler role

a. teacher initiates anfi eirects activity
teacher-pupil interaction 'gut often pupil- n/n

initiater .

c. teaching relic,: %eavily on neer group or inter_.
age interaction

d. no formal twleler (r,achine counts al 1 teacher) I/D

4. curriculur^

a. each su!ject taught separately P
b. all sutjects usea as lessons for all skills

intevratecl curriculum
c. the hiriden curriculun of the mit'.(12-class hone

5. language learning technicue.1

a. teacher talks most of the time. students resnone,
memorize, correct and. Predictable arsvierl

h. programmerl instruction, stuennt intaracts 1,ith a
machine or a workook

c. spontaneous language use is stimulatee whether hy n/T
cornunication activities, 1),, unpinnec' conversa-
tion, or not 'laving7 forr'al languaae teachinq
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4.6 Other variancs

The observables we have listed in the previous sections
are the independent variables which we suggest are crucial
to the models we have defined. It is recognized that within
a controlled variation study certain features must be held
constant across model,. These include

1. age
2. ethnic mix, including

a. language dominance,
b. proficiency in each language
c. degree of acculturation

3. socio-economic status
4. previous school experience
5.' rural/urban

In addition there are variables which will not be con-
trollable, especially in discovery models, such as

1. schedule of time devoted to each skill area
2. mix of languages within schedule (e.g., 50/50 or

Spanish only in language arts, all else in Eng-
lish or Spanish .for all.hut ESL, etc.)

3., staff experience; etc.

If the characteristic of the discovery models is that
the curriculum is unstructured, then the time scent in each
suhjectand each vary from one ,child in the
class to another and even fOr each child from one day to

The question. of whether a program. is two-way Gknglos
learning Spanish as well as Snanishispeakers learning English)
or only one'-way need not be considered a critical variable,
since the essential problem being addreSsed by the govern -
ment in its planned variation study. appears to be the educa7
tional achievement of Spanish speaking children. Indeed,
the solution to the problem of underachievement as proposed
by.the Bilingual Education Act was that by using the child's.
native language, the 'educational system would produce greater
success in terms of its same goals (achievement in skill
areas, ability to compete in mainstream English speaking
society) than it had previously achieved for these non--Eng-
lish speaking children.

'The argument for a two - -way program appears to rest



mainly on the notion that the Spanish-7*merican child's self
esteem will suffer if only he (and not the knc:lo child) has
to learn another language. In addition, learning another
language may reduce the 7\nglo's ethnocentrism, but it may
he a false hope at best to try to deny vithin the school
setting the obvious fact of which the Snanish-American
will sooner or later become aware, namely that he belongs to
a minority language group within this country and that the
national language is English. He will need Fnglish for
college and jobs in the mainstream society; the Anglo child
will not necessarily need Spanish.

'chile the product nerspective, which points to the value
of having bilingual speakers available for jobs, justifies
the teaching of Spanish to Nnglo children, this position is
tempered in some of our models by Vie argument that a bilin-
gual n_ rogram must consider the local vernacular as the anpron-
riate form of Spanish -- and t'lat vernacular may have little
value for the Anglo children as concerns their future educa-
tion or employ-sent.

It is however, not essential that educational procedure
Ile justified functionally. There are valid arguments aside
from practicality in favor of majority children learning
minority group languages. A two-way program may be !)eneficial
for the goals of increasing crosscultural awareness, to
sensitize the 2\nglo children to the culture of the Spanish
children, but it may be completely irrelevant to the goal
of hicher achicvoment levels and lower d_-op -oat rates for
Spanish speaking children.
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5.0 Inolementing the models: Problems and Possibilities

It is obvious that some of the seven models described
in the previous section will be easier to implement than
others- and yet, if we restrict the planned variation study
to models that fit readily into the existing school frame-
work, we will 3:e offering few new solutions and can expect
few new results from the study. rurthermore, if we rush to
set up programs which are rant to exemplify the rodele
which require extensive retraining of teachers and for which
there is currently no appropriate curricula, we can be sure
that the evaluations will show that the implementation does
not match the description of the model. Declaring a Program
to ,.)e an example of a certain model does not mean that it is.
Evaluation has to be based only on the olaservaeles of the
program as it is carried out, not on the mcylel to which the
program vas assigned.

Implementing a communit development model has as its
first difficulty defining community" (and what constitutes
a community) and perhaps more difficult, who reeresents
that community.

Implementing the immersion method in either the rela-
tivist or normativist framework requires a concept of educa-
tion outside of the school system. ghile this might be
organized at a pre-!dndergarten level, the currently Pro-
jected stud's is for grades K-3. Immers::_on pry grLms for this
age green ere no: li%ely to be considered feasible hy
either t%e community or ed.veNtors.

Difficulties in implementing discovery methods in
alreade es'eablished classrooms are documented in reports
of rollew Through sponsors of open classroom programs such
as the Education ,Nlvelopment Center (rDC) and the Tucson
early Education 'odel. r0C focuses on retraining teachers
and finds that the teachers with who they must work are
not always receptive tn their ideas.

The teacher's ambivalent Position in an experiment
such as the proposed study mav become an o%stacle to the
implementation of an innovative model. If tbe school admin-
istrators are not entirely enthusiastic alq)ut the Program,
they nay give the teachers conflicting messages about their
expected participation in the proeram. Ps long as the
program remains experimental (i.e., vill terminate after a
certain number of years), the teacher will see her future in
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terms of the impression she makes on the local school author-
ities and not on the director of the special program.

The problems in implementation will be much greater for
programs based on relativist assumptions than on normativist
ones. As i3aratz (1!:1) has previously pointed out, major
difficulties which may be encountered include:

1. a lack of trained personnel to teach culturally different
children

2. few teacher training programs set up to train teachers
of the culturally different

3. a lack of materials an0 curricula
4. a lack of knowledge about the vernacular dialects and

diverse cultural groups in this country, especially as
regards ricrobehaviors that ray be very important within
the framework of cross-cultural communication.

5. a rejection of the cultural relativity thesis, which
states that the minority group culture is valid and
should be used in the teaching nrocess, by majority
group members who are ethnocentric and see only their
culture as valuable, real and good.

6. a rejection of the vernacular culture by minority groun
ethnic members, particularly among the middle class.

7. a fear that the recognition of distinct cultural groups
in the United States will necessarily be justification
for re-segregation.

8. because the issue of culturally related education is
bound to generate controversy, and hccaure at the moment
failure of nino:ity cy.:ouP childLen in a p,:Mom, but
in itsnlf nu cuatraviu.ci!Ae (no school z-:Iministratr
is beng called racist merely for stating that these
children are not performing near national norms) , school
administrators, one of whose jobs it is to keep contro-
versy at a mjninum, may very well opt to do nothing --
or do some that is acceptable even if it is demon-
strably ineffective -- rather than risk their jels for
a program that has educational promise but is so contro-
versial.

Aside from the nroblems inherent in attempting to imple-
ment particular morels, there are problems related to planned
variation studies that raise general questions as to the over-
all feasibility of such a study, especially as concerns the
cost relative to probable outcome. The situation is reminis-
cent of earlier experiences with planned variation studies in
educational settings, most notably the current rollow-Through
project, which have raised more questions than they have
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provided answers. Itere, the research designs and educational
theorieE of acadnnicians have run headlong into the politics
and bureaucracy of the educational systems, where reading
scores, academic achievement and feelings of self esteem
and. satisfaction are not necessarily relevant criteria for
operating those systems. Indeed, the educational systems
in this country apnear to have a unique capacity for coming
into contact with fresh ideas, organizations, ar0 insights,
ingesting them, excreting them undigested, and continuing
on unnourished by the exnerience.

The school superintendent, for example, may be much
:-tore concerned with money matters than with reacting scores.
Ile is dealing with a large system where management rol-lets,
not methods of reading instruction, are the issue. Indned,
poor reading scores are not inherently a prohlem and only
become so when someone else (the nress, the Congres-, emnlnYers)
make nem so. In addition, once the furor over -.,00r rnading
scores dies down, they becore an accepted fact (naturally to
!,e deplored) but nonetheless a fact rather than a controversial
issue. Indeed, a nronosed solution to floor rnaaing scorns --
e.g., use of dialect texts -- may easily become more contro-
versial than the fact of floor reading performance itself.

As vas indicated earlier, programs cannot be 'sent in'
from the government or the university and imposea upon the
system. A teacher's allegiance to a two-year "research
project" is going to depend more on how the system in which
she functions li!!es it than how nrestigicus the univerc?itY
is that offers it. Tier rewaras core from her emnloyers ana
Peers, not from outside exnerts. end here too, her rewavls
are not merely Johnny reading. !Ter acceptance by her fella
teachers may e as important if not more so than her success
with her charges. This is not said to malign teachers,
but merely to emphasize that they must T'e understood in rela-
tion to the co:iplexity of their role as they perceive it,
which is not merely imparting AnC's to kiddies. Nnd so nn
for supervisors, principals, etc., up and down the line.

Discussions of t'oe difficulties encountered in Follow-
Through planned variation often return to the problems of
teacher training, of meeting the multiple goals of school
systems, of detailing delivery systems, of inadequate measure-
ment tools, of the pressures for imrediate action even when
the system is not ready, of aemand for irrediate 'pay off".
Inferred in these discussions is that nlarnnd variation
studies should. project a hit longer time frame so that they
can solve these problems and then he able to conduct a nlanned
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variation study. Since the prolems zeferred to cre
to the educational system, it would appear to this writer
that at best the cart is being nut before the horse, that
appiied research is being callecl for before the basic research
has been done. Indeed if the endemic problems discussed
under problems of planned variation studies could actually
be solved, there might be no need for a,:planned variation
study

The state of the art (or science) as regards education
generally and bilingual education particularly is not in
a position to call for a large applied research study in a
"naturalisticuisetting. Indeed, time may clearly demonstrate
the naivete of planned variation studies in that the con-
straints of an experiment become, in the final analysis,
inimical allies with the exigencies of a school system.
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1. According to the ":CSEA Title summary, nthnic group,
FY '72,' the 211 projects vere funded for a total of
S33.212,759. This !)real-..1 dorm as folio' s7

lexican-American (11E,^32,733.
ruerto -dean
Cu5an 337,5^-0.
multiethnic, all f7nanish
total, Spanish onlY 15,r'74,7,11.

Portuguese 40C,717.
:'rench ^03,C;51.
American Indian aro rs'-imo 1.,17/!,317.
Other 553,1.
multi-ethnic, includes qoanish if
other language is not fpanish 2,7n0,215.

total, ncu-Soanish and multi-
ethnic 7,130,010.

tot. l Title: VII funlina P31,111,75.

2. The inn from 07n and the nuTAicity releases con-
cerning the grants state that implementation of the
motlelS will !:),e "ith Pnanish-American ponulationn. nn
nrosent report there fore concnntrates its evmmnles on
te lanctue. anfl cuitle!; 5pca7r.1n,3 grou.:1,
hut tlio (),C '::linqual/Actiltund ethication
a!1 tl!e ncOels Ocvolop:d are cienoralize:le to tile other
1arguac7ns a);(/. gl-ounl for whiel fundP
pl-;grams.

3. nrelininary reports on Cie ?Olio'' Through nlanne0
variation Stu(ly have not ',een narticular17 oromisinq.
There hay.-2 considera'le difficulties T,ith. the "ol-
lov ""irourjh Project: in finOing discrete forrls 1:o vary,
in imlementing the projects and in evaluntin7
data .- especiall7 surrounding the issue as to what con-
stitutes control dl a.

4. Jencks, et al (1:'72) summarized the eclucational
of the lar on poverty model of the En's as follol,s



The 3Jest mechanism for '-.reaking this vicious
circle (poor don't acquire cegnitive skills,
therefore don't act lo -)s, therefore remain
poor . . is educational reform. Since
children cprn into poor homes do not acrluirra
the shills they need from their parents,
they must be taught these shills in school.
This can done b making sure they attend
the same schools as middle-class children,
by giving them extra compensatory proarars
in school, by giving their parents a voice
in running their schools, or by some combi-
nation of all three a:oproaches. (n. 7)

5. A.-fuller description, examples, is given in
the paper which was comrdssioned as part of the nresnnt
report.

The UNESCO report.define2 vernacular language as fol-
lows

language which is the mother tongue of a
group which is sociall or politically domi-
nated !:;.7 another group speaking a different
language. 17c do not consider the language
of a minority in one countrY as a vernacular
if it is an official language in anotler
country. (p. 46)

Etowat has pointed out concerning vernaculars1

Due to their lack of formalized grammars and
lexicons (at least ones accepted as authori-
tative 1...v the languages' users) vernacular
languages are almost always raned lower in
?restige than standard and classical languages.

7. , It should be realized. that product oriented 3-Alin-
gual programs whether they recognize the child's
lect (as in the French Title vII nrogram at Breaux
Bridge, Louisiana) or do not utilize the child's ver-
nacular (as in the Cucaronga, California 7ollow Through
program) are in fact noSinr an addnd hul-den on the child
who is already having difficulty in school. These pro-
grams have goals which relatn to proficiency in languago



arts in standard S2anish (Trench) and standar0 rnglish,
..)ot' of which are foreign languages for the child, ane
goals relating to skills learned through. the medium. of
two languages neither of which the chile speaks natively.

3. Altnough education has seen a concern of anthro-
pologists over the years (Hewett 1104, Johnson 1.43,
Spindler 1955), the overall influence of anthropolo-
gists hal l'een ureatly overshaeoyee by that of Psycho-
logists. The psychological l'_terature on ,Iilinclualism
seems mainl, to have aeeressed itself to the is,ue of
the relationship between In and bilingualism.

The anthropologists have, hoYever, wit!' their
interest in the issues of language and culture contact
eevoted much tivie to descriPtions of multi cultured
sorieties. They have d'.veloPed models concerning the
relationship of cultural systems to educational systems.

9. In the ast maturation has been viewed by psycho-
logists largelv in terms of supposedly innate staginess
of develonent with some influence from the environmont.
The orthlem here is that environment has !-,een so e.efincd
as to largely exclud' cultural norms, a flaw some,lhat
rasked !y the willingness of psychologists to look at
social interaction at the interpersonal level. PoTiever,
it is now becolAing clear that maturation is strongly
shaped by t:,e c1111-;ural norms of the society in which a
chi I::'. is (1,2.,-.1onlrg. Yhus, for example, behavior such
as walking can ;)o yen, much influenced hy the culture.
AnthroPological research has indicate0 that chileren in
a nordadic :Sfrican societv learn to walk earlier lecau=..e
of the mohilitY needs Wenner lr.:73) whereas chileren in
a Ifenaler,e society that lives on extremely steep terrain
are carri-I more anci thus learn to walk at a much later
age.

10. That sore p3ychologisti are 1)eginning to realize
this was recently exemplified Jerome Kagan's speech
at the 1'272 reetings of the AAAS. In studying Guatera
lan chilCren in a small rural village, lagan found that
the infants were extremely passive, seldom helrl ')17 the
mother and rarely taken out of the hore. Their level
of maturation at ten months was therefore very different
from that of American middle-class children at that age.
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The elevenu'earolds in the same villagiL:, however,
were .alert, active and. comparable in, maturation and
skills to their American counterpart?. Doti, the infant
and the eleven-year-old in r,uaternala were being normal
children within their.-culture but the cultural expeci--a-
tion of the infant's hehavior was not the same .as that
of children of the same age Kagan had previousli? sturnee.

1:argaret -'::ead pointed, out to Kagan, anthronologist
have long been aware of the non-linearity of develOnr,,,?_nt
but psycholog4,-sts have not up to na7 included that con-
cept in their paradigm.

.The recent court case in California (Dlanne vs.
Rafferty and the State of California) is a Oraratic
eo.cartole of just such an incorrect classification.
The State of California has' been aSsigning
American children to classes for the mentally retarde,-?
on the basis of IQ scores obtained from intelligence
tests that had been administered- in English. 1hen

y: icali-Pono ri can children were reteste-9. in *.::parlish the
scores of over CD% of the children indicated their in-
telligence levels were average or above.

12. .''':.n excellent example of this Do:-..:ition can be found
in the writings of Hunt, see e..specially 'Towards
the prevention of incorrinetenco. In J. Carter (1",c1., )

Research Con-briL,utions from Psvc-hcioo," to COrMun i1 v
Ile 3=1.11 . iZ \Z. 6k1-: n r a.1

13. It is recognized by tl7e. authors. that .the de crin
tions here are neceSsarily, oversimolified. -There.:
-consideraz:le verbal learning literatUre'-.(3.evoted to inter-
ference (retro-7activn etc..) is -ger
maine to second language .learnincz within a behavibrist
77i aradig

14. The work of Ma.sil-T3ernsteiii is a case in- point -.
ii attempte3, to illustrate .hat t3.1e oultural learning
style of .lowe.r.-clasS TIritish youth. tended to relv heavily
on TAthat he describe(1 as a 'restricte.d code" (i-)peal to
aUthorit.1.7, unsDecif:ied.Or -vague descriptions, etc..)
whereas the'raiddle7class -child learns a Cultural style
that relies heavily on an.- "elaborates': code" .(analytic,
TOecific, etc.); .1Infortunately Many researchers in the



U.S. have tended to sinolify and. over extend ';')ernstein's
concepts so as to imply that Lecause of socialization,
lower-class chileien arc incanahle of using an ela "orate
code, nere has seen a crY many to ignore the indi-
genous code in favor of teaching other coves necessary
for making it in the mainstream.

Of course the issue of language code use is con-
founded by the fact that in any group, no attrr ho-
a:Jstract the topic, the language of the in group tends
to restricted*. (see for example ITalerstam's Ces--
cription in The Best ane the Brightest of the Kennedy
inner circle responding to Chester Boyles' of use
of their restricted code.)

15. Interaction analysis studies such as that by
Oellack. A. A.. et al, The Language of the Classroom,
show that almost all of the teaching time consists of
reneated cycles of teacher question followed !ly student
response, followed hy teacher reaction.

16. The term bilingua? requires that a nerson he ahle
to understand, speak, read and write a standard and/or
non. standard version of t'le two lancnv in the Program.
'Competent to teach' means that the teacher is E0,1e to
teach those subjects for which he/she has ,e_en prepare:'.

This would necessarilY involve meeting state require.
ments for teachers.

17. See section two for further elaboration of this concept.

18. qe have seen teacher training Programs which con-
centrate on generative grammar techniques of language
descrintion -- trees and transformations which the
teachers have. difficulty finding relevant to their prob
lems. The more relevant importance of generative theory
it seems to us is its insights into the nature of languac:e
systems and language acquisition.
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APPPIIDTX

A brief Survey of Selected Bilingual 'Programs and Curricula

Judith Perez de Heredia

Introduction

14e one writes out of a vacuum. 'Jhether or not one is
conscious of 7.:orrowing ideas from currently popular tren:is,
that is most often the case. rvery curriculum writer has a
philosophy which shapes the outcome of his work. '7e have
attempted to examine as much of the curriculum for bilingual
Program.; as was availa5le to us in order to determine the
relationship of tIle author's nnderlying assumptions to the
models proposed earlier in this report.

Due to restrictions on time and location, resources were
limited. 'goat of the materials available ,lore commercially
produced or written 1.v Peonle whose names are well knov4in
tie field'. of ',;SL or in M.lingual education, Locally pro-
duced materials T.:7hich may .contain innovation,: for 7:1ilingual
education programs; were scarc.

The following institu,t5ons in the "Tashington, n.C. area
were useful renources fel. examination of curricula: the
Center for Applied Linguistics, the rducational
Center at Federal City Collage, the 77ational rdocati.on Assoc-
iation, reports from the office of Title Dilingual Pro-
grams, and the Lirary at the Office of 'flducation, and the
Washington D.C. idlingual Prograr.

Iaterials fall into two categories' 1) curriculum
guiCes, texts, and materials to Ile used in the various t;.3..-
lingual prograT-s throughout the country an0:2) specific ,

k;ilingual sites or programn which may or may not h -have de
veloped .a uniguo curriculur, i.e.,- The r.ewurserY
Sources of information incl&re curriculum gnides, program
descriptions or reports on nrojects.,

Thirty7eight curL.iculumgtides,were seen, of.which..
three were descriptions' an0-35 were :actual.curriculUm guides
or texts.

Of the seven specifics'1te,:/programs accotnted.for,
three were program :!escriptionsione a.re!')ort On,a oroject,,

.

two summaries !'of curriculum 'guides, an:: one actual curriculum
guide.



7.elevance of Tilinqual Curricula

Almost othout excer-tion, the curricula availal-)le
were not suita.:.le for a culturally '""!oriel of :q1ingu3l

education. The influence of traditional aulio-lingual or
what is more cormonly known as 7SL --lethry.lolorTv was very
much in evidence.. This would reflect the lat.:7 in r)rogressinq
from ESL classes, which 'lave heen in ezinten7: ruc;) longer
than bilinr:ual eiucation Programs, to lAlingualf,7.icultural
nrograms.

'any of the names first associated with 'zST.. curricula
now a?pear in connection with !-..ilingual curricula. It is
apparent that these pemae have not changed their 'facie
assumptions on language teaching in TIriting curricula for
bilingual programs. The no curricula may more sonhis-
ticated in some cases but the underlying beliefs are the

-fl'csame. For exarple, oert "ilson of JCL'). was reonensibln
for Teaching English "arlv, ar au,ao-lingual seeon,.' lanquaun
learning course which is not aimed at any s,:)cific crow',.
.1ilson's materials :lave since been usefl al the ''.`ails of t1e
Oral Language Program anr -Con CT7.7 materials (two of the most
wiclesnroad curricula in use in-t'ae flouthest). .7'.3 another
example, -1,a1:.0.: -1.01.-inett's name appears in connection -Ath
Vie rucs Bilingual Curriculun Develonrent: EgOL-S17zD,

'Tc.-71Thnt Primary inter4iscinliEary Program, the
Linguistic neaders an:-.4. the Soani-sh Curriculur 7)evelon

ment Center materials, all of which have, wide diss,iFinatf6n.

vurthermore, -)any nther nrograms are adaptations of
one or anot'Ar.,..r of t')ese already mentiorerl curricula. For.

example. Ine :caw Yorl: State-r)epart-mont of 1:'clucation,
AJbany: has recently d(Avelope(3 an adaptation of the 7LICS
curriculum Concentul an!'l rsral Language Develonment
nilingual Series Gui,,le r're-Xinclergarten. The '3an. Dierm
City sehocilshave aaaPte-d 7ngTish lessons from Teaching
English 7arly no;)ert 7ilson.

The result is that many Prograns are 1:urierl
in and 37;tra6itional audio-ling-ual materialti which stress
pattern nkactice as the way to achieve flueno-, in the lan-
auac,e. there were a few programs w'lich may fit our defin
tion of a (.1.il-Lcov,.?.ry mode. , no exarnles of rncirams with
an irmersion



Evaluations

Evaluation can be categorized as 1) internal, i.e.,'
testing: of the cUldren to see if objectives have been met
and 2) external, i.e., field! testing of'the program itself.

ni the.forty-five curricula seen,nine somr., type
of external evaluation. The description-1 rangrN:: from qkm*,,
"field tested" to a more snecific dencrit)fion of where, when
and how many sites

Internal evaluation was accounted for in nine different
programs, five of which were eaveloned b" the in6ivie,ual
programs, three usad standardized tests or translations
thereof, an one utilized a combination of standardized
tests. and original measurements, nnlv two orograMs rentione(9
?_both internal and external evaluation 5.

ianv of the -.Producers as well as users of the materials
we have examined, did not consider evaluation to be important
enough as a component to even mention it.

Teacher Training

Teacher training is a critical feature in dnveloning
eduCation nrograms. l!owever, as in the case of

evaluations, many curriculum guides Oic", not mention teacher
training. Of the seven snecific nrograms only three men

,

tioned specific teacher training comnonents. Of the thirty-
r,ight curriculum gui-.:Ies, only six aOressed themselves to
teacher training. rive of the nine programs which did
snecify teacher training fall into the Odscovery category.)

Surpary

It ::,ccomes obviouo from a consideration of the curri-
cula seen that the focal noint for the curriculum developer
is the teaching method emnloyed anc.1 not the content taught.
tie therefore have used a scheme in which teaching methods
are defined as 1) traditional audiolingual, 2) concept
formation, 3) programnee instruction and 1) discovery.

One finds that concept develonment is frequently linked
N..,ith traditional audio-lingual methoAology. In rany cases',
Spanish is 'taught to native Snanish sPeakers with the
stated object of the lesson :being concnot develooment while
English in the same program is taught by audio-lingual method-
ology. In the vast rajority of cases, 'the audiolingual
methodology alone or in combination with concert formation
appears as the teaching method.
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Curriculun "!atorials

1. Title:: :Reinforced '7"leadiness Pequisites Program
Author
Producer; Southwestern Cooperative 7.3ducational Lai:loratory

(ST:7C711)
An extremely 1:eharioristic approach to reading readi-

ness. The state?!: -purpose of this. program j.7 to intill
motivation in 'culturally ,divergent children. 'T_aterial re-

ards given to thc .. chilr.1..rn initially for satisfactory
Performance.., in clams and then c.fradually clirrinated, After
one year, the. Children allegedlv need no outside -motivation.

2. Title:: 'orogrami1e_t-1 COUrie in Introductory Spanish:
Author:.
'Producer 'Encyclopedia :=,ritannica
Consultants -; Dee Buchanan., 'Adelaide Johnston rngeborg

LiebcrtF 7.-Tei 1 Sullivan
A programmed instruction -:.:ehaviorif..:t language: progra.r.

A series of tapes gives the .stimulus. for the. oral phase. of
the program.

3. Title. 7:3LS (an Audio-Lingual Progranrned. Course in
oken SDanish)

.71.uthor ; F. Rand :orton
Producers! T.:nglish Language Services, Inc.

D "do-it-yourself!' course in Spanish which guarantees
fluency to the 9tudent.

4. Title. Encl."!
Author: 7.

Producer.: English Language. Services
This Proc.:ra1 ,. is so named ...)ecause the series consists

of six 1.,00kr.-, containing 900 ';...,ase. sentences. Provided that
the stuc7ents rac,.-2morize tbese sentences, they are to achieve
fluency in the languacie. -Prograr.:ned instrUction ,yorkbooks .

accompany the textbool:-...s.

5. Title:: Prograrme0 7.eaclinr (7.loo-.s, 1.77)
Author; 7i.. 17. Sullivan
Producer:, T,..7e1::ster Division, .crlral.? Dook Co.

3avor tic programme' in'struction for; 3:ind.e.rgarte.n,
first grade and ro_nie:-.1.ial'elasses.

.

6. Title,: 71.1-Grolier Progranne.d, .Text'ioo!7

ProduCer. Teaching :.lec-erials Corp.; 57 Lexinc.f,tiOn Tve
A .prograwxried instruction '7.:ST; 'text.
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7. Titlel Alaskan Reaclers
P.uthor: Virginia Jones
Producer: ;Northwest 7ducational Laboratory
Consultants,; Dr. Lovans, 1)27. Patric!-_ J. r:rOff,

James Ilenry, Laurie Steinman, Carolyn Loc1*e,
linifred 7;o Lande, Prank Darnell, Pr. nobert
7.at't and Dr. Tlichael qeammateo

The statement of purnose suggests an interventionist
approach to language development.

Title. Oral Languarte Program
Author: 11.01;ert 'TeeadE(a -Eedby)
Producer SWCEL
Consultant; Dr. aolJert Wilson

A traditional aueliolin7ual anproacl, to language teaching.

Title Vamos a .:nrender Inglen
Author: Faye L. Eumnass
Producer :: Emnresa Grafi'ca, an ''anti, S.A., Lima, Peru

(:anistry of Education)
This was a very early attempt at audio .lingual metho-

dology for the teaching of reading. Dehavioristic.

10. Title: Thr. A.dventures of T7iguelito
'1.uthor Charles li o !ier:Dert, Jr.
Produccr Encyclonedia Rritannica Films, Inc.

:Aimed at students of Spanish as a Te.cond Lanrmage.
Tra.,litional audio-lingual tecll.niques are alDuyldant.

11. Title. Dan a. id Eis Pets (6c$3...s 1-5)

Author
roducer Shinrock Indenendent 7chool District f22,

Trexico
Consultants: Claude Aragon, Nallace Cathey

Tr:.e illustrations in the book depict a Davajo reser-
vation. The oral nreparation-for reading is 1-:ase0 on audio-
lingual methodology and the reaeers themselves are !Dasal
readers. The program is a more audio-lingual than discovery
oriented program.

12. Title Curriculum r'uide for Chi16! Deyelonment Centers
Five-Year-rqe Program

IWthor: Eleanor Bur::.e et al.
Producer, r..allun.Icinley County Schools, Gallun, ijew "..exico

The subject matter of thi°3 curriculum gui,Je includes
art, social studies, numl_lers, phrsical education and health,
science and music. -The teaching method in thc content areas
is coacept Oevelonment and in the language arts, audio-lin-
gual. 'Ti.iere are suggestions for adantation of,American nur-
sery rhvnes, and boards for rE,cognizing 71,merican



Title 7 Bilingual Curriculum. Development: 7SOL-S7S0
Author: Alma retrini, 7lizabeth Drickman, Illaine lelamed
Producer- Foreicin Language Innovative Curriculum Studies

(FLICS)
Consultants: Tla1.111 ':?.o5inett

Traditional auclio-lingual methorqologv. r3xamples of
games and nursery rhymes suggested are Jack De 7::im:)1n,
Thunh:kin, Hokey-Poey and Olc acDonald.

14. Title: T3ilingual Curriculur' r;'evaloprent: Spanis'i r.uif3e
Author Jesse Soriano
Producer % FLICS

Pnother audio-linqua) basee *orogram. The sentence
patterns are presented through controlled 'Iut play-tvtle
activities. Standarrl Snanish is nresente.:.' for emulation.

15. Title, :''lic]ligan "igrr-Iii- Primary InterCisciplinary
Program

Author:
Producer. 7LICS
Consultants aiph Robinett

Similar to the other materials prorlucecl by PLICs.
Nu,ao-lingual methoeolorTv T.Tith.

materials fror mainstream
TOlerican culture, e.g., Kleenex, ranr',.-Aif.ls, paner towels,
as well as standari l. classroom items, Itooks,
'x3xe5 . The use of pur,,nets is important, they serve as the
stimulus for the children's responses.

16. Title: -slichigan Micprant Education Program
Lanefuage and Coaceptual Development

qr,lnrsh Spea!-,ina Pre-ScHboi Chi drer
Author: Consuelo iiranda et al.
producer: FLICS

A structurec3 approach. 7 Play period
entitlee. ''inside structure(' sounds veri
Children are areete.-1 toarel standard

17. Title. Conc.-.2ptual and. oral Language neveloprent -
i1incua1 erieuide.TI Pre-1.:incl.ergarton

Author:- 31anca Ortiz and Tomasa 11_10.algo .

Producer': University:Of,the State .of. 1Tew -
tion Department,717::,anY, !%Y.

. .

Consultant; Leonor J.":Tatson
AdaPted from 2LICSanc7. consequently ver1T-drill ,oriented

and hehavioristic.

13. . ')ilingual Lessons for .3panish-ST)e&z.1_n Pre--

School Child.ren
nutlor Velia Schneider
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Producer': San Diego City Schonls
ConsUltants. ilerb Marra Project Director

The 1nglish :lessons hare been a.apted from Teaching
English Y2arly by RoL)nrt "ilson. TraJitional auq3767-71ingual.

1J. Title. Spanish Curriculuil. '-)evelopment Center materials
Author-,
Producer SCDC, Dade County Public Schools
Consultants cAnr..13 ( Curriculum :',c7L(7mtation. 7!etwo&

gual riicultural 17(.7.ucation)-
,

The four editions of 4-1ese material::: are sunerficially
different, i.e., certain le:cical changes, )::ut f16 not refloct
th e more profound Cifference t7lat.exict in the Spanish
Southwest anA other are&:.

20. 71.1borada 1
Author. Rosa sot and Leonor Prtega
Producer; TEID7 (Editorial) S.21. wiladomat 271, T'arcelona

Standar:.-I Cati11i.n nanish apnroacll.to language
,develonment with many references to Piaget

21, Title.: Curriculum for '7.nalish :as a Second Language
Author-,
Producer; American BoOk Co International Divir-:ion,

Me curriculun:guide 1:s a list :pf.ter.ts Commercially
nroOuced, i.e., 1...iunipas'sre Snclak ,.,7;Ach arn

recommendod.for each grade. Treitional audio-lingual Netho-
clology is 621:2viou9 frori.tha ?-.(107-..s chosen,

'2 tle (11:;.a.,- for Teaching Englisl: a.s a re-d Lanc!uage
to 71e)ntarY SO-ool Pupils, Level. Teaching
nglish Early-

Author Alson
Prolqucer.: UCLAState 7.)epartrent of nducation

.7:7!,..n early audio-lingual ?..-7)proac h. to language teachin5-.1-.
in which conversations are verymec.!-Ianical.:.

23, Title : .Spanish for Snanish Sneaking Studentt
Author
1?-roducer:' -Bureau ofCurriculun-revelbpment,

cation
Consultant' 'l Lillian

Traditional audio"IinCrual-methOdolOgv
the foreword and a. chanter. enl-itled 'CoMrlOn:T:rrors'an/3
ngliciss contains a detaiiarq.:descrtion Of.the-verna-'-
Cular Puerto Rican language,
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24. Title: Ped.rIndel

Author: Santillana, S.h. Faiciones,
Producer:
Consultant:, Gloria Tolrlan

A preschool program meant for Spanish peaking clli1(1-
ren' in Spain. It is lien' Piaqet-influenced an the +eacher's
guide is immense with more than a7iple suggcstions to the
teacher. The class Tiould be teachnr-directef%

25. 'Title iTavajo-rnglish Curriculum quide (T level)
mriel SaviiiiT

Producer: niA ':avajo .7'rea Off ire
Pattern.drill, choral and individual repetition,

form the .1:asis of the English language comPonent of the
program.

26. Title 'SAT:7n

Procuder Santillana, FLA. de 2dicionPs rir

Consultants..- Pernando Paonso, Antonio Ramos., r31oria Poldan
7- A. Soler

A beginning rea(7ing series for SPanish speaking
rn The class is very teachr directed.

27. Title': Y.:ngiish as a 7.ecend Language fer )Tavajo Ileriinners
,Wthor: Dr. (17yaVriS-;:bi of Eidria y

Producer: Division of rlducation, ilavajo-Area, Ylindow Poc%,
Arizona

This cnrriculun a or imagine frcr tIle title
is again alZtio-1.;:rngrIal orientee!.. It has been adapted from
Fries, "-"neri.can 7.nr.0.11 co' 1 and ?.

28. Title; .7..ctive Spanish for 73eainners Woces v 17istas)
;uthor: Ilobert 0!,Thorn, Scaomon-TTI-Ms, Carlos Pere:z

,

r'roduc-,r1 narner an0. -

Jehavioristic nresentation of language learning.
The ctatement of purpose declares the aim of t'le book to
'active corimunioation , to this end the drills in the
text are contrived to stinulate a personal resnonse and,
at the sare tine, reinforce a fixeC_ pattern of grammar struc
ture.' The author states that he :;1 toward cornuni-
cation ratner than'rechanical exercises yet the in
the or are far from reacl,.ing that goal

20. T4tie Let 's rnaris'n
Conra6. J. Schritt

Producer '.1cqralT `1,,hs+c-,r Division
elementar- level qnanis). as a Second. Language text.

NuOio-lincual riethodelogv c'- tec in' aufi



30. Title' CITT: Taterials
Nuthor; P.obert D. ilson
Producer: Consultants in Total rducation, Inc. (CIT7)

N recent and more sophisticated aur'io-lingual course
for Navajo an-1 Pnani sl! sneaking chilr'ren (X-3).

31. Title Conversational 7nglich for the 'Ton-rnclish
_

'unor rina-ranini
Producer Teacli-Irs Collage Press,

7..n audio-lingual ranual aime0 at the "disadyantage(1
child.- It was originally intende-- for training volunteer
in the Tew York City School oluner Prcgram. Dr_,haviorist
oriented.

32. Title Introducinr/ Fnalict;, - An nral Pre-Y'eading Pro-
- . s..

gram for Spanish-Sneal:ina Prirar,7 Pupils
Author. Louise Lancaster.
Producer, Noug!Iton "iflin Co., -loston

One of the oljectives of tliiq prograr i3 to ":)roar
the experience of Spanishsnea!drg children, 50111C of 1.7hoTM
may iJe disadvantaged in their native culture al vell as in
g1ish.speaking culture. ''ethodology is hehavioristic.

33. Title; ilx?eriential Development Program
Author' Thlriel Stanek
Producer. Lenefic Press, Chicago

A pre-rea(ling program for the rnglish or Spanish-
speaking child, The :Aline-mai enrichment )oo re the
only part of tqe series yhie'l Iras: meant for 'dive'.
children. T'ie,3 .111.ingual Spanish and ngli'i 7.)oo1s have
en translated from "nglis to Spanish hut the illustra-

tions have not. MGV denict mainstream American culture.

3:!. Title: Earl', Childhood. Discovery ':aterials (In the

Nuthor. IrmaYlack, Carl "emling
Producer. Tile :ac"illan Comany, School Division (BanI7

Street College of 7ducation)
Consultants Ileac', Start Program, Stafford, Conn.

A discovev., curriculum 17hich descrnes its teaching
methods as -neither raterials-oriented, teaohcr-oriented nor
childoriented but a dynamic interaction of all three.
Teaching procedures include ne teacher ta'ing her cues
from the chile, interacting With the child and encourar:ing
the use of langulge. Th r! classroom situation should he]
the child develop the ills of orgaration and intgration.
T.he child's osl."1.0 is to e expanded, rathor than corrected.
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35. Title: I Can Read Pue.(1.o Leer
Author: Charre;,.I. 1:er!,ert, Jr., Anthony 7. Sancho
Producer! 7egional Project Pffice, Fan Dernardinc County

Schools, San Bernardino, California
Consultant. 7A.izal.)eth ? "see

A teacher training manual for the teaching of tLe
initial stages of reading in Soanish. The retodologv is
`cale0. on o:Dservations of the teaching of reading in 'IoYico.
7.ather than a npecific text, this in rore a seryuence Or
curriculum with suggestions for activities. r'h.n ennhasin
in the guirlelincs war on adantation of naterialn to
situations. rlhis in on"_ Discover'' program that is worth
further investigation.

36. Title: We Learn Togeter
7.uths)r- Jean naker,776y nar!_lara "alters
Producer: aegional Project Office, San nernar:ano County

Schools, San Bernarrldno, California
Consultant: Sam 7e1Cr,an

An aclatation of fach One Learning. ni7 ranual in
concerned with develoning the small r!roun nroccsn annroach
and applying it to M.lingual o:ucation at the junior and
sonior high gra".e levels. ;r:1!1.e ern!lani3 is on the students
actively learning an onnose0 to !.:eing tau7ht. Ftlylents
have 'many oonortunities to model anc1 (10 neer teachina. -a-
terialn were not mapnr, out but suggestion.; for activities
were of a general nature. "'be to thy? nroaram \ins the
teacher acceptance of a ne.7 role, i.e., that of a .facilitator
of learning rather than an 'irnarter of infornation.'
Oiscover? approach.

37. Title. Linguistic 7.ea.l.er'
Aut:lor: Raloh n. 7o:5 nett, Paul ". -e11, Pauline fleias

Producer; D. C. iath anc Co-,DanY ('?aytheon "01:cation (70.,
Lexington, "ans.)

.1;asal readers wit!1 an aurlio lingual prenaration for
reading, The clans is very teachnr tarecteC anti the guide
Presents the teacher with sten-t-r .nten instructions.

3f3. rAtle, A nancl:,00i: of r.., lingual rducation
Author, '1uriel 7. 3aville and Tudolnh C. Troi! :o
Producer: TESOL

This is a general guide for bilingual nrograms and
does not present znecific curriculum 1.0.eas. The emphasis
is on languaae development al4..1ougl, science, roath an0 social
studies are mentioned an comnonents oro7ramn.
Concept development is the overall teaching rethorl in all
)ti.t language -Irts segment of the program. Traditional pat
tern nractice is the retho:3 in the 3P_nquage arts Section.



The Co-i.municative Curriculum

In addition to the aforementioned materials, it is
7Orthyhile to highlight the ToT-k which %al been done on
communicative curricula. .7\s OYY.stra hal state'.

. communication means that the individual
sneaker is to have rultinle choices of linguig,
tic content: that he is to Participate in a
situation in hicjl he Ilas a purnose superordi-.
nate to that of language nractice; anC that only
by the use of recently nresentef7 or neTqly learne
language for will hn he able to acccr-nlis
his superordinate purnosn. Pis hearnrs are not
able to preact his linguistic choices, but are
nevertheless rer;uired to resnond overtly to his
linguistic signals selecting one of a rancle
of potential resnonses. ',hen the speaker repeat
eOly anC consistently accomplishes his nurpose
without the necessity of renetition or use of
extraneous signals li3:Te translation, communica-
tion is to be assume:'. (Dykstra 1'G7, 1)

The idea of cormunicatien as the goal of a lanctuage
class ip so self-evident that it is banal to state it.
Comrunicatibn is advocated, nromisee, but unfortunately
seldom accomplished in most and bilingual curiicula.

Traditional aur'io-lingual methodology advocates chora?
re?ntition, inOividual renetition, sul:stitution drills,
chain drills and the 1tl (all mechanical exercises) as a
means of achievincr 'Cie goal of communication. '4e so a
contradiction here in e,at these Peckanical exercises do
not match or even come near co'Imunication.

Unfortunately, the student se1l.'.o*41 if ever has the op-
nortunity to nroduce a non-oreoictable, purposeful utterance
in an audiolingual classroom. best, stuO,Jnts on advanced
levels are allm7e-' more freeoom in ehoosine7 rode; of
expression :Art ).)eginning students arc s'ciffly controlle.; AS
to the utte:mnces they are allol7ed to Produce.
complaint *37 :".SL teachers that stut-'1ants caplble of nroduc-
ing an utteraace in a orill situation arn at a loss in a
more contextual setiing when th.at utterance may s9.rve a
communicative purpose attests to the fact that audio-lingual
methodology is not ac%ievinrr its stated. goal -- communication.
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A curriculum which uses an alternative met horlologv to
achieve the goal of communication is An Investigation of
:Te Concert s in Lancuae Learning (Dykstra 1957) nrodurreiT

the- TESL materials center. The underlying asswMption
for the develonment of the materials was that 'non-predict-
alJle, purposeful communication can !De incorporated into the
1::arly3tages of seconj or foreign language learning.'
(Dystrar 1) Since the material ware to use' in various
countries throughout the orld, the emphasis on universals
in language tool.: nreccOence over the much usea contrastive
analcisis. The materials were tightly stnictured so that a
toacher with little or no formal trainin(. coulpic% them
up without Touch difficultv.

testing of the materials was wi(lesproad -- a
Navajo -)oarding scool in Crown Point, 'Jew exico, Lima,
Peru, the International !chool in ,lo 7ork Cit ", Mdis
t1;a7Ja, Saipan, .Pa?ua, Tol..yo, Poland, Puerto "ico anr1 Ter.feria

ere among the sites.

Dykstra does not completely aT)and.on Pattern practico
in the materials !ut the function of tho drill chanres.

contrai his methOrioloav that of other Pattern
nracticioners in .statina that for'hin nattern practice is
'part of the .nroparation for Practice of t1-12 new unit of
language rather than the naractice itself. ' (71-.stra, 21?)

Bach unit consi.sts of a nattern practice session whi:c
introces the structure or to he later usea moaninc-
full,' in the follow un communication activity.

The communication activit,7 ta!:es till form of a aame.
Inclu,Aed.in each lesson plan for the toacher arc the fol-
lowing

1) listing of naterials ne20e0 for each group
aiT^ of tae growl

3) starting rlositinn at the '.er.finning of tic qame
4) .:lescription of tile one,-ation of the game

Rxample. Communication 7'ctivitv '1

1) aterialst
a) SiY :.T?';i nieces used in the Presontation (7hanees arc

a commercially nrodlidefl !,ox of a'-stract plastic shaPos use
by the pupils' to conot%-uct rePresontationi of the content
vocaulary). In this case, t!le stuents nee) .1. shapees of
the following oAects house, bir, hat.

) Picture carels of a lArl, house, hat,
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face down on the tabIe. (t.0:da.Ch)
2) AiM:of thegare: To mal-e each,oLlject request
roUndr', of activity
3)--Starting'positionl'

4) Description Of the nlavl Player 1-1 takes a.card(a.bird).
He Say's; '1:'a.he a lArd. ' fl_avers A-2, r,1 !1-2 makP.
shape° ',Ards. A-1 shows t'le card'. Providing that all th e
o))jects made '.match thn picture dard, puts the ca r.-1. under
the pack and the oter olayerFs take the o`-.-jects apart and
put them on the table. :;:eams''.1%, and T.?. would. be given Cre(i.it
.forcorrect conlpletionof t3le Player-7 vand
13-2 proceeTin the sarre way. ".ista:17es are aprent wl en. a
player's shapee representation'eoec net 7atch tat of the
picture. (DvkF,tra, Appendix 7

later theoretical_Tqorl: on, the Communicative curri-
culum is John Francis' A neport of necommendations'for the

of'; he instructor Training Programs of the nr:Fense
Language Institute - ralrflish Lanauage ?'!ranch. :Prapcis.esta!)-
lishes four criteria f-c-i-ifluclginq whether conTunication is
ta!-:ing place in the classroom- 1) t'.-!ematic richness of -at-
nrials or *multinncity oY. c'a-racterizations of .a few, cri-

.

tical components and t.1:.e notencY of the relationr;
arong them.' 2) sustained transission of .information,

i.e.. information is new, not, 7-"erel! the repetition ot. Pre
viously knu,n.material 3) external reality criteria or
the amount of reference/to reality present and 0 an jnae-
pendent role lor the learner, i.e., learner is responsile
for sentence construction and intnrpretation without the
help of ,,roc::,. ("rancil'r171, 201-2C?7)

Dykstra's curricalum woul-l.not meet ,the con0i-
tion that -'u ti-an'77.:,iS:iion of information
clue to the amount OF repetition of structure-: in ele pattern
...)ractice session whicn preceOes the communication activitY.
Fowever, DY)..stral work .is' of consideraA.e value as an ini-
tial,attem3t at, creating an exten-7ivn communicative curri
culum, especiallv since it if7 the only suc curriculum
readily availano.
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Another advoCate:of'the communicative curriculuir: is

John Harvey whehasitten a re1.2ort on Francis Orlier
Jk,or and develoPed a course in la)rean for Tnqlish spbaing
Peace Corps Volunteers. J-arvev vlould recomrend a',form. of
nresentation i-ased on that of Trnlementing VOiN et Ii a(7es
de .7rance where atane ary accompanvinq film stri) present
a contextual situation enal711nq the student to isolate
individual linguistic-items 'and functions. ':Tat ,er than
following the' extensive exercises surmested v the to :-.± at

Earvey recommer0s.procediiig to a Communication
activity in the form of -a. c7ame.

Harvey finds that the came-like coMmunicatio activities
satiflvthe four criteria set tm.in:?rancis' 'caner. ii?

-

states

The independence condition 05ta-)lis'nes goals and
choice hence strateqv ano, tactics. T7..-le entronv

condition introduces secrecv and surrise.
thematic richness condjtion lays the f7roundwor'',--
for rule-governed complexitv, and hence nroblesT.
solvina. the reference conlition suggests
scoring in general and such.' evaluation- nrocedures
as calling an opnonent's ':,luff in n-rticular.

(':arvev- 1,.372, 10)

One of Harvey's main assurntion is that an extensive
knowledge of langua(7e is not necesjary for -the student
to -participate in a relatively comnlex andinteresting sit-

uation. A-unit entitle:: ''Nou There 7rer, Kere'
&.Iscri3.e in this'way%

On.a laver of a -.74ir, the Traveller, is
given, a' railroa map 371:1. told where 'le is,.hat-
time wh.ere he is (-Tint-7, when, he ntst get.
:there hy,and much mone he has..

The oth'er,nlaver, Tielt]et-Seller, is
-given n'train schodulc.and a tic) "et'-price list.
(The schedule and Pl-iCOS are sucil that It is.
not66viOus frcm the railroan man which of al-
ternate:routes is ti'v f.stest or cheapest.) -.Fe
is too stu910 'to anst-er,.(-taestions that call for
1-.-ore than reading off-information from the .sche
dule ancl list,- ape, tooHilalous of nos' 1- ion

to s':oT,7 t".le traver.

Traveller 3-'!ust fln the, est itinerary
heln Of the Tic(1.1.t .,tiller, such as it

is :(1:arvaq, 1972, 7)
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In this activity re have a situation which is humorous and
complex yet the essential language would include numl:sers,
times, Aow much is, ito t? far is, ;Tow much does cost?
riuestions that could bo tauoht in the early stages of a
guage curriculum.

The work of Dlistra, 7rancis,and a.rvev points the wav
to a possible alternative to audio. lingual drill as a metho-
dology for-language teaching. A communicative curriculum
differs from audio-lingual programs in that it focuses
directly on the actual goal of the language learner .- the
ailitv to spontaneously communicate in the target language.
Because it utilizes activities rather than nattern Dracticee.
it provides more natural settings for the learning of lan-
guage and thus comes closer to the rliscdvery than to the
behaviorist models descrthed in the 1-;o0.,,, of this report.

Conclusion

host existing curricula for ilingual e(lucationlY'ro
grams would fit into a normativist and behaviorist model..
'any/ programs obviously lac 7-. a clear understanding of the
purpose of bilingual, education.

The eguation of bilingual e:ludation T.Tith L rogravr
is indicative of this problem. Bilingual/bicultural eCuca-
tion\urograns by definition must include two languages and

. _

cultures at some ?oint in t1).e classroom but 7-:SL programs
usuall'i-do not mentjon the native language or ma.
forbid

ZWdio-lingual m5.:thodology was originally a reaction to
the grammar translation method of foreign language teaching.
The goals and purnose of the aut3io-lingual Tethod, were not
fundamentally cliffc?rent from those of the granmar transla-
tion niethod. They were originally meant for ault (teen-
age) speakers who were usuailv academically successful. nn
the other hand, the prolz,lams v7hich .-:ngenered the call for
lAlingual education recfuire 'ore than a siPnle change in
methodologv. They call for a radical rehauling of one's
thin%ing about w:ly and hov-e are educating minority groun
children.

In a random-sampleof bilingual programs, ¶T have found
the following:to be true,;

1: Programs' mosteaSilv categorized are.:thesewhich
fall into the normativiSt-behaviorist model. They an:bear to



t'ts moot co,klistent, i.e., Clovis, -e rn earl"
intervention pro-'ram hich uses thr 7esnonsive -nvirnnment
Procram for Spanis% 7.nerican follo-7 its cl-,ar7,,
stated-goals.

The "cPllen Program is another examl)ln ol! this moilel.
nne of the goals of the nrocTram is

to initiate and imolement a nrogram of bilinaual
o,lucation to mect the needs of children -The exper-
ience learnin 7)ocause of inadeTaately
developo,1 a'_1.ility to un,'.1r14-pnd, snea'' and use
ilngtnge narticularlv native Spanislt sneaors
"ho aro not a7?1e to function effectively in either
standaro Snanish or in English.

Consonant pith this goal is the choico of teaching tratec;y,
'audio.lingual retho.7s and tochninles to imnrove the e,il's
a'lity to understand, oneal: and use t,'() lauguagos "nglish
and Spanish. ('7e alsume here that Spanish refers to
tandr1rd Spani1,1.) In t'ot' "' of tese staterts, there is
a non-recognition, non-accentlnce and/or ron.a,,areness or
the child's vernacular. 'Then the child c,nnot function in
standard Spanich r.e in nresumer: to have no lanrjuacie.
assertion children hear, nronounco an0 ';.ecome familiar

the language natterns of 'oth Mr71ish 3n3 r,ranish en
countered in school, home an0 tr. rniite cornat-
thle 7ith previous statemerts non-a%Yareness that the
language of home and pro'n'qv cormunity Ti11 'iffer consi-
Ocralgi from the standard (7-)Pnisl, the c''.i10 is 11_i-e17 to
encounter at sCAool. 14'he nrononent of t'le norrntivist.
7:-ehav3.orist %ec,-:use -he t'fleci not recognize the ver,
nacular, actual l" -Iropcsin that the child learn anr1
function in tmo lancvulr-ec-,

;Ndditional features of these nrograms such a' mater-
ialo an0 teacher training arl in agroerent with the norm
ativist :4e:Aaviorist roCel. -aterials and rethodolog7 are
audiolingual and teacher trnininrc is a matter of instruc-
tion in the use of the snecific material, chosen.

2. Other proarars -ire rnre difficult to assign to a
model because -0 they contain contraeictory elements, i.e.,
characteristics of more than one model, or 70 thev contain
goal statements ,e.lich are inconsistent ,7ith the material,
use0 or actual nractice or c) furt!-,er investigati,an reveals
that even classe, vithin no same school may be so different
as to 1.'arrant assignmant to different models.
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cxarrle oT: thn first is the rnglis1i -7rench
orogram in 'reaux ;-3ri0c,e, Louiniana, "tier' nne finds 1 mix.-
tur'n of norativist an.1 relativist characteristics. ''first,

find statements .:1.1c as 'chilren come to school .sneav-
inc./ 1su;)stanard: .rench (-Jhich 1,,e term dalect) and su7?-
standar l!nglish' and 'tle ultimate goal is fluency in 7nci-
1ish and thn develomeni: of stanf7ard "ranch am char-
acteristic of a norrlativist vi,n, of lanc7uage learninq. Yet
jr the lame_ saner 'Ye also rea,l that 'the transition fro*,
dialect to standare 7ronch r ^t ')(2 su1)t11. !--,causn
of thn chilOron if strinpe0 of their :lialect to communic:Itrt

ithdra and. lose the senso of Cnnfidencn nnr1 13ositive
selfimago »rcgram nlanners arn 94-riving so sincerel', ti
achieve.. Furthermore, learn that one. of the reouiremnnts
for teachers is that they o 1-.no,71nogea!?le in the r'ialect.
These last asr.:ertions 3111,1 us to lael thn program
relativist if \,c1 not have the revious inforration,

%t least some teaching mntheds in this nrogram annear
to within the relativist frame-ork. '7rierdshin grouns"
,7%ere children learn from eaach other as *Jell as fro aiOns
and teachers are snt un in the classrooms. uan
Language nxporience nethod of teaching rea,:!inq is influential.
"'cam teaching is renttoned. nut then the ae'7ition
songs, gamas of the earl Nca.dian era or Cajun orient/al -rill

introduces. to childrnn in Itan.larA Prench and
It is therefore impossiLdP to assign this program to a
specific model :.ecause of its many contradictions.

tsne of tl-a ,)ro,p.ams in - ,''licit the goal statements arn
contradicte,: the oserval.lo facts is the Bilingual Pro-
gram for .aNican-.Nmericans at rreelev, Colorado. 7%1 nro
posal stat'as that staff examined cennercial materials
and fount: ther inae7uatn conserlucntl-y, onn of the in-
tentions of t:le procram ts to -_7ovelol. i) materials un-nr.! to
the local, rural chile'. Several nnragranhs latnr,
discovcr that t'te rateriall oosen Ly the 'project ,*era
!ablan Los Ii5,os, ou:A.1sherl 1w the Cor-
nany and-DT, a commerciallw nro'aarne curriculun not
originally urepared for rt-Danis1.1-''nnrican chiloren.

an eizampl:s of a ncu'el rarving from classroom to clans-
mon is the Alburlueroue oroqram. Tn suite of a fairly con-
sistent program description, it liould be imnossnle to
ascign the 1.1:znierr!ue oroaram to one roc 7e1 or another f'u'
to reported findings that the teachers wnrn using diverrinnt
teaching styles which rangad fror a chi1,7-centere,3 appropch
to a highly strueture3 teacher-centered strateg7.
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Bilingual Progrars

1. Title: The Tucson arlY 76ucation 'Todel
Author. jarie Hughes et al.
Producer ifational La'Doratnry on rarly Chil(111.00 TIducation

7, discovery program for 'exican-2\lierican chneren
grade s 1-3. An integrated curriculum is the 1Dasis of the
program.

2. Title. _Allen Program. Warly Chil,lhoo()
Author.
Producer: Southwest Educational Development L&-oratory

From the information availe:le, this nrogram apnears
to be an audio-lingual nrograr:

3. Title; The 7w :4ursPry School
Author; Glen John 'cier.
Producer: rleneral Learning- Cororation, Pew York

Discovery characteritics are apparent but the state-
ment of purpose ?),elies an interventionist anproach- to
early childhood education.

4. Title: .Dilingual Pea.,7iness in Prirary Grades An
Early' CE-Enho&I rie37;onstration Project

Author Paul L. 71.ing
Producer Itunter College, 1Tew Ito&
Consultants, ary Finocchario, Tva ang

. A relatively open pro-m although it rotains a '.-,eha-
viorist frame;orh of nattern Practice for a nnrtion of the
nrOgram. Varied resnonses from the children are accentec:!
and encouraged and cues from the teacher ray occur in
either target language-;

.5. Title Franbo-American Tdcultural Resources Innovative
Center .(RD7IC)

Author Bob Ouelette
Prducr FArICr yi_sdon. High School', Ft. Agathaaine

AK:pears to be open classroom. .

r;. Title: Oral v7nglish at P.oug7) rock 0
7,.uthor- Virginia Hoffan
Producer: 7Tavajo Curriculum Center, -1ough flock Pemonstra-

tion Center
Consultant: Dr. '?.ol.ert D. rTilson

r.:he Bnglish progra7 con.s;ists of 'core and "transfer'.
lessons. The core leszons are ')ehaviorist, i.e. attern
2ractice, but the transfer lessons which follov, are cliopovekv
The nrogram appears to more eiscovery orientecl than ha
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7. Titl:n. car. ntonio early "Oucation "roc-ram
Aut.lor.
Troemccr. r:FDL

A liehaviorist l'.,nroac to :ilinr;ual
ceucation.
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Issues of bilingualism have been extensively dealt
with in the context of studies in anthropology, language,
linguistics, race, culture, .sociolinguistics anl nsycNolo-
gical studies of attitu,le 'end emotion. Tndee(1, the sulor-i:
may jell be one of those fielis whose capacit,- to generate
visceral rennonses nermitn one to nay that bilingualinm is
a subject of uch interest that nuhlication has far out-
stripped research, and strona feelings have om,Itshouted care-
ful analysis. One of the fe, discielinen that has not been
deeply involveC. with issues of bilingualism is that of be-
havior analysis, and I am pleased to be able to share my
impressions of a number of nroblems in the area. The title
of my pa,Der does not completely reveal the vantage noint
from :thich I view the issues. It is clear that I have a
behavioral orientation, but it is not clear that, although
Skinner's early work gave sharp new directions to my Aevel-
opment as a behavioral scientint, I am not a "Skinnerian."
Although my present work is centrally concerned pith verbal
behavior, it is with a formulation of verbal behavior that
draws on a long history as a speal-er of languages other than
that of my birthplace- as a teacher of fcrnign languages;
as a student in the area of articulatory and acoustic nhon-
etics; an an inl'estigator in the are of r'ialect field
methods, dialect geography are' social c i alectoloq as a
writer of programmed instructional materialn in r,?anish;
[as a director of a Ilead Start emnerimental nre-sehool whose
central research thrust was the develonment of materials
and procedures for the modification of verbal behavior in
inner-city children aged two to four] ane: as 0 director of
a research and teachina program concerned with establishina
verbal behavior in non-talking children. This ,kind of nro-
fessional history is counled with my nernonal exneriences
in bilingual, bicultural living in 7exico and living in,.
r'arcelona where ri7 'rife anl ghilden and I e:Articinate0
fully in the bilingual life of -.?onle who snoke Castilian
and Catalan. ell of these expt;riences have 7)rovided a kind
of 'OoTeat exnerience: that hae sharnened my interest in,
and broadene0 my view of bilingual verbal behavior.

If my contribution is to 5e maximally effective, the
realer must come to share not only the technical terminology
of my work, but a clear view of the philosophy of science
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that disciplines and characterizes its annroach. I hone the
reader will beae with the systeratically apnrcach
that my concern with clarit'i ma.es neceesar:r.

If we are tc talk meaninrifullY about 'bilingual eCuca-
tion. in the terns offered in the title, rust begin with
"behavior, then go on to 'verbal lePavior- and finIllY con
sider how we can deal with "bilingual verbal behavior."
rrom there we will proceed to examine issues of strategy
and tactics that are relevant to nroblems of "bilingual edu-
cation,- and issues of program design, measurement and eva-
luation of educational objectives.

7ationale and Uasic Princi'ien

The analvsie of behavior is charecterized. by a strong
committment to the OBSPnVATTOYE and r),SCP.IPTIO:: of what it
identifies as its subject of study -- that it is that neon le
are keeerved to Jo. it avoids involverent in 'Me trans of .

circular reaeonin that are create?' bv guestione as to why'
a 2erson does or worse, doen not so) something. It is
4ortll a moment here to stop an? look at how -(exnlanations'
of "why ' people behave as they do can lea(' t.o the calling
into being of a host of invisible, unmeasurable, 'logical"
entities to account for 'hat we observe. Atternts to 'ex-
plain" the "causes" of behavior.lead 'Cirectiv into an end-
less circularity. :\t sore noint in the circle we ire obliged
to touch reality and make reference to a bit of oh
fact -- data -- but we touch it only ')riefly as we run
along the circular track. "a can see it in the follreeing
annotated dialogue see that this civil .1.s stuttering."
(observed fact) "T11,' is he etuttering?' (invitation to the
circle) is stUFfering IrIcause he is 'anxioue'.. (ex-.
planation) 'How do you know that he is 'anxious'? ''?hat

evidence do you have to sup!port your explanation?' (reason- -
able question) "I see that this child is stuttering. ° (ob-
served fact) .

I see that this child is stuttering.

how do you kno-
he is anxious?

Because he is anxious.

-71eY is this child
stuttering')
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'!any areas in the felds of psychology, linguistics
and psycholinguistics commit extendee efforts in the eiroc-
tion of s'x about 'internal Process. 2t this time

it should suffice to say that notions of inferred "nrocesses
form no part of the present approach. Our only concerns
are with description, analysis, prediction and control of
o"JservaLle human behavior.

I would like to undertake a concise, ,,et lucid and
understandable presentation of the basic princinles, an-
nroaches and procedures that characterize the science of
behavior analysis, and then, to exPlore rore coirplex and
elaborate issues of vee:al behavior that rust be consiaored
requisite antecedents to a meaningful discussion of bilin
gualism and bilingual education viewed within a behavioral
framework. 1

7or our work we define hehavior cl.7 the rovements of
an organism that are followed Ly a change in the environ-
ment." This definition makes explicit the kinds of obser-
vations we make that we will loo': at and describe, anC
identifies the kinds of things we are concerned with pre-
dicting and controlling. "e are concern with the E7.1"I7Oil
' rinTT in which an organism IIINTrq, l_hat:in, the EIVI nOT7"7"'" iE
which; he displays muscle .7ovr.lmTs. 71e arcs actually inter-
ested in two environments -- the environment irmeaiatelv
before the i:overents are disPlaved, and the environment

after the "ovemnnts. The environment immediately
b6lore the 6-iser:Ved muscle loyenents we call the sn=n,
elne the environment immediately after (subseriuent to) the
muscle 7:ovements we call the sunsp,uzocr. Thus far, we have
Cefined the three terms !ith Iihich we tall: abou behavior --
SET=C: sInsplupTr: no,'e alem ia2n:ify what
it is ve observe and what it is we are concerned with pre-
dicting and controlling. A surnary of the relationships
between these terms is specifier in the 'Basic Princinle for
tie Description of nehavior," that is

17 swim riArmon=T (sr=w1
A ,'1VE:,T IS 7)ISPLAYED 'TFICTTIS FOLLO"RD BY
A c717:.71Gr Try:, rIlmo== (srmsEourm,:).

This Basic PrinciPle permits us to examine empirieallY the
relationships between each of the terms, and provideo the
foundation for aescri'Ana every behavior in ter7's of these'
three elements. This examination ta7-es ?lace in the form.
of actually writing down w%at v7e see, that is, a aescriPtion
of the Setting, a description of the '!ovements of the organ-
igm, and a description" of the changes in the environment
that follow upon the -ovements, the Subsequence. r7e call
this a Line of Behavior and it looks lite this%
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.

7r.. A in proximitv i movements of hand & door is dis!llacedl
to closed door I arm, extending arm r, door. in. onen

I then, nushing

Anv single Line of Behavior (a set of "ove*.ents in
5necified Setting which is fo11owe6 by a given cn:)sc-inence)
that is displayed bv an organisr is said to 'Jo_ ,lart of the
organism's _repertoire. If we say that 7.1r. A. dis.11ayerl a
7epertoire of 'Door-or,ening Bel,avior we mean that in a
given Setting (see above) we have d-Jserved the necific
:Iovements (see above) that are followed by specified chaises
in the subsequent environment (see above).

that concerns us, specifically, is the set of rela-
tionshills between each of these three terms. I have found
it useful to formulate these relationships as a get of Be-
havioral Lax-5. 7.nd it would be useful to look at two of
these laws.

TM LAW or syDsEpur:.= states that
the SU3SEOUE.T7 that follows a bit of
':oveent changes, that is controls,
the proliabilities of the reoccurr*nce
of that set of 'Iovements.

There are two kinds of Sub3eruences:
1. There are those !'iubseouences that increase the
probability of the re-occurrence of a Lit of Move-
ment in a riven Setting. nese are ca3::L(0 ST=VITH-
U:JIZG surisl:11;77c17F7.
2. There are those SqLserunnef. that eecreaSe the
probabilits, of the v;.-occurrence of a bit of ove-
nent in a given SettLnr. These arc

SU33MULliTES.

tle have seen examples of 5!trengthenin4i Subser,uences
many tires. ?'or instance, If 'lee a little girl walk
into the kitchen and ?rome to Pull or)en one erawer after
another, and she gets to the thin' Crawer and pulls it ones
and we see that there it now a lollinon in the drawer,
which she takes out and eats, we can desoxibe this event in
the three terrs we've taned a'-)out. Tle can say that



In the Setting of the Yitchen with the 0.rT,or fronts
and ''.nobs ;..,eing present and the little

The :ovements of pulling onen the drawer are followed In!
The change in the environment of the appearance of

the lollinon.

-1e must empirically e,eterTrine whether the annearance of the
lollipop is a Subsequence following upon those erawer-onen.
ing 21ovements that increases the liklihoo of thin little
girl pulling o.2en the drawer the next time slip is in the
:;etting that contains kitchen drawers. Tf ineed, we watch
the next time this chile enters the kitchen, ;incl. she mal-.es
a beeline for the third drawer eown from. the top;. and pulls
it open, we can conclude that the !7ubsec7uence that followerl
upon this set of 'ovementl the laSt time the chile. was in
this Setting, was indee(1, a Strengthening Su:Dsequence.

Examples of Yeakening Sune.-Tuences,.are readily at
hand- A child has been seen crawling across t',.e living
room floor. He holds a bobby pin which he hal been poking
into all sorts of nooks and crannies. rur description shows!

In the Setting that contains a bob.-IY Pin in the
hand, and a couple of oddlyshape holes in the
wall, we see

The !Lovementn of ne-inq the bobby pin into the hole
in the wall, and

The change in the environment that in subserTuent to
these T!ovements is roughly written as 'electric
shock-

The next tire we sec the child in the living roorm. with a
bobby pin in his hand, he approaches the wall with the od1 -
:,haped holes it, and we see that he turns sharply and

away from the holes. -7e can now concllyle, on the
Izsis of our observation that the subsertuence which fol
lowed the rovements of Poking the bobby pin into the hole in
the wall in the Setting that included being on the living
room floor with a bob".)v pin in the hand ane the hole in
the wall was, indeed, a 7eakening Subseguence, that is, the
Subsequence that followed the 7ovements decrease? the prob-
ability of the re-occurrence of these Movements.

The second Law of nehavior, the OP S'.CTTI7C,examines
the same three term- but cor,tentrates attention on another
relationship

THU LAW OF SETTL7G states that
the nature of S2TTI140 controls the



probability of the Oisnlay of a set of r-ove-
mentl.

This law is demonstrated in two ways which we have 'alreadv
seen.

hen a set of ':ovements dis9laye,1 in a
given Setting has been followed 1.)y a
Strengtheniner r;u1ssecTuence, the re -anneal--
ance of that. Setting increases the erob
abilities of the display of the ,'ovements.

or,
'Then a set of :icorents in a given Setting
has been followed by a vleaT:ening Subse-
rfuence, the re-a-)eearnce of that Setting
decreases the nrobability of the disolay
of those 1:ovonents.

That is given the history of Subsequences in our exanple,
the kitchen and the kitchen drawers are the Setting, the
occasion for, the 'oveeents of eulling open the drawers.
The drawers are not the 'cautse" of the hand an arm 'ove-
ments, nor do the e.rawer.3 'elicit' or evoe: those "ove-
ments. The presence of the kitchen d:,:e.,4ers increases the
probability of, or controls, the ?icvements nulTincen
kitchen drawers.

Conversely, in the case of the youngster 'with the
bobby pin, and the living room and the wall soclr.et, v!e see
that when the youngster comes into the Setting, the proba-
bility of Putting the bobby pin in the hole is seen to be
extremely low.

A tern that i extreel N? innortatt in contexts of be-
havior'modification, or TEAC=,is T.7hen we

use the term Control we meanithat some prrwertv of either
the Setting ofEhe -SuserTuence ha acted to bring about a
change in the probability of occurrence of some set of 'i-S-1,6-

ments._-hen wa talk abouttrengEHenTng.SubsequenceS we
-

mean those .Subseguences that act to increase the probability
of occurrence pf some bit of 'ovement. This is called '!Sub
seqUence Control'. This means nothing more or less ti the
change in the pro:eailitv. of the lisplav of some set of
Covements that is iroUght shout by the nature of the Subse-
quence that folloi.i:ed that set of .lovements. the last time it
was O'f'served to Occur. 'Then we talk.abOut 'Setting Control'
we refer to the fact that the nature of the Setting acts to

increase or decrease the probability of occurrence
of a given Set of muscle Tovnts.
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The notion of "control"rioes heyond describing the
changes in probability that are brought about by special
properties of either Setting or Subsectunece. For educatOrs
and teachers, the term takes.on esnecial value when it is
used in .c.e context of undertaking to manage or arrange St-
tings or Subseguences in such a way as to change the orohabi-
lities of the display of some behavior.

whenever it becol.es nossible for us to Predict that
certain properties of the environment make it likely
that some set of -bvements will be displayed, we are close
to being able to arrange the environment so that the behavior
in question is more likely to be displayed. "e can there-
fore describe a teacher as a person who "undertakes the res-
ponsibility of managing and arranging the environment in
such h-a way that his punil comes to display new and desirable
forms of behavior."

Ue have had a rapid, but comnlete and -accurate, run-
through of the principles that direct the analysis and modi-
fication of behavior. "e have done more than identfv chat
it is that we consider as our data, and what it is that we
are interested in both predicting and controlling. "e
have also provided the basis for effective rtrategies and
tactics of teaching.

In our analyses up to this point we have been describ-
ing, using three terms, the Settipg, the 'Coverents and the
subsefluent changes in the environment that rerresent the
behavior of one individual. Another way of saying this is
that we have been observing how the muscle -:overents of one
individual act directly upon the environment in which the
muscle Novements an: disnlaYe.d. if we take another look at
the CHAIN OF DEFAN7I07?S that !iere part of the l'iqooropening"
example, vTe can see the following:

SETTING- 710VET1PNT SUDSMUFNCE
1

l.- ;'Tr. A in proximity /1.1ever,ents of hand
to closed door :&- arm (so that...

until)
i

2. palm of hand touch lextending arm,
ing push plate of i pushing
door

palm of hand touel
ing push plate of
door

door is displ.ced
door is open

3. -1r. A in proximity ,XXXXXXX=XXX=
to door door is
open

X7.XXX=Y.X=X7r.



A careful examination of line 2 reveals that the key
elements in what we have just reviewed. are

'one individual; acting directly upon the physical
environment --- and described by a Line of Behavior
containing three terms.

. At this point we can turn to our consideration of verbal Be-
havior.

Verbal Behavior

Since we have prepared for a contrast, we can approach
it at once. All we have to say as preface is that Verbal .

Behavior is no different from other behavior with regard to
the Laws of Behavior. That.is, the basic relationships
between the Setting, the 'ioverents and the Subsequence remain
unchanged. A Strengthening Subsequence is still seen as a
change in the environment that increases the probability of
the display of a set of "overents within a given Setting.
TTe are still very much concerned with the kinds of control
exercised by the Setting over the nature of the 'Iovements,
and we are still concerned with observing how the nature of
the Subsequence controls the nrobability of the re-occurrence
of the preceding set of ',ovements.

The terms Setting Control and Subsequence Control con-
tinue to be elements of crucial 'irnortance.

'That then ia different, or anecial, about verbal Beha-
vior? The soecial elements are these !

are now concerned with the behavior of more
than one inividual;
The muscle liovements of interest do not act directly
on the physical environment; we need a more ela-
borate form of analysis called Compound Analysis --
that requires six terms.

If we look at an example of what we can call a Verbal
Episode, we have all the material we need to describe the
basic distinctions ofT.Verbal Behavior. T:!e can turn again
to the Setting that contains T!r. :N in the presence of the
door. can imagine him standing with his arms full of
Packages in front of the door, and 11, who has been walk-
ing down the street, cones within several feet of i'4r, T.
7.1e can look at our Six-Tern
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'that we have just seer, is a gross analysis of what we
will call a VEREAL EPISODE. The defining properties of a
Verbal Episode will become clear as we go through the analy-
sis and point out crucial facts and relationships.

That is singularly important is that the analysis re-
veals that what is written as the Subsequence of 'Ir. A's
c.vements also appears as the Setting for r r. B's 'Tovements.

Another way of putting this would be to say that 'Ir. B'smuscle TIthevements relative to the door are under t 'control_ _

of the sounds that appear as the Subsequence of 'Ir. A's
articulatory muscle Tbvements.

Second, the environmental change seen in Subsequence 1D
also represents a change in the environment of 1:r. A --
the door is open now, and this oven door is a ?Ironerty of
the environment of both Tir. A and D. We can therefore
view Subsequence 1D as one of the Subsequences that serve to
strengthen the articulatory ruscln lovements described in
liovement 1A.

Third, we have observed a Comnound Line of Behavior in
which the !'!ovements of Mr. muscles acted directly unon
the physically tangible envy. -- the door -- rTile
:Ir. As muscle 'foyements changed the acoustic nronerties
of the environment. These new acoustic Pronerties do not,
by themselves, alter the Position of the door, which brings
U5 back, of course, to saying again that in Setting 1%,
the Movements of 71r. A's muscles were followed by a subse-
quent change in the environment that apPeared as the Set-
ting (the occasion) for the !cpvement of 'Ir. B's muscles in
direct contact -ith the ,l.00r.

s!e have just identified three distinguishing properties
of a Verbal Episode, but there are other elements- of extreme
importance to issues of "language" and "laneruage education.'
The most imnortant of these elements has been a nart of all
we have said to this point, but it has not Yet been under-
scored. I refer to the fact that the descrintion and analy-
sis of a Verbal Episode begins with the behavior of two
organisms.

If we are to be really accurate, 'le rust say that the
description and analysis of a vmpal, EPI;;ODE begins with,
and presents the 7E:UAL B77,1-nvIrr' of two organismci,

A re-examination of Verbal Enisode I may lead a reader
to say, "I can see where there is a description of the ver-
bal behavior of A, but where is the verbal behavior of



B? He hasn't said a word." This que3tion leads to the
identification of two discrete verbal rePertoires -- a re-
ceptive verbal repertoire, and a Productive verbal reper-
toire.

An organism is said to display a repertoire of recen-
tive verbal behavior when it can be demonstrated that his
muscle Movements are specifically and predictably under the
control of specified properties of the Setting. l?ow these
are specified properties of the Setting that do not directly
relate to the particular 'Tovements in question. Por example,
the sounds of /Joen the door/ and the sounds of /Close the
door/ bear no physical relationship to the T"Tovements of the
muscles of pulling or pushing. But these pushing or pulling
:Movements now predictably and specifically occur when that
organism has a special behavioral history -- in the presence
of certain sound combinations. It requires no special be-
havioral history to duck when an object approaches yo,zr
eye. Dut it certainly requires special behavioral history
to duck when the sounds of 'Fore!" or "Heads up!" appear as
properties of the Setting.

It can be seen now that for an elaborate display of a
receptive verbal repertoire it is not necessary tc 'make
soeech sounds`' or to 'talk." It is necessary to display a
set of Movements that are demonstrably under the control of
the new properties of the environment that are subsequent
to the verbal behavior of another human being. The muscles
involved in these lovements are not limited, but may involve
any parts of the body.

If we take the example offered in the attached reprint2,
we can see that if Organism A's muscle Movements were followed
by the sounds of /Bring me the third book from the left on
the to shelf/ and Organism D displays the sot of complex
muscle novements of walking to the bookshelf,, reaching un,
scanning the top shelf, removing the third took from the
left and carrying it over to A, there was nothing in the
complex behavior of E that would be describable in terms of
linguistic units, notions of grammatical engrains, or levels
of structure. What we have seen, and do describe, are a
set of complex Movements whose precise nature has been CON-
TT1OLLED by the acoustic resultants of another organism's
':ovements.

Our most appropriate way of describing this kind of a
situation is to say that "A set of muscle 'Movements Pre-
viously observed to be displayed by rr. B in other Settings,
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is now observed to be elisplaver', in the nresence of a special
set of acoustic properties that are the resultant of the set
of muscle Tovements ef 'Ir. A; we now 6escrve that re's

muscle ,!ovements are under the control of ';r. A's muscle
'ovements or under the control of the sounds that accomoany

Ms muscle l!ovements. Te can say that B then, r'is-
plays a repertoire of verbally controlled behavior, and -r.
displays a repertoire. 3T-Ve-i-T5ally controlling behavior.

have already identified 'Ir. B's verbally controlled be-
havior as RECEP'T'IVE verbal behavior. It now remains for us
to label ;a.. A's verbally controlling behavior as PRODUCTIVE
verbal behavior.

'7e have established the frameworJ" within which Verbal
Behavior is observed, described and analyzed. This means
we indicated not only the n_rocedure for predicting the phen-
omena we observe, but also for controlling, or bringing
about the behavior of concern. There is a third element
contained, but not apparent, in the procedures we have out-
lined -- the fact that we have also specified a set of oro-
cedures for measuring, or evaluating the nature and extent
of the changes that follow our intervention.

Bilingualism

Mat we turn to no,i, after the lengthy, but essential
introduction to the principles and terminology of the Analy-
sis of Verbal Behavior, are the soecial kinds of analysis
that we can now do in the general area of 'bilingualier:
and 'bilingual eflmcation. The first thing -0 can do is to
describe and define what it is we arse interested in. '7e

can clear the air rapidly, for example, by emphasizing at
the beginning that we are not going to be talkin9 about
'relative degrees of mastery of two grarmatical systems,' or
about 2eople who can express themselves equally well in
two languages.' 'niat we are going to be concerned with is
the o': nervation and analysis of the verbal behavior of
people who engage in verbal enisodes with members of more
than one linguistically and culturally defined group. In
this regard, it is necessary to make it emphatically clear
that a linguistic description is almost always a rlescription
of some detail of only one of the three terms that form
part of an analysis of behavior. If the linguistic descrip-
tion reflects the concerns of articulatory Phonetics, we
will have detailed descriptions of the muscle ''ovements --
the second term. Other special interests will yield varied
emphasis, so that we may find detailed eegcrintions of the
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formal properties of the acoustic resultants of the lengthy
chains of 7iovements called sentences, for example. But lin-
guistic descriptions do not concern them selves: what
happens to the speaker after his "utterance" is recordea,
transcribed and made ready for linguistic analyis.

Since we are talking about verbal bahavior, we may be(jin
by becoming descriptively rigorous and identifying the sub-
ject matter as the nnalysis and establishment of multinle
verbal repertoires and their subsequent maintenance and
expansion in educational Settings.

Let us look now at some typical cases of the display
of multiple verbal repertoires.

PlultipleVerbal 7:enertoires

Throughout the discussion of verbal behavior, it was
made emphatically clear that the essential distinction of
VETZBAL behavior was that it dealt with the changes in the
environment that acted unon the r).7nr'?Tonr of a human being.
"e further emphasized that a verbal episofle represented the
interaction of T'10 TIEPERTnITZPS -- the productive repertoire
of one and the recentive repertoire of the other. '7e made
a number of unstated assumptions in our descriptions of
those exemplary individuals, "essers A and B. 77e assumed
that there was a full COT:nESPO'7077CP between r. A's pro-
ductive repertoire and 'Ir. D'n recentive repertoire, that
is to say, we assumed that all of the acoustic Subsequences
of 'Ir. A's articulatory 'Toverents served as a Setting that
controlled, in specified fashion, a set of 'Ir. R's 'Tovements.
That is another Ta.17 of saYing that the appearance of a ver-
bal episode really flepends unon a crucial interface bel.ween
what is the Su:;sequence of A's "overent becomes the Setting
for B's "rovement. ''then this snecinl kind of interface
exists, we can say that there is a CORRESPONDFICE between
the repertoires of the two individuals. A correspondence
at one point does not make other correspondences inevitable
or "natural." From what we have seen of the described ver-
bal episode of A and and the door, we can say that there
was a correspondence between "s productive articulatory
repertoire and B's acoustic recentive repertoire. T7e have
norevidence yet of a corresnondence between D's articulatOry
productive repertoire and A.'s acoustic recentive repertoire.
Indeed, we have no evidence of n's articulatory nroductie
repertoire, and there is no reason to routinely assume such
a repretoire.
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le can see from the episode that the sounds that were
the Subsequence to A's "Tovements were of the sort we call
"English,- but we cannot assure that the episode could be
rewritten with D on the left and A on the right. That would

represent a correspondence of repertoires that we have not
yet observed.

There is another set of productive and recentive ver-
bal repertoires that we have not yet mentioned. "e need to
deal with issues of "reading and writing," and we can do

this simply by establishing another Line of Compound'71nalysis:

F=. VERBAL EPISODE II

This line shows us another set of Movements -- "marking
;lovements" -- that have as Subsemuence a change in the op-
tical properties of the environment. These new optical pro-
perties, in the form of, let us say, "marks on paper," also
serve as the Setting that controls, in specified fashion,
the muscle :(:)vements of anothe': individual.

1.1e now have two possible Lines of verbal behavior. One
of these Lines is characterized by acoustic control, and
the other Line is characterized by graphic control.

The diagram will show the kinds of rovements that serve
as the individual's Productive verbal behavior, and the kinds
of properties of the Setting that serve to control the indi-
vidual's receptive verbal behavior. Such a diaglam should
also show for wi- Leh langlic7.gcs the,,n repertoires Lily° been
establishld. If gr. A is au .1.,.dult American, ai:d a success-
ful collecre g%7aJuate, we might describe him thus:

PRODUCTIVE RBCEPTIVE

movements whose Subse-
quence is:

Acoustic Graphic

The Setting Control is:

Acoustic Graphic

English X

Spanish 0 0 0 V.

Ue could say that 'Ir. A displays a complete, symmetri-
cal repertoire of English verbal 'ehavior. He displays a
partial. asymmetrical repertoire of Spanish verbal behavior.
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An examination of this profile of verbal repertoires
tells us some of what we need to know about Mr...A- Te can
see that with another individual who displays a conolete,
symmetrical renertcire of English verbal behavior, there
will be four areas of Correspondence. Given this complete
and symmetrical repertoire we need not specify beyond this.
Mr. A would never be mentioned in a discussion of 'bilingual-
ism," but vie have identified here a repertoire of behaviors
under the control of Spanish-graphic. Settings. If we abbrev-
iate the headings of our diagram we can identify the Produc-
tive headings as Pa (productive-acoustic) and Pg (proclugt-ivc
graphic) .and the Receptive headings as 7a and P.g. Seeing
the entry in A's profile under Spanish Rg identifies a
point of correspondence with any person who displays the
corresponding Spanish Pg repertoire

Could Mr. A meet some minimal standards for earning a
living in Spain? If we charitably overlook a number of
practical "details," we can see that his verbal repertoires
are adequate lor working as a milkman -- reading notes and
leaving bottles on doorsteps.

It is clear that the person who engaged in verbal Epi-
sode II, displaying Movements under the control of English
graphic properties of the Setting need not have displayed
any English productive reneri-oires.

Indeed, it turns out that the milkman in Verbal Enisode II
is none other than our "Ir. B, whose complete nrofile follows

Mr. 13

Productive

English

Spanish X

Recentive

A

0 Y. ,-

If we can summarize "r. B's profile by saying the dis-
plays the following verbal repertoires: Spanish complete
symmetrical, English asymmetrical Pa and Rg, we can see how
it was that "r. B narticipate0 so effectively in two Verbal
Episodes. In fact, so perfect was his receptive verbal be-
havior that he is usually "taken for a native. His door-



opening 'Rpvements were.perfectly normal, by community stan-
dards, as were hIs milk-delivery Movements:

This last paragraph raises some interesting notions
about "native-like language skills," in that it highlights
the fact that although 'Ir. B's verbally controlled behavior
is eminently acceptable, he is likely to be ignored. or crossed
out of any linguistic investigation of bilingualism because
of the absence of productive English repertoires.

He would be left out of a study of "bilingualism,"
but he would be most usefully reported in a study of 'Multiple
Verbal Repertoires.

The last example raises still another important concern
with regard to the description and measurement of verbal
repertoires. Our three- and six-term analytical procedures
make it possible for us to consider in unnuddied ways several
sets of useful relationshins. I am referring to the ways
in which a fragment of verbal behavior can be evaluated.
There are three that are most important, although the order
in which I present them implies no personal hierarchy.

1. FUNCTIO' can be defined as a set of predictable
and specifiable relationships between the specific muscle
'Movements and the Subsequent change in the environment. rTe

most frequently examine and evaluate function from the stand-
point of the Subsequence. 2.\ set of manual and digital muscle
Movements around a pencil and a Pencil sharpener is function-
ally acceptable if the Subsequence is a sharoened pencil.
fliat this means is that it is not the set of '!ovements that
is evaluated on a scale of 'standard novomcnts7-15a the
relationnhip between the zgovements and the F7ubscrluences.
ilon-standaid movements" that are followed !_\y a snugglv-
tied shoelace equal "functional shoelace-tying behavior."
This definition has important implications for the measure-
ment and evaluation of Verbal Behavior. It can be seen that
function is determined by examining the relationship between
the Second and Third Terms of analysis. Foreign language
teachers ana speech therapists regularly evaluate, against
some "standard scale of accuracy" only the Second Term --
the precise nature of the ',ovements. Although there are
occasions where evaluations of the Second Term correlate
closely with a functional Analysis, function is best measured
as it is defined, rather than as it mig't %e inferred.

If one seeks to find out 'whether the student can make
himself understood," it is a more reliable scientific pro-
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cedure to define the question in terms of observable, des-
cribable behavior, than to evaluate a sneaker's "pronuncia-
tion" on a scale of "native standards," and "predict' on
this basis the functional effectiveness of the individual's
productive verbal behavior.

2. ''DESCRIPTIONS 07 THE 70VE'TENTS are extremely.imnor-
_ tant for purposes other than inferring functional effective-

ness. If we wish to establish a set of very soecificove-
ments under the control of specific properties of the Set-
ting, we must be able_ to describe, in fine detail, the pre-
cise nature of the Movements. If, as it often halxotLns in
the field of language instruction, that ve must bring abotzt
changes in the nature of the articulatory muscle 'Iovements,
we need detailed descriptions of the muscle 'ovements dis-
playez as entering behavior, and equally detailed descrip
tions of the muscle 'ovements to be seen as.terminal beha-
vior. The more closely the muscle ovements have been ob-
served and the greater the care with-which they have been
described, the more effective will be efforts at bringing
about the desired changes. In terms of larger units of
muscle Movement than the sneech sound," or 'the word," such
lengthy chains of muscle '7ovement as "the phrase" or the
sentence" still need to be described in terms of the precise
set of npvements'observed. Such observations of ovement
offer visible targets for teaching, and equally visible
signs of "bull's eyes" or 'misses." Describing the muscle
::lovements of the Second Term as incorporation of the Teri n-
ciple of plurality aS manifested by the phonetic realiza-
tions of the phonemes of plurality in English" still leave
the teacher with nothing to measure but whether the student
said "mans' or 'men," "books' or "book-es

Issues of the "secondary effects" on natives of alien,
nonstandard sneech sounds need to be'considered as a separ-
ate set of questions -- such issues need to be put as ""hat
behaviors other than those specified by the acoustic Proper-
ties of the Setting appear to be controlled by the acoustic
Subsequences of the speaker's lovements?" Answers to "atti-
tude questionnaires" regarding people with "foreign accents'
must.be considered to be under the additional control of
the printed form, the nature of the questions, etc. Here
too, as with issues of measuring 7-PTE:CTIM, questions about
what people do in special Settings are best answered by ob-
serving what-they do, rather than by asking them to talk or
write about themselves.
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3. 'APPROPRIATENESS" or 'COPRECTNESS" are terms that.
can acguiremeaning'in the measurement and evaluation of
Verbal-Repertoires if they are considered to represent a
set of predictable and specifiable relationships between.
Setting and ilovements, a snecial relationship between
the 1'irst and the Second Terms of Analysis. Conventional
systems for evaluating 'language skills" almost always con-
centrate on. descriptions of the formal. properties of the
Second Term. Talking about 'language skills" avoids issues
of behavior to be examined in terms of its appropriateness
witEregard to a given Setting. The muscle movements re-
presented by the Standard -Tative Speech sounds of "cuatro"
areevaluated'in a language class. If in such a class the
-question were asked, tuantos on dos y tres?" and the stu-
dent replied, "Cuatro," he would be graded "A' for nronun-
ciation if the acoustic Subseeluences of his muscle Move-
ments matched native standards, and the teacher would have
to conclude that he pronounces well, but he certainly does
not khow arithmetic." Since the language teacher might not
wish to grade his pupil's ".arithmetic skills,' he might
come to suspect that "the.nunil did not understand the
question. On these grounds the nunil might still be eval-
uated as to hiS "language skills.'

Tihat is particularly interesting about this last noint
is that it highlights a serious problem that Oerives from
concerns with "language" as a. set of "skills" independent of
"content." Which is, of course, another way of viewing
'language' detached from Setting and Subsequence, that,
once "acquired,' can he 'nut to use" in all sorts of differ-
ent places and ways.

Teaching someone to say "four" With perfect 'phonetic
accnracv does nothin(j abont inal-0;Isia(j p.cuLce-Jility of
saying "four'' in the Settinc! "How much are two and two?"

There may very well be "language skills' without con-
tent if all r!:e are interestei:' in is disjointed evaluation
of "pronunciation" and "gra,nmaticality." Our central con-
cerns witIA people in society, llowever, is with their beha-
vior -- what they do, seen in terms of its appropriateness
to the Setting and with'regard to the Subseuences that ren-
resent in turn, the Setting for other peop16's behavior.

A central theme in the guidelines for this paper is
'Bilingual Education,' but in snite of its centrality it is
not yet clear what is meant bv 'Education."



Does it rean:

1. Given a "bilingual-, how shall we educate him?

or

2. Given a 'monolingual," how shall we educate
him so that he becomes a "bilingual?' And
once we have made him a "bilingual,' how shall
we proceed to educate him?

Since we are rarely "given" a "bilingual', it may be
assumed that addressing myself to question 2 will prove use-
ful.

The first )art of the guestion about 'how to make a
bilingual' raises the issue about that differences, if any,
there are between Foreign Lanauage instruction, and the
problems of teaching a person to be a 'bilingual." To
those with extensive experience with the levels of achieve-
ment reached in foreign language instruction in the USA,
this can be an embarassina question. Or at least I think
it should be. It may become less embarassing if it is acknow-
ledged that it has rarely been the stated objective of in-
struction to produce a person who displayed complete, sym-
metrical verbal repertoires in the foreign language that
were in correspondence with the verbal repertoires of the
student's native language. It continues to be eml7arassing,
however when one cc nsiders the low freauency with which
people trained in foreign language classes are seen to en-
gage in Verbal Episodes of even the most lirited nature.

It might be hoped that the prominent objectives of the
current interest in("Bilingual education' are functional,
rather than academic, that is, a concern ?,with establishing
multiple verbal repertoires in other languages, rather than
establishing repertoires of taling about the forms of
another language, and the rules for their assembly. 'father
than following the model of 7\merican foreign language class-
room teaching, with its committMent to -language skills,'
and the dependence upon such notions as "integration of the
rules" and 'internalization of grammatical structure" and
similar invisible, non-measureable, inferred processes that
must 'mature" from "genetically -pre-determined, in-born lin-
guistic knowledge," T.? would do better to put some effort
into the descriptive analysis of the behaviors we wish to
establish in our student population.
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Pe can begin, at this, point, to build on our introduc-
tion to the basic princinles of the analysis of verbal be-
havior, and examine a nui,ber of applications to specific
Problems.

we can say almost as an axiom, that the
degree success achieve(' in the teaching of any subiect
matter J.3 proportional to the accuracy and detail of the
description of the teaching objectives, and the 9irectnes-1
of the relationship between the objectives and the means of
measuring those objectives. Teachers in a number of areas
are now being asked to write "beavioral objectives" for
their courses, and to develon tests which provide the occasion
for the measurable disnlav of target behaviors. The teaching
of languages, however, appears to have been relatively un-
touched by this trend.

Our formulation of Verbal Behavior that requires the
Line'bv-Line description of Setting, "ovement and QubserTuence
offers a set of guidelines aimed at the nrenaration of "bilin-
guals."

Let us consider for a moment how we might build a set
of 'behavioral objectives' for such a program.

We could characterize our building guides in terms of
the kinds of things we would soecify. Our initial concern
is with what and how we specify, and our ultimate concern
is with how these specifications relate to our measures of
achievement.

In the broadest terms, we mustl

1. Snecify Lines of Behavior. This obliges us to
indicate every term of the Line. Under this set
of specifications we. establish what our criteria
are for 'appropriateness,' i.e., what lolic.,ments we
,.TUI accept under the control of specific nroner-
ties of the Setting, and for "function,' i.e.,.
what relationship exists between the Precise form
of the lovements and the nature of the Subsequences.

2. Specify the repertoires we intend to establish, i.e.,
Receptive or Productive, 71.coustic or (3ranhic.

3. Specify the "audience' whose already eetablished
receptive renertoires are to come under the control
of newly established productive repertoires of our
student.
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4. Specify the population of "snea!-er3 and writers:
whose already establis'ied productive repertoires
are to correspond with, i.e., e'ontrol, the newly
established receptive repertoires of our student.

We can now procc:ca to a more tliziled and conerto
set of explorations within vio context of 'snecifica-
tions."

Our concern with comolete Lines of behavior oliges us
from the outset to reject the artificial secmentation of
"independent" "senarable" -skills. Two common examnie
of such "skills' are "pronunciation" and "voca?Inlary," and
we can demonstrate the isques by a close look at one --
"nronunciation.'

'Pronunciation' treats as a sanarate "skill' what we
have identified as the acountic subsequences of a set of
muscle movements; that is, it treats as a separate target
of instruction and evaluation what is only one term of a
rinEcif-ljeneaVio-f; We hear-f.Tith some frequency IH-Yoreign
language circles such behavioral absurdities as "his grammar
is poor, but his pronunciation iq excellent," or even more
absurdly, His grammar is excellent, but him nronunciation
is poor.' !!Tat this means is that a transcription of the
sounds that follow his articulatorY movements, when corrected
and translated into standard orthography, can further be
examined on the basis of a set of formal relationshins and
are found to be acceDtati r1hat this means in a crucial
way, is that ths sounds of the student act uoon the teacher's
receptive repertoire of transcribing behavior. 1t tell us
nothing a5out how tnese sounds function to control the recen-
tive repertoires of °conic who is an exnerienced machinist
says in English Class, (in rough phonetic transcription)

(ciju mos put tri ?cols in it xol]

the teacher's evaluation of 'correct grammar, but noor nro-
nunciation" will tell us nothing about what will happen
;eien this saele ,fellow gives this same utterance as a net of
instructions to a U.S. annrentice in a balL,4 factory.

There is not much. to be anpreciated in an utterance
that can be deciphered by a trained snecialist in 'foreign
accents' to yield differential ratings of "grammar," "vocab-
ulary,- and "pronunciation," if that utterance in a non-
school Setting is described as "unintelligible noises."
cannot stress too heavily the critical importance, nor can
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I exaggerate the long list of undesirable consequences that
follow from teaching and testing nrograms that derive from
segmental analyses of form, largely divorced from considera-
tions of function. Ps a Snanish teacher I have seen teachers

hem with pride as their students emit lengthy chains of
sounds that bear no physical or functional relationship to
the sounds heard in a Spanish-speaking community. Students
at a Spanish Club meeting are sometimes observed to engage
in lengthy verbal enisodes with each other and their teacher,
but a bona fide native, who does not share Corresponding
aepertoires with this community could only conclude
that "American High School Spanish was a dialect of Spanish
he understood only slightly." There is no doubt but that
within a short period of time, if the native Tere privi-
leged to follo14 along in the text as these students read
aloud, he would establish a retentive acoustic repertoire
to correspond with these singular sounds produced by a set
of muscle movements surprisingly like those observed in
speakers Of English.

We can explore, threugh our examination of the single
notion of "pronunciation, indenendently considered,' not
only what happens to students, btt how the "non-native'
performance of the students is taken an evidence of inherent
limiting factors in the students themselves. I refer to
such explanations as sex differences, age factors, inborn
differentials in foreiqn language'aptitude, kinds of "ner-
vous system," etc. The admission of such factors justifies
the lowerinq of expectations, and the conseguent setting of
comnromised objectives that are considered to be "reason-
able" given the nature of our stuoents."

One of the results such aeAtrary "fractionating'
of 'language skills" is that it permits one to say that
"!: speaks Snanish correctly and fluently, but his pronun-
ciation is very poor.' T7hat is at issue here is the amAi-
cation of the phrase "sneaks Spanish." A. student in arch
ery class who could reneat all the rules of safety, name
all the parts of the bow and the arrows and the target,
draw the bow and let fly arrows at a great rate, but who
rarely if ever hit the target, much less the bullseye,
would not be described as being "a camnetent archer, but
his aim is poor.'

This business of esteeming fragments of performance in
terms of their approximation to some "formal standard' per-
mits one to give grades -- even high grades -- to students
whose performance would be considered disastrous if judged
on some functional scale. nerhans it is more than coinci-
dence that many of the teachers of such students may also
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be described as 'speaking Snanish quite well, but lith a
pronunciation that is certainly not native.-

It is at this noint that we can ask the imnortant
questions: 'Who teaches in a bilingual program? Two mono-
linguals or one bilingual? if it shall be the latter,
what kind of bilingual? Tlhat that last question calls
for, ofEburse, is a snecification of the verbal repertoires
of the teacher/s.

And to meaningfully answer that last nuestion ve need
to define, in advance, what are the expectations -- the ob-
jectives with regard to verbal repertoires of the stu-
dents. Men we talk about "bilingual education" there is
a clear promise implied that we intend to shape individuals
whose verbal behaviors function in more than one social/
language community.

Mat follcx7s now may annear to be a diversion from tle
line of interest we initiated above, but it will, on close
examination, be seen as integral to our reasoning.

I choose to tali: at this point about the kinds of ver-
repertoires that we see in and on the fringes of ghetto-

ized minority language communities.

Linguists have correctly insisted that the language
of the 31ack community is not a "dialect' of nnglish that
represents a degeneration of the Standard language, but is
rather a discrrte lanquae. Tn similar 1.7" I an to insist
that the formal properties of the snecial verbal behavior
that often functions at the in!:erface between members of
two different language communities is not a -degenerated,
heavily accented" varietv of the verbafEehavior of one or
both of the language communities, but is rather a discretely
describable set of behaviors that display properties of
appropriateness and function characteristic of, and limited
to, a specific verbal community.

There are humorous references to 'Snanglish" and "fran-
glais," but the humor is more aooarent than real. . The
reality is depressing when one observes a language teacher
presenting behavioral models to his students that corresnond
only minimally with the behavior of the "natives- of that
language. 'Te have become very tolerant of "non-Spanish'
teachers, or "Semi-Spanish' teachers primarily, I susnect,
because there is no real flavor of functional urgency to the
behaviors they are charged with establishing in their students.
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It doesn't really matter veru much whether a -real Spaniard"
would understand" the student, or vice-versa, since there
is very little li%elihood of the student's confronting such
a need. This divorce from the pressures of reality is
equally apparent in nnglish classes in many countries, and
we often laugh when foreign students arrive here with 'certi-
ficates" from an institute attesting to their proficiency
in English that turns out to be scarcely intelligible.
Such a lack of verbal function, however, is not really
funny if we expect these people to becor.e useful, produc-
tive, and hence contented, citizens of our community.

Mat I am reaching for here is the very sober rationale
for rejecting the levels of achievement that we have been
willing to accept in -foreign language'' instruction when
the consequenc:es of those levels and their associated
teaching procedures are part of our daily social and econ-
omic er.vironment.

Too much has been made of the "psychiatric contribu-
tions" of being taught by a member of the "same minority
group" that populates the class. "Vispanic pride," 'sense
of identification," and the like, can in no way change the
ultimate tragedy that I observe in some of our local "bi-
lingual" programs where a teacher whose speech sounds like
the comic Jose Jimenez, is teaching a room full of '7ispano
youngsters to sound just like him. The teacher inevitably
serves as model and manager of the Setting and Subsequences,
and ultimately shapes students' verbal behavior that repli-
cates his behavior.

Two prominent conclusions may be drawn from these ob-
servations:

1. The functional tandards we set in our objectives
are likely to represent the "ceiling" observed in
our students' performance. In simplest terms, we
are not li%ely to get more than we ask for, and
will get exactly what we "settle for."

2. The standards of 'bilingual verbal Lci.havior" are
affected in two ways by the nature of the teachers
we choose. First, the performance of the teacher
defines for the student what our society "ill
call a 'bilingual.' Second, the nerformance of
the teacher predetermines the best performance of
the students. In many cases .7e are flirting v,th
a kind of 'trilingual' situation described by the
way !Uamians talk to one another, the way Cubane,
talk to Cubans, and the way Cubans talk to 'liamians
(those :liamians, that is, who have corresponding
receptive renertoires!)
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The resolution of these nroblems calls for annropriate
use of monolingual "natives, or "bilinguals' who display
repertoires of verbal behavior that are both complete and
symmetrical. When wa select a teacher who displays other
configurations of verbal repertoires, we can now do so on
the basis of the educational renuirer.ents of snecific sit-
uations, and the specific renertoires that are called upon.

7,eference to snecific renertoires brings us track to
the need to annronriately esteem and exploit the ranges of
receptive verbal repertoires. Inasmuch as there are tashs,
or "job descriptions' that differentially call upon the
display of different renertoires, it is important to
our broad educational objectives in terms of those verbal
repertoires and correspondences that are necessary for the
achievement of these objectives.

There are many cases ,,here our nrimary interest is in
bringing a repertoire of behaviors that are alTead under
the control of Snanish Verbal Settings, under the control
of the productive verbal behavior of a merLer of the T]ng-
lish verbal community. People who disnlav the appropriate
muscle movements under the control of 'rregla los francs."
may need to have these comnlex set of movements brought
under the control of "Fix the brakes." This is a different
task from that of teaching a student how to repair auto-
mobile brakes, and the strateqy for that task, and the ver-
bal controls under which it is to be established will be
determined on a host of other, not ?rimarily verbal consider-
ations. The point here, however, is that we should tJe
able to keep issues of verbal behavior in a clear perspec-
tive with regard to other cbjectives of the educational
progra.n.

Finally, we need to touch on the issue of relevant
measures of the student's nerformance. I have insisted
throughout this wiper that our objectives be stated as
behaviors described in terms of Setting, movement and cub
sequence. This kind of description yields one kind of
objective that might be written'

In the presence of the teacher and the question,
'How much are two and two?'

A vat of muscle moye.oents [four]

The Subsequent environment characterized by the
sounds of /four/ and inireAt:/
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and another that might be written:

Teacher and the sounds /Simon says touch your nose/

A set of muscle movements such that

The Subsequent environment is characterized by,the
contact of the pupil's finger with his nose.

or-.

SETTING
a

rimITTENT strIsEqumcr
c

1. Teacher + /come to
the board, Helen/

rising & walking Helen stands in
front of the
blackboard.

2. lc + /Today is 'Ion-
day. Can you write
that on the 'oard/

grasping chalk & 'IONDAY. is on the
moving it on the blackoard
1)1ael-hoard so tha

These descriptions also specify a variety of direct
measures of achievement. To begin with, ,qe can ser-TTIT6E
if our teaching established a given set of movements in a
given Setting, our most meaningful measure of the effective-
ness of our teaching would !)e the presentation of that get-
ting and observing the display of the ,lovements. This is
not a simnle-mire ed restatement Of the obvious, but an ex-
tremel important point thet is often lost in conventional
approaches to langunae testing. It has somehow happened
that to measure the eisnlay of behavior exactly as it was
established is "too easy,' or insufficiently challenging.
Ns a result, it is not uncommon to find our exemplary Tielen
above being '!tested as to whether or not she had learned
to write "Tonday'L b7 leina instructed to: 'Write the name
of the second day of the wee%.'

There is further concern ,ith regard to presenting the
Settings and observing the disnlav of moveywmts, and that
is the special concern with annropriateness of movements
to that Setting. In this regard ?.,e cart conment on the fact
that not only is the systematic establishment of recentive
verbal repertoires an infreauent part of language training
programs, but it is an eaualiv infrenuent nart of language
testing programs. The only Provisions one sees for the
evaluation of a student's receptive verbal behavior is via
a procedure that calls for the display of a line of nro-

..



ductive verbal behavior as evidence of recently° behavior.
rie 'o not see a test administrator saying to a student,
"Touch your nose," that is a call for a display of a set
of muscle movements under the control of the examiner's
productive verbal behavior. "hat we do see is a question
like. In what part of the body is the sense of smell lo-
cated? which calls for a disnlav of acoustic or graphic
nroductive verbal behavior under the control of the examiner'
verbal behavior. Direct measurement of behavior is sometime
more costly than ilTdifEt, naner-and-pencil derived measures
that correlate statistically with the actual performance,
but direct measures provide the only empirically verifiable
and truly reliable evidence of nerformance. T.-7e would not
be satisfied that an airline pilot displayed fully apnro-
nrate landing behavior" on the basis of high scores on a
written examination that had shown high correlations
the cockpit performance of pilots- we would want to see him
display the behavior in the Setting, even though the test
was expensive to administer. "e do however settle for
correlationally derived estimates cf the 'phonetic accuracy"
of foreign language students on the ],asis of machine-scored
written tests because individually administered tests of
'oral performance" are too nxpensive.

In the area of testing as well as in teaching, we get
exactly what we settle for, and insofar as we depart from
the correspondence between what is taught and what is tested,
we weaken 'Loth the evaluation and the teaching Programs.

The hinds of analysis of verbal behavior that we aave
briefly looked at in this naner give clear indications of
utility in tic c'esign and develonment of !Joth of these
critilal objectives.

It has been suggested that the educational strategies
of behaviorists are based on the assumption that anybody
can be taught anything, thereby raking teaching strategy
all irnortant, and program content rerely incidental. This
is probably an accurate surmary of the general behaviorist
nosition, and I think it is imnortant for this behavioral
scientist and practicing educational technologist to dis-
agree. The statement is untrue because it is incomplete.
The behavioral technologist is liely to say that he can
manage his classroom in such a way that every student com-
pletes every work -sheet assigned to him and returns it com-
pleted. He can further assure us that he can see that the
work- -sheet is done as many tines as necessary until it
reaches sore pre-determined criterion of correctness. nut
this kind of management tells us nothing about what to nut
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on the wc:'t-sheets if we are to establish some behavior
beyond 'doing the work sheet!" I have watched T7ith dismaY
the activities of elementary school 'language arts" classes
that are organized according to the soundest principles of
behavior managenent, !:;ut whose "nrogram' consisted of having
the children complete tasks that were not organized accord-
ing to a behavioral analysis of the teFFinal objectives.
No amount of behaviorally engineered practice of vocabulary
lists derived from a crude naired- associate model will
'establish fluency!"

¶7e need to seriously explore the nrogram content,
down to its smalre7S-EFreFlents, in terns of the descriptive
analysis of the target behaviors, and empirically evaluate
the effectiveness of each strategy that the analysis sug-
gests!

The preceding sentences mal-e for a meaningful conclu,t
sion of this paper, for it underscored words pull together
what I hope appears as the principle theme of that I have
had to say. I die not set out to answer questions, but
rather to contribute what I could to the more effective
asking of questions. The kinds of questions scientists
ask of nature determine more than anything else the validity
and the utility of the conclusions they reach. I hone that
the presentation of the nrincinles and procedures of ny
annroach will contribute to asking questions about 'bilin-
gual education" that will nrovide answers that are both
relevant and empirically verifiable.

ro7ns

1. Liberal rwotations will be taken from several published
and in progress ::orks, primarily:
An Introduction to the Science of !.lehavior, Sanon, Stan-
ley i. , "onopress- P.O. Box 3341, r;"-oclister, Nerl York
14618, 1972
"Problems in the Ilodification of Verbal Pehavior,"
Sapon, Stanley An Address given in v'lint, "ichigan
on June 22, 1972, and to appear in the Proceedings (in
press) of the Annual T7eetings of the 'Iational Society for
Autistic Children.
The Establishment and '!odification of verbal rehavior,
Sapon, Stanley :1., (in Progress) .

2. On defining a response a crucial problem in the ana-
lysis of verbal behavior,' Sapon, Stanley 7., The Ps"-
chology of Second Language Learning, edited by Pirsleur
Quinn, Cambridge Universitq Press: 1971
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Charles Ferguson, Catherine noug:)ton, P. 'relic;

1. 1;ilingual eOucation -- in the ,,en se of explicit recog-
nition of tile use of tg,,o or more languages in the fo
mal educational girstem of -a society -- is very 17i0ennrc,ad
in -3pace an(.1 tire.

2. Bilingual eCiucation -- in the sense of the usn of a
different variety of lantyuage in t:In classroon fro-, that
used in ordinarY conversation (in more extreme case,: a
different language a2togother) -- in universal.

3. !Alingual eeueation ma's have ranv non,:;i1An implicit
goal n, and these goals n,ay over3qp or be in conflict.

A. The success of 'Alinqual education Cenene,n nrirari:17 on
the attitudes an exnectations of peole, not on such
lzInc7uage factors AS the lecTree. of difference betl7een
languages or lanquage varieties or the nature of t'se
pedagogical
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BiLI14GUAL LDUCATIO'; P.17 IN'rT7.7ATIOra, P77=CTIv7"

1, 1Zo one knows how nany languaaes exist in the world.
Sc,Tre estirrate there nay 1 e four to seven thousand:. 1The
jority have no written form and only a small proportion of
those that do are used in formal education. 2'et Trost of
the nations of the worl are rultilingual, and million; of
children have their schoolinr in two or more languages.

7rom the earliest days of civilization hilingnal educa-
tion has been important in then development of society and.
culture. There has hardly 5een a time in recorrled history
'then a nation could flourish as a monolingual entity with
a completely monolingual educational sstem. coldiers and
statesmen, poets ane 7-ings have always neerled more than
one language in which tci Communicate.

In ancient ::esopotamia, ril5tary and nolitical exnan-
sion and. t:te subsequent administration of ne17 territoris
necessitated that rulers and their sub - ordinates learn lan
(wages other than their mother. tongues. ''en of commerce
needed :core than one language, for trade and :-.us ines-,;.;

Changes in population recTuired mutual 'intellirTiility an.7
more lanau&re diversity for teaching and 73tud. 7'nd Idlin-
clualisn was essential to arti.ltic and intellectual creativ-
ity.

The first evidence of children studyinr '7ith t-o lan
guagc,-s in their schoor COMP; fror cuneiforn talets
from 'Tesopotamia ]eteen 300.7. P..C. and 20'") s.0 Ynscrin-
tions on t.lese ta::lets not 01'1? d.2scrie a full-floged
Sumerian-speaking civilization, 1.,ut also shoxl P-1.aeian,
a Senitic language, was in nrevalent use Lly the end of the
third rillenium. As oral traeitions TTere inscribed. in
TI-itten form, Loth ezumerian and became languages
of record and affect one another's written ievelonrent.

the second nillenium n.c. there vie re Sumerian texts
(many thousands of line' have 3)en preserved), and the be-
ginnings of an AkkaOian literature. Testhooks for the
teaching of Surerian to qnea%ers of Akkadian came to contain
dictionaries and Sumerian text with line-bv-line Nkladian
translation.

The 'Iesopotarians' technigue of writing with a stylus
on soft clay was widely accented DY neighboring civilization:7.
Their method of training scrihes and their bilingual tradi
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ti on were .f?revalent throughout the N:ear 7.ast curing the
second Millcnium 3,C, 7rom 71ar, and the Ti'.a.rain Islandr:
in the Persian Culf, to the 7ittite Kinadom in Central
Asia inor, to the western area etween the runhratcs and
the "editerranean Coast, and to Cyprus anC FTflt.
communicated in A.khadian ((`nnenl.A.eim 1357).

The tra(ation of bilingual education continued. In
the third century C. the talory that was 7.ome' Nas adanted
from knowledge Of the alorY that was Greece. ",gain it was
not just the intellectual elite who 'Iad a working 7!Inowledgn
of two languages. Both unner an0 lower classes of noman
society enjoyer: the comicnoet, :01autus, who often created
his humor with a play on ^.reel7 wonls. The earliest Toman
historians, Fabius Pictor and Cincius Alimentus, wrote in
Greek, inaicating not only their own fluency in the lan
guage L'ut also that at least some of their countrymencould
read it.

The aomans ased their education on the studv of litera-
ture in a foreign language. Their training in Greek set
the precedent higher education hal followed down to
the nresent time. -.That CreeF:-was to the lomans, Latin
come to the nations of ':Jestern Fairope, and 'there has never
been a time when much of the Lest training of tbra mind di c.1
not consist in the study of the tliouc:Its of thc.ast re
corded in a languaae not the student's r,injns 1995,
113-20)

Today mneh of the world. is ani. often multi-
lingual. To cite a familiar exam7le, in. India over 15
different lmlguages are snoken. 7ourteen are official] :'
recognized as regional lanauans and ar 2 119Ce as the mel.ium
of instruction in nu7-:)lic schools. In Calcutta, for exarm)le,
a child can choose :=.`.enaali-, Urdu-, or Fnglish-medium in-
c.truction within the Yalls of a single nrimary school. In
the PunjaL, the writing syster used in the schools denends
on the religion of the puni1-3.

There are approximately 519 languages in qout !.merica.
Snanish is the school lanquacp for many ;rho si.seak Indian
languages natively. In the Carihbean,rrsnch an. -' 7nalish are
used in school alt'iough creoles are the sooken languaaes.
In China, there are a nur5er of senarate sroken Chinese
lanctuages with a single written language.

Africa has at least 1301 languages and some 1n0 rliffPr-
ent Bantu languages in the Congo alone. Languages of Ilieer
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communieation;_such as the trade language S',ahilinno!zen
by at leaSt seven million peoble in 'East :.7\frica or
colonial language Frendl jn r.iest .7\frica, are mcd,from the
earliest years: of school

Nor are multilin7ualism and Llilingual education limited
to the so-called Third yorld. Airone, excluding nussia, has
some 50 major languages. T:or',/av has two closely-related
literary standard language, and local school hoards have'
tae option of choosing which to use in the Schools, although
there is now a single text;-,00l norm. Swit7erlant3.'3 four
official languages, "rend-., r!erman, Ttalian and nomanqe.,
are used in the schools, and Swiss lerman bas two distinct
varieties, a for'nal one aml a dialectal one

In C'reat Pritain, where If.nglish has l-een 111:7?A for cen-
turies, there are ,:till Poe!-.,,,te3 of 'lelsh bilingualism and
functioning -7elsh 1-1ilingual schools in "'ales.

The Soviet Union lists 120 languages within its bound-
aries. 2 number of writtn languages with large llodies of
literature are use,.1 in. adeUtion to nussian in the educational
system..

Even in countries that are monolingual, such as Sul-:.

Saaran 'adagasca, r Lesceno, nda Somalia, there is multilin-
gualism and bilingual ierilicaton. In Somalia, r.or exanple,
everyone speal's F-or ;a11, has its on oral nnetic tra
dition but is not written, while *)ra'Ac for writlng
and formal purposes, Italian and 7nglish a73 irportant
languages of -ider commnnicatiln -.7ith the rest of the world.

ed.ucation availale in all of tI10112.

2. In some sense all formal education'is bilincjual since
the forms an.1 ways of expression of written languarce never
reflect the -!.pol:en. language Pxaetly. -for0s, waYs of (pea',
ing, and fors of ciscourrle are used in t'ie school stting
which are not use0 in ordinary conversation and in other
non-school s(.!ttinas. Tlie first aim of formal education
since its beginnings in t-' millenium n.C. has always'
been to teach the nuni1,1 a written form of language. Otber
goals may an`, evcan +-he simple goal of _Literacy ma
become very complex and have s& -goals which at sore r1N stage
in the educational process ma" take, nrece;,?ence. clite fact
remains that the familiar culture complex of 'set:Doi", vlit
its features of teacher, pupils, instrunents of vriting,
and laatterns of recitation, guestions and answers, and re-
ward for attainment, m;-:,as cleveloped in response to the need
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for transmission of ;?-ills in the use of written language.
The school has persistee for some -4,,000 years with its
.essential traits unchanged.. Tn snite of sunerfici al. dif-
ferences such as stylus and clay talot vs. lallnoint nen
and s)iral notebook, or outeoor setting ant' a sunny climate
vo. central heating, one feels that the modern :Nmerican
teacher or the ancient AkLaeian teacher youle essentially
feel at home in the other's school in terms of expecte
behavior, goals, and social values. 'Iresuma7a1Y the school
ha^ survived the changes in culture, nolitical orc:anization,
and technology largely 'aecause it has succneeeil to a suffi-
cient Oegree in meeting its fun,:'..amental aims. .1though it
may be true that the social coneitions tgdaY and in the near
future are bringing fune",amental changes in the air's of eeu-
cation, it is certainly nrofitahle to examine carefully
some of the features of the traditional school ,sfora attempt-
ing major changes either in aims or methods.

Than the child first comes to school he brings with
hirl an incredi:Ay extensive arid sophisticated comnetence in
the use of language. no not only has mastered intricate
details of pronunciation an7, grammar in his conversational
language Lut he knows how an,' "hen to shout ane whisner to
wheedle and instruct, ann to nut Ids language to use in A
fairly wide range of situation.; an'' occasions. _In school
he must learn a ','hole ne,, not'of language uses apnronriate
for the situations arvl occasions of school life which he
has not ' mown efore . More T:711 1 sore features of nro
nunciation and grammar which he must ad :1. to his renertniret
he must learn yhen to snea a-le when to silent in a new
range of contexts. In short, he rust learn a whole ne,g
-register' of his language.

The child may have becomn familiar with sone elements
of the school register .:efore. actually coming to school.
SOM2 parents act out school !:ehaviors with their young chil-
dren, some features of the school register ma7 occur in
other settin,Fs (the village story teller or the ':'17 screen) ,
and children in many societies nlay 'school' even of re
they regularly attend. It is instructive to note how the
eetails of language structure And language use are alteree
from normal conversational practice in these nlay situa-
tions in which to some degree the school register is 7,eing
attemte,'.

The differences between the language registers the
child alreadY has command of and the written language ane
classroom regi=ster which he must acguire mac/ relatively



slight or staggeringly lerge. !lorotimes the -ronunciation
and grammar of the school register is very' close to that of
the child's. conversational lan7uage and the differences of
register consist of features lil':e full forms for contractions,
new voca5ulary, suhor( inating constructions, o2ertiona3.
forms of discourse and the like (Ellis and Urc 1')r;'). ^ften
the conversational language 'Thiel the chile has is in a
local c'ialect while the classroom rervuires use of a national
or international 'staneare: fora of language. 't (erman
child in :runich, for example, rust learn to use ne,,
and new verls.:, forms which differentiate his orn dialf7ct from
the more stanOare language of school. Ver'r often the e.tan-
darJ language of the classroom recTister i3 closer to the
language of hoohs ane mriting than the local dialect an0
the child must i-sraoually learn that ordinary conversation
can :)cl held in something very li%e the '-ool7 language' in
appropriate situations, such an taning with peonle from
anther town, talking mith ed.ucated peonle on more formal
occasions, and so on. In other cases where the languacre
of books is very' different from the child's conversational
language ane the cla.sroom register in-1.)etween, the child
must learn that no one uses the '"ooh: language for conversa-
tion but that various intermediate forms -lust j n us' in
talking with other poor lo on. various occasions. 7hu,': the
child t7 ho goes to school in Cairo, for exarnle, rust aorTuire
the language of books and forral snnoch, and lonrn to use
intermediate varieties in the classroom or in tall-ing -ith
",ral)s from other countrios.

Fundrisingly often the lanouar!e of mriting ane the
school register are a totally eifforent lanquacte from the
one the cnile hnows at home. l'or centuries in Mirone the
language of the school was Tatin, regar,71ess of the lan-
guage spoken !-.1/ the children. r,:o.lav a chil: ,'hose 1)rimary
language is treton finds the school conducts ' cor'tnlete1y
in :'reach, and tie monolingual 1 avajo child. may find the
school conducted in Fnglish and 1)1 'or!.licleen to uso his own
language even in the playcfrourvq.. In maw/ communities t'se
language difference ray resented it ma', ';.:) seen as an
unnecessary pNvchological oestacle or even as an act of
onpression.

3. Often attituees toward. language differences reflect im-
,plicit goals of thrl educational system itself. Although
education has the larger universal function of storing and
transritting %nowleege, it also has snecific functions which
differ from one society to the next. A. cursory examination
of language policies around the world. reveals both nractical



and idealistic goals implicit in much bilingual eemcation...
The following list of implicit goals, which is o7.)viouslv
not all inclusive, is offered as a starting noint for ser-
ious consideration of the implications of bilingual educa-..
tion. If implicit goals can be identified and examined.,
erhaps they can be made oxnlicit and realistically incor-
porated into or eliMinatee from the American educational

. .

system.

Some Implicit Goals of ^i lingual education

The o5lectives of education
mav be clearly nractieal:

1. TO rITTIVIDUALS On. (77.0UPq II3TO TH7 'UNIIISrn7R7N''
OF SOCI":7TY

The. aim is to socialize neople for full narticination.
in the community.

Americans have assumes' --.and this hal 7seen more tacit
than explicit -- that immigrant and indigenous groups will
be rapidly assimilated into ..merican core society until thev."
are culturally indistinguishable.' De-ethnization.ane acsul7.
turation are central to American history and American na-
tional awareness. riting in the mid-1330's, riner Eaucen
noted that 'Americans have tended to take it for granted
that 'foreigners should acrmire 7nglish and that a .failure
to do so was evidence by,iM.plication of of disloyalty'
to the :aasic princi-21es.of z.nerican life . . .'(7ishnan
10) . IA most races in the Unitef? States, bilingual.educa-

_

tion of an' kind has had the implicit air of assimilating
the individuals into mainstream ?merican.life.

.

Assirrilation has also' been a major goal in nsace*anr1....-
Brittany in 7rance, -,71ere young snealcers of the nroyincial_
vernaculars Alsacian and Breton' have been constrained-lly
the educational systen to learn standar& French for absorn-:
tion into mainstream French society. There has seen Perio-
dic resistance to this national 'goal, sometimes nrovoed.177-
unnopular language requirements, in these and other pro,-
vincial areas of flurope.

It is interesting to note that in Europe language Je----'-
viations are often at the periphery of a nation's frontiers,-
as in Alsace, Erittan ", the Basrlue areas of France and
Spain, along the Pyrenees, the Sildtirol in northern Italy,
Catalan in :Inain, Upper Selesia in Prussian Germany, and
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Schles1Ag in Cernanv near the 7anish borOer.
Fleviations at the 7:orers of a country -hick. Cofy assimila-
tion at the sare tire reinforce the -,,idesnrea:1 notion of
nations !;ase-1 on common linguistic core (retersen 1171,
'Iinot 1970).

2. TO U rrvY N "ULTILII"T:AL SC1CVTY.

The airy l i to .'-ring unit.? to a -qulti -ethnic, multi-
trthal, or multi-nationa] linguistically etverse
society.

7-7o exanples of multilingual nations in 1-771:Loh e-iuca-
tion has :-Jeen usee to promote national uhity are Thana an.:1
the TP7.27.

In Ghana t;Iere nre estimate(' to 1.e 7.)etween 47 ane 1:2
languaes sl,ohen. The -a:lor ones are the 7'.han
particularly Fanti and Tri, and Dagliani. These berate to
a limited extent al lingua franche in the regions .There the',
are use. Other important languages are rwe, ro '.dance' -1,
and 1Zaser. ¶2h official languacre of the country is 7ng-
lish, !:ut nine inOigenous lanquecles have 'teen given the
status of national languages, their se) ection having been
based on their Ule in other nligh',oring countries as -yell
as in Ghana. In the schools, tile policy has '::ern to nsr.
local vernaculars for the first fe-Y years of prir^ary eouca
tion, shifting to a lincTua_franca of .7frican origin in the
mid-lle vears of schooling, at least in are of linguistic
Cifferentiation, and then using rnclish at the unner levAs
an universitv e%ucation.

11'.1era are toxthooks in "anti and -.nd -anti, 71,1i,
Ewe, and 'la arc all specifier) as curricu?um and exa:nination
subjects. ne u'm of vernacular s at tie lo-er levels to
assist the school child in cultural aflartation -.7As nart of
3ritish colonial policy.

Policy in post-indenenclence chana stressee. linguistic
unification, i.th even more tin eevoted to :nnflish. 7ihe

nolitical and economic nee' of the country tool: nrece(lence
over the -,)sychological neerls of the chile. CS-It-me:2r 1-r3,
'.1.-Istrong vostor 1365, rrehar 1371, Len7is 17!(?).

In the Soviet Union, non--"ussian people-. comnrisn
nearly half of ti.e country's entire nonulation ant' Are
steadily increasing in numbers. Soviet air; has 'leen to
unify all groups into one flit' 1 a pre,ThminanW russian lan-
s-Tuace and tradition through, an educational policy Oesianna
to foster unity in eiversit7.
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r'f 159 nationalities, 51 are national ethnic croues
having more than 20,000 members, high ntrong feelings of
national consciousness exnresseA in a native language and
native literature. There are 14 non-Psussian rent lien,
each of which re?reeentn a large ethnic group, an" several
autonorous repuhlics, and in rany of these there 'lave 'seen
recurrent nationalist stirrings.

rtuosian is the official language of the geviet
and the r,ecium of communciation feeleral and state
governments, and !JetImen soviet citizens. But fully one
thirel. of the ?onulation of the !Tqfn, accomeling to official
records, spea%s an indigenous language other than 7,ussian
as its mother tongue. Thirtyfive percent of the ?uoiln in
the schools are taught in a language other than Iusian.
rifty-nine languages are used as media of instruction
throughout the USSR:. (The a.ltic languages use the Latin
script, the Ceoogian and rmenian languages have their cern
alphabets, and the languaa e. of other minorities use the
Cyrillie alpha'aet "'unsian use::.) The policy of the
eovernment is to eeucate the noviet chili"! in Otis rothcr
tongue during the early year of his schooling.

The pattern of 'Alineualier in the Soviet Union requite:
in a complex pattern of hilinaual education. "ortleoec
percent of the use the r-ajor laneeuage of the renule-
lic in which a school is locte"' as the language of inetruc-
tior. However, the nussien nenuLlic, not only is the major
language russian ueec7. in the schools, !-,ut 14 additional len-
guagne also serve as media for teaching, although nunils
from the small minorities in that "enuhlie ,7o not epeek
usaian as their eother tongue renresent only S% of the
nonulation. Sraller ethnic gronns in other republics a3 en
enjoy Political and cultural autonomy and their languages
are used in schools and in local government and other insti-
tutions.

Ae a result of school reforna in 1951, Soviet narents
have the choice of placing their chileren in schools con-
ducted in their native tongue, or in ''ussian-reee'ium schools.
he other (non-medium) language is then suoposetily elective,

:Jut, in fact, Russian is reeuire0 as a second language.

In contrast to Tnarint -tussle, the Soviet government
set out to stimulate the groelth of national cultures,
seeh.ing to preserve the national languages of the repu,llics
and, 'There crucial to education, the :minority languages as
well. !other tongues ;7ern seen as vehicles to communicate
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Soviet ideology. Colleges and universities uted the lan-
guage of the renu5lic An veil an "ussian in Deloruslia,

ehistan, Armania, Tadahe%intan, :!aza7:hstan, Turkrenia,
Xirghizia. The idea seams to have been that if *'us Sian t/as
atudieel and acce?ted as a necond language it would not
resented nor .aecome an issue to fuel nationalint nentirnnt..

At the name time, 1.)v renuiring 'Iunlian an a ste3ject in
the schools and ushing itn increased use for official and
ou:Ilic purposes in the ranuhlics, the governnnnt has trial
to encourage expansion of "ussian culture?. and the unitinr,
of oviet peonlen as a nine,le naonle. Today, runsian is
usually the laneniage of instruction for thii, chiloren of
officials and army officers transferred around the country.
*'us Sian meedur schools seer to $-.1 nreferred over native
schools in urban areas. Doan ritten in "uslian glt nu!,-
lished more rapidly than thole nrittan in other languages.
'ont hifflar education is no in the "ussian language,
except for some universities in the Ukraine, Inorgia, and
Tirmenia. Aussian is a nrere7uisite for entrance into
inntitutii,ns of higher learning, and a Soviet citizen has
to use r.usaian to f'et ahead in the nartv anaratus (t'o'y]. r73,
;:reisler 160 and 1 IG1, an0 narghoorn 1:15C) .

3. TO En3la PiIPLP, 70 Crl!-IT710727 'f1 OUTSTnr, =1^"U.).

The ain is to introduce laneuages of Tider communica-
tion in afl.eition to the unifying national laneni.age so
as to rake it ponaibla for nationals to interact ,:ith
fc:eigners.

To cite jvat to of t.',a1 alarr exanplon, in "ifTeria
Englinh was aCoptre- an the national laneuael, after its
long pre-inepenqencs use, first as a ruronann trade lan-
guage and then an a colonial language. other non-indieenous
languages of wider conunication, such as -ranch ana nerman,
are also offered as foreign language:, at the hie!her levels
of education with the aim of training cone "igerians for
professional, cc.nerical diplomatic contact gvith inens-
trialiaed countries where those languages are nnoken.

2.11:7 in the soviet anion t%e teaching of foreign lan-
guagen has !;C.-en a rajor concern of policy ral.ers, uarticu3arlv
because of the need of scientists to profit frog achieve
nenta in other countries, ane the urnency for the govern-
rent to expand its international trade anti extend its narti-
cination in international affairs. In all of the five tyres
of. Soviet stools, a choice of languages is offerer'. Foreign
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language instruction in incluCed in the schooline of nunils
epeech difficultiee. "here ere seecial foreign lan-

guage medium high schools in hich certain subjects are
taught through the meOitel of a single foreign language.
The e° schools are highly selective and nrentieious, 'rut
foreign languages are alto used as the re,lia of instruction
for certain eubjectr in many of the "all-age or rienerel
educetion,

A-s TO inLY 'VI ncwr,-Ic AnvxT.w.nr "O' MDIIntrqX on eefTes

The air is to nrovie7e lannuaee n%ills Thiel are ealal-lo
in the jeJ market and can nut a yIrson aheed on jobe
and status.

Thailand ana. Janan are tx,o examnles of countrie' 1=hich
need large nura!lers of trained nersonnel '"ho have some nro
ficiency in rnelish or in (Wier internationally useful
languages. Thai and Jananese ere fully !lor4.ernize-i laneuegen
nerving the corplex requirerente of economic and scientific
activities itin their countries, I.ut their ueefulneel
falls off (abruptly in the case of Thai, to a lesser but
critical degree in the case of Jananese) 'fien this activity
is carried on with other countries. nerefore nupils leho
will Le going on to jobs in "ueinens, government, or tech-
nology need bilingual schooling. The economic nrerium
placed on language skills ;r) both countriee in reflected
not only in the variety of %ilinual ei7ucation used in
government and private schools, !.:ut in the large nweeers
of commerciel language schools, ani in ele eerand for, and
rood nay offered to, nativeeepne,:ing lInglieh tutors.

The (/oals of bilingual eeucation may
more idealistic than practical-

5. ¶!O PPS:S=1: rTnpic on !TLIrlIOUr; TI S.

a. T:le preservation of ethnic or religious identity
in an individual or '*roue ray or may not go a7ainot
general national goa1s.

In the Unitc6 States more than 2000 ethnic-group
schools offer language instruction, and often religious or
other claseel, after ee,00l 11.011T5 or on l'aekends, for the
purpose of maintaining ethnic ielentite. Although the im-
plicit national goal of assinilating irrigrant ethnic erouns
into the rain:it-ream is not nerved by these schoOls, they
do not greatly threaten the coal, since they have little
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affect on the nneed with whic'', their Punilq leguire rnglish
and are ultimately al:sae:no into 'rerican life. 2vtever,
tnene schools are the roost active language raintenance in-
stitutions in immigrant communities and they survive longer
in the face of the formidable odds against ther t'lan Other
ethnic - Trout_, institutions 'zhich see!.. to pro: ote linguistic
continuity (? ishnan 19C0).

In Lthiopia, on the other hand, national goals of edu-
cation for lconomic development are closely served ti,c1

traditional patterns of literacy acguinitiont the rthionian
prthelox church-school, awl the "uslim nuranic school. 'loth

have long proviOod church education and L,asic t!omnetence
for religious 6nervances to the young, in thole comnunitins.
The chil.O. 1,10 learns to read a/v.' 'mite (eez, the classical
liturgical language of the rthiopian church, will then also

able to rea(? ana write Amharic, the national language of
!'thiozia, and Tigrinya, another maior language, since th-,,ln
use the narPe a1habet. "nreover, the child is taught Inez
in ?km%aric, so that if it is not mother tongue he learns
it in the process of his religious training.

The child who learns- to rear' aloud, to recite fron
memory, and to ,,rite sections of the gorse,. in Ara'-ic

Tith little or no unOorotarviing of what he is realinr/
or reciting) may pi&ing um in a language ,07ich in
of limited unc in :.rowler ^tbior ian society; ')ut his tvtin
ing, like that of the child in the e'rthodox church-school,
prepares IliTT to enter a Tonernrnt school or other inr!titu
tion, and thus serves an him '-anic n-lucqtion.

increasin nur:L..er of rtunill are hecoming literate
in these two traditional syst-.ms, an3 etc: s:tt.e.n1 then
lelves are modernize to incorporate r2Ar metho.ls,
materials, an ,2 nu!ject .latter. The 't7-Iiopian government is
allvinfj itself more pur-osefull ,'ih the traditional schools
and providing sponsorship, financing, ae0 curriculum guide-
lines. 7'.t tl.vJ same tire, the traditional religiow schools
are feeding fevler graduates into traditional religious
higher schools and 77ore of the,- into government higher insti-
tutions Wergulon 11'71.).

Yreserving a chil'n ethnic heritage by arhitraril
tying hir to it in school may counter - productive if
this policy has a retarding effect on hin learning Pro-
gress.

In the 2e.)uhlic of Ireland children live in an over-
environrent and are exnoserl to
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the Iris's language only in the schools, under the govern-
ment's polic7 of nromotina the re-,.toratien of Irish as the
national language. Studies of the imnact.of using Irish.
inntca0. of Fnglish as the medium of instruction in the
schools suggest that Irish children eucationa1l7
handicapped, at least for the noriod of time it tahn
Ireland to evolve its nolicv of national Ililingualism in
a monolingual environment.

bre specificall>,, the findings show that rnglish-
oneaing Irish chiron 'rho are learning arithmetic in the
Irish medium do poorly in orolem-solving an0 are almost
a year 'ehind those who are learning arithmetic in the rng.
lis medium. (although their onrformance in Tnecanical arith-
metic operations is not affectn-1). The children's Iris
language a'ility is not imeroved in the nrocess, nor is
their English language a7-.ilitv in uiy Yav ,-eakennd.

The facts indicate that ircnntive is a ':ev to the
SUCC"51 of elucation in other than the mothor tongue.
Contrast, for exale, the immigrant voungstnr in the TTnited
States tiith the native Irish chile. 1:1-.Ja immigrant Youngster
has enormous incentive to learn "nglinh !:ecauso it is all
he hears around him and he is rewav'ed with accentanco -Ikon
he learns it. VIr2 Irish school chile has little incentive
to learn Irish; his environrent in rnglish-nnealing and he
can only acguire this second language from his teachers.

,'otives for learning Trish nre ahntractl-r cultural and
oolitical, not urgcntiv oractical (-'asnamara 1Qrr).

c. rar have the incentive to lnarn through
the Ile(Tiur. of Oe langungn annociatee Ilith %is ethnic
hcritngn (whica may oven 5n his mother tongue) and vet

:)(2 hindere.1 !:v the linguistic limitations of the oar-
ticular language for teaching certain suhjects.

7or exam:4e, YoruLa, the language snoken wieely in
Jigeria, in not Tiell-nuitel for teaching standard decimal
arithmetic becaune of no voruha number system. Pn the
other hand, T.Znelle, a language and neonle in Liberia, Ooes
have a decial numher. system T-olich is essentially lie ours,
and oLjocts are counted. Although there is also a well-
develoond syntem of terminology for placing ojects into
nets, the classification system inolie's thin is not nor-
mally uned in every-da7 language. "oreovor there are no
abstract arithretical operations; the nelle 0(1 not
with n_ ure numerals nor can thev nnea!: of them. ."1l arith
metic is tied to concrete situation-. and nultiolication ana



division exist only an repetitions of adeition and su'ltras-
tion. r2perations are generally earrie,1 out on nuT-bere up
to 39 or 40. The fraction system is rueinentary- the term
half- is either usee as a. general term for any part of a
'.tole (1/10, 3/10, etc.) or treat as a meaningless sPm':ol
in arithnetic operations. ::nelle terms for relations of
e7uality, inequalit:!, and comparison let,Teen ejectn any' set,
of objects are in graee serin accoling to eegree of same-
ness or similarity.

':athenatics education for the Y.nelle runt be aeantee
to the linguistic facts of the Ypelle lancuage if it in to
be carried out in r.:pelle. If it i5 carried out in rnglish,
it rust Le ar.la?te0 to the very real differences !;et,Teen the
Liberian pidgin rmglish sl)oken by mangy' pupils and teachers,
and the standard Encilish use:' in -lathe7atics textb00%s (ray
and Cole 1:67).

G. 'PC Pnelm U177)77TTXTT:In n-7-77 Pruvilo DrPni.
7;!1; rtn(`U.

The it lication nay be t'v the more fortunate have
responsibility to the loss fortunate ,hich can 1,e ful-
filled Partially by learning, their language to comenu-
nicate ,,ith then.

nota'Ae example of thin goal is t'le. rrench-7,nglish
nroject Lall!,ert, -hich 1-.1en renorts(7
extensively 'y T. E. Lari-crt ana r-arOner. (Lam!lert
and Cat-drier r-ar,lner l'rl, tam!,r2rt, rarr'n:lr, Cltln and
Tun stall 1)6'1). narents of -sneahing chil-
dren volunteerer: to enrol thoir chililren in Frinch rerliu-r)
schools c'! re tha youngstnr, receivecl no forral e'ucation
in 1:ng1ish. At the end of the first year, a hatter? of
nsychrllogical language, rearing, and nersonalitv trists
showecc! that the elileren ,ern all within the nor-7 for
their age and grace level. -our Years later, tIley ern
("icing as yell as their peer in !loth French and 7nglish.

similar oroject has heen attempted in Culver City,
California, 17:tare ):nglinhsnea%ing children (nrirarilv from
,,e11-to-do homes) are sent to a rnanish-rdium s&ool, in an
effort to enhance coT-munication between the Pnglo and Chi-
cano comrunities in this su7Nurl: of Lon kngeles.
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7. Tfl r7,Tvtn,JAL'rz rTIniTuu on 11-7r'TIOJT.L

Language can %e user'_ in neucation as a e.istinctive
channel for thouc!ht and nercention 'clithin a cultur^.
Or it can 71e a meau-^ in the eflucational process for

trans-nission and maintenance or cultural forms
and social halAts.

8. TO IiiTrtODUCE ST17:1771TS CULTU!;Y:f2 "r?, 7,703,-nr,

a. Language ray )earnee alonri 17ith the culture it
1:eiongs to, vith the -,rimary aim o maing stu,:,ont

rore aware of other lans ane oeonles.

:!an 7LTS (7oruin Language in zUe.,entary cc:Inols) nre-
grams in the Unite,1 states %awl this aim, aner in somn casr.,s,
more culture than language is loarnorl hen this is the main
goal.

L. The learning of language -noes not necessarily imnl
the learning of culture.

A language way Le for-ally aoluirod indonenclent of it.,
cultur of origin. Ceylonese children, for example, learn
;palish as it is used in Cerlon, not as it in usee: with n
the context of British culture. r7his is true in nan
countrins ,:hern English has hecore a natinnal or international
language.

LT".17::;.:. T:111 T.111:%.n. r rem r:.7

A language is ettnsidern,1 v*ort% learnirg for its .n
intrinsic value, not as a vehicle of culturn or for
any other ,1231..1, *:ut !x'_icause it is t!in Yey that unlecers
new vie:, of reality an_! rultiplics cognitivn exper-
ience.

.his goal nay underlie the learning of a classical lan-
guage, such as Old 7celaneie or Persian, for it,; literature,
or the learning of a living language in order to c.nea?- ane .
use tho language 'iith 101.0 snealc it natively.

The goals in bilingual education ma7 'e
it :Jy aeorinant groun on the society
as a '.,'.cols
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nin Tsai, t'hich is similar to the'rainstream coal, is
to socialize an entire Population to a colonial exis
tence and a colonial languace..

India is an obvious example. The language in
a pervasive and dominant feature of Indian national life
today .becausc it playee a central role in pre-Independence
India as tlan language of the colonial n,ritish government,
and before that as the language of tradern. In 160n, the
last India Cor2anv vas- awarr ed. a charter to Develop traf4.ina
interests on the subcontinent. 71e, Dritish Parliament
assuned more control after 1757, and, one hundred, year
later, it too': over from the ast 1:neia Company and governed
India as a colony until 1947.

"or aporoximately the first.9 years of Ineia's colonial
existence, Ynglisll was the e.e facto language of aOrlinistra-
tion. In 1135, L:nglish l'as deliberately chosen, over the
Indian vernaculars, and r,annl-rit and. '.rabic, as the lanauaffe
of government ant; education, an a result of a recommendation
/nade :Ionas B. Faeaulav to the nritish Governor qeneral.

In his reco mmendation, ::acauley argued for the rnalinh
language on the grounds that it har3 the lexical resources
needed to educate a class of 'Ineiano for oelern government,
that it provided direct access to bodies of scientific and
other knoyleage, and that it '7as an ideal me:7iun for efticatinrj
the elite class of :Ndians -yhre NTould. :),e the lin '-e.tween the
1:ritish rulers and t:Le masses of uneducate Indians. Thug

".-csr-e the reLlium for nrimary and. secondar-r euca-
tion.

Vernaculars Kogan to replace Ynglih in the loer exraoes
after 1921 and at the eeconaar" level after 1937, end there
ere post .in01,)endencc car-naiqns to replace 7nglish entirely

with one of th indigenous lanauages. 3Tevertheless,
has remained the language of science and technology, bic

the courts, the legislative bodies, most state
government transactions, and univc,ritY instruction. Tt is
tAidely used in the print and 5roao.cast media, as a language
of 2u'Aication, and for co=unications and transportation.
h command of Ln(21inh is a Pre-requisite for the '.atter jobs
avervhere in India.

Part of tile reason for the maintenance of rnalis7a as
a unifying national language after its spread undsr colonial
rule is that India's language situation is so complex. The
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most suital:le alternative to 7nglish as a national language
')e and its rinr'mstani varieties, since it

is the indigenous languaga snoken the greatest number
of PeoPle (over 150 million), but its use is almost exclu-
sively limited to the northern states of India. rence the
stipulation in 1.)63 by India's rarliament that rnglisb
might continue to be use0 for official nurooses as long a;
was necessary, although had been constitutionally
established as India's official language (Cbattorji
Le rage 1964, Ohannessian and 1256b, Snencer 2")(;13).

The sprea/i. anC maintenance of a colonial language wal
also a 9rimary goal of bilingual education in Algeria under
the rrench. Aral,ic and 7rench were used as media of instruction

in the schools, with aim of socializing an 7'rahic.
speaking Algerian population to t1i i3 increasing use of 7ronch,
and to support the French colonial economic and adninistra-
tivn system.

Still anotner examPle 4s the ivory Coast, which to thiG
day ltrikinglv reflectsethe .features of its -ranch colonial
Past. Though the major vernacular languages have a Place
at tile lower levels of trad, and in broacas,ting, French
is the language of government, communications, and co-merce,
and French is used as the medium of instruction from the
child's first tear of school. There 1; no provision for
teaching indigenous, languageG al school subjects CitrIfor,.

nrd.e nrown

11. '20 .;12.:7.LL:T= OR STPT777 TH7 EDUCP.TM7 OPTLIT7s.

of bilingual eflucation in the vorld is primarily
for elites, and much of that 7hich is now generally
available to a.11 began as e'lucation.for elites.

The case of India, cita,.' above, alGo applies to this
goal. In addition, -exico iG one of many countries in .'hich

there are alternative schools providing .;ilingual education
to elites as well as govern-lent schools serving the majority.
For examnle, a (-erman language medium school in "exico
City serves not on1-7 'chn sons and daughters of c.arman dinlo-
mats and lusinessmen living in 'lexica, !lit also the chil-
dren of any ':exican or foreign familia; vt'o are able to
Pay for it

In 72urope, tere are six multilanguage international
conOucted under the jurisdiction of the 7uropean

Economic Community (the Common arl:et). Those scools,



located in :.arlsruhe, Cermanv. 13ercren, NorTlay7

l'arese, Italy! I;russelst aril. :o1-(!ecl, Delgiur, are omen
to the children of :73C officials and ennloyees, a; Yell as
to the chiloren of parents unconnected 14ith the organization,
if there is room and tllev can ma the high tuition.

First graders are taught in their r'other tongues in all
subjects. In the second year, another language is adder'.
In the third year, all children regularly attend .Turopean
classes in which the four official 11::C language; - l?rench,
rlerman, Italian, and Dutch -- are used interchangea',1y.
Dv the secondary education level, many sujects, including
iologY and. history, are taught in a lanctuage other than

the pbpil's native tongue. sifter he decides whether he
will emphasize sciences or arts, the student is taught his
chemistry or philosonhy in one of the other languages. Tie

also may elect to learn 7nrflisl.k, and Creel. or Latin. DV
the tine he graduates, the pu' -il can srlea:1 five lanquaqes
and has learned in three or rore of thor.

Tit' Common:larket schools '.lave been flooded with in-
creasing nurLers of applicants each year. 9choo1 authorities
express concern about attractinc student; for prestige
reasons alone, !t u the sc'-:ools undenialy fill an eliti;t
function, and are an anLitious ;Alingual n'lucation experi-
ment for a select group..

The TAiropean Ltomic 3:;nergy CorTunity Ulurator) has
a similar. international multilingual ^chool in Italy, and
the United Nations International. School in "ew York City,
for the chiJArcn of UtT officials as well as others not
connected. with the 71, offers 7-.4. lingua1 instruction to the
offmpring of the elitr?..

Atteopts have .'een rad.e to smrcar3 id ,,a of rnromean
integration throurYh schooling !,hich wou1,1 he man-Puropean
in design and approach, and ould e multilingual in prac-
tice. Council of 3:uro1 .71 and the .:laromean Coal and 53teel
Community have contriuteel to this air'. The College of
Eurooe at Bruges, .:,elgium, founds0 in 1350, offers :Alingual
instruction in "'rent'_? and 7nalish an applicant rust use
both langua9es to admitted, and for his exaninations,
alt'-oush he nay do his thesis in lust one lancuage (7,ichol7,
1962).
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Finlandd has been bilingual Finnish-Swedish since ,)re-
historic times, althourth only 9% of a present-Oay popula-
tion of 4 million _lave Swedish as their mother tongue,
7or a period of 600 years, Finland was a part of Sweden and
historically, Swedish cultural and linguistic influences
have :leen strong everywhere in Finland. Until the end nf
the 19th century, the uoper class in Finland as alrost
exclusively Swedish, '."here is a nartinularlv rinnish
nunciation of the Swedish language spo1.7.en in '''inland, and
th2re is also considerable Yord 5(Dr.1.-c-r7ing from Finnish into
the Swedish spoken in Finland.

Unlike many other countries ith two or more lancTuages,
the Finnish. anT.1 !lwetlinh-s---)ealdnq segments of Finland r s
nor elation have allrays 'peen integrated carts of thn society.
The native Sedishseakers, hoYever, reoresent less than
one "tenth of,the paoulation, and, consequently, an enormous
effort has been rerruired to insure that PinlanO's educational
system mates use of the Swedish lAnguage, in rough balance
ith the dominant Finnish lam-mac-4e. The attitu6e of 7-inninh
speaers toward the requirement of learning ST.,edish in
school seems to ;,e that learning the other national lan-
guagel!. is a drudgery, rainlv '-,ecause it is unrelated. lin-
guistically to Finnish and therefore harder to learn. rlhis

attitude does not seem to ;ye i-ainlIncd with anv reseltnt
toward. the Swedish-speal-ing people. (').une,crg

The implicit goals of 'rilingnal education vary from
society to society, often overlap within a given society,
and may or may not reflect the airs of the society as a
whole. Nevertheless, such goals exist and are al.T.7ays laden
riith value judr.-ements which cars lead to controversy between
educational agencies.

In 1951 a UN:CSCo study asserted that every child has
the right to ''-)chin his formal eOucation in his .other tongue
and to continue in it as long as the lenguage itself and
the supply of !::oolns in the language nermittefl,

takenasaxior.latic,theH.Studv.said:,that the
best tedium fot teachincvis the mother tongue of .thnnpUnil.
(Ua'1SCi7 1 53 Bull UG4)

Since thatstatementwas arguments
arguments have been 'oresented irna 'steady stream:arOund.,the .

World-,;



In some :Alingual countries language policy is esta3:-
lished and im7lemente6 by language planning agencies. 1:f

a particular vernacular languageoes not have adesuate
vocabulary resources for higher education but can never
theleso ;ae used as a 1,ridge at lower levels of education,
these agencies decide how many years the language ill be
used in elementary school before the nwitcl:over is maee to
a more adequate language. such agencies ray also arranaP.
for vocabulary exnansion of the vernacular language to
respond to the needs of roriernization.

4, 'iuch of the controversy over bilingtial Oucation in
.due to the fact that .the implicit goals have little to coo
with language per se but rather to the attituces and ex-aec-
tations of peonle within tie, society.

Por example, if a younqster's parents, teachers,
neighbors, and, above all, Peers place a high value on a
language or language variety and use it around him, the
youngster will learn it. The schools can help, they
cannot do the whole job of addin-F a language or replacing
one with another.

In the United States the immigrant child is under
steady pressure from all sides i his ne,Y environment to
learn Lnglish and to lose his imigrant languagn, although
there may be counter influences at home to retain the lan-
guage (Fishran

In YE:thion3a, the menorizat.i.on of'the 7oran
children, and of the Psalmn of ''`avid 17,v athiopin orthoOox
Christian chile.ren, is accorraishP without recourse to
systematic learning methods or even, .4.n the case of 2uranic
training, to understanding re.tat is :7einq memori7e0, Yet
the high value placee on a Youth's having complete'1 one of
these tasks, an the status he thereby achieves, rotivato
him to accomplish it (7erguaon 1171).

In ScIn!apn. a state in southwestern rnrrany, the
child's Cerman dialect at hone is very different from the.
standard. Geman he encounters when he first enters school,
yet he learns the standar(' language r..uicnv. '7chvaisch
children simply come to school expectina to learn scbool-

-- it is Part of the Thole irnoortant event of -)e-
ginning school -- and they e.o it.

%, contrast, many American 131ach children " ?ho spee:
:Ilacknglish at home have trouble with standard Tperican
schoOlE.Unglish
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Although the e4ucational system can he a r'ajor '.nano
of st)reading a ianguaae, it is not alt7a,,s the rot irportant
means. Language nay spread "ith the heln of tlIP educational
system or independent of its influence, or even in snite of
it . that is, counter to the language '-olicy aims of thr.
system.

In 17epal, the languPige sPreael at first laraelv
independent of education. It ,,as widely spoken over the
hole country long 1;efore a national Policy of universal
free urinary education was adopted ane schools began to
apear in remote hill area v%ere th,lv ha:1 not been before.
"hTn the schools aid increase in nu.n'cor and accessibilitv,
they sirply lent supoort to the use of the *Zepali languacv,
and its standardization in Poouler use, 1,,y !enclose who
ss,?ohe other rother tone:Tues.

In East Bengal at the tie of Pakistan's Partition '

from India, Urdu vas desianatefl as the lanmage to usee
for official purposes, '-ut it failee,, in soitc of its Pro
notion by :ThaUstan's founlYer -o'lanne," 2.11 'innate anf' the
"uslim League. :engali, -las already Present 3n t'^o
rother tongue of the overhelnina rajoritv of :'ast
tan's population, Prevailed. :Bengali's status as a national
language on el:ual terms with Vr-'u 'IPA not sccure:7 until
there had been -1r'- longed protest, Illoodrherl., and civil
instalAlitv Which wern intoleral-;le to eic national lea-7er-

And even then the see4s Of a nationalist rovnnent
gro.7 %)eyond control 17 years later T-o)7e a2 ready

so-7n by the la,ac;uaae issue. rapt Tlengal vas a case in -77.ich
lenguaae policy or national life and for education ran so
blatantly counter to thc. Practical facts of languaae Use
and to popular emotions that it %Tar: Ooorod in advance to
fail.

Toth historically and internationally 17.ilingual Pducation
Iran :lad a prominent role in the eevelopmant of cultures an(7
of nations. :Tot only cl.ie literacy ?:egin with the ancient

lingual Curerian and ?%!..varlian ta'.)lets, l'ut all education
includes the riore sutle lAlingualisr of lan(:!uage registern..

In oreer to define an' irnlorent bilingual education
prograrrs tolay, it seems inPortant to exarine the irplicit
as '+ /ell as the ex)licit foal ''), and to consider the attittWes

influnnce those goals and their realization.
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!ithin the past decade, governmental supnort 1!as grown
for the development of lAlingual education programs for
large linguistic minorities in the T!nit'ci States, ant' nar
ticularly for rispano.Americans.1 Contrasting with an
earlier insistence on total linguistic assimilation through
nu!llitischool dinapnroval of the in-school une of native
languages other than rnglieh, the newer govnrmental nolicy
is motivated by considerations which are varied and, while
usually conplementary, sometimes perhaps in conflict. Some
are larcTely political, being a rnsnonse to rinority-groun
insistence on bilingual education. Others are more altru-
istic, involving a conviction that minoritY languages are
a part of the national, as yell as minority, cultural heri-
tage., and should accoriangly nreservc:1 (or in no' e in-
stances restore) through formal instruction at nuLlic
exnensn. Still others are largely Practical, as is the
cont:intion teat !Alingual education incrrlase
verksal and non-verbal performance in sc%ool, and social mo
1.ility after school.

Loth the multinlicity of motives for init4.ating
(!tial e,.".ucation programs and thn innvita!-le r" age of exner-
ience and co'lpetencen availaNls for undertalling tem have
led to varying results in eleir imnle-lentation sr far.
recause of tide, there is rim, a tendency for educltional
policy-makers, especially at the governmental level, to
exert a great deal more r!ualiti, control on future llingual
program. Yet suita%la criteria for defining guality,
wet4er at the planning or evaluation staqe, are etill
ratier elusive -- no Caul t in nart clue to the multinlicit'r
of motives for istplementirg 'ilingual education nrograms
in the firet place. rrograme are undertallen largely
as a nolitical response to comunitY presnures for Nilingual
education will tend to 'e considerer! by ti,etr initiators
an successful if the consumer - community is natisfted
ther, ree.arLaess of the extent of their AemonstraN)n pea-
fTogical effectiveness. T v tile name token, programs which
are impler-entet in order to institutionalize minority - -croup
languages will succeed definitionally by means of the.symbolic
recognition of the minority language involve' in their, mere
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enta:Aishment. Bilingual eoucltion orograms uhich cornit
themnalves to iee..curahle. imrrove",ent in the intellectual
achieverents of their plinils are, hol/ever, loneilhat nore
difficult to evaluate, and indeetl to nlan. nis in because
an extremely comnlex let of discrete !:etaVioral varia'Jn^
are involver?, son e of tAlie, t-17 NC .:Ivchological ((.e.,
associaterl with the rental characteristics of h1r7..an Ireinas),
some of uhich !-1.11 2ie cultural (associated Yiel t''. /-orlA

life style:, and fon1'110-'1,11g^. of a rarticular
peole, and many of linquiltic (aesociatar'
t'it's the structural Patterns of perticular

Decauze to theories of rodern e-!ucation arc nsycholocTy-
in:-Are, and itc ret':Iodologiel ns?chologv-oriente0, there .

is no want of psychologica) models for nlannin e-l.ncatienal
programs of whatever hind, 'bilingual or not, and no'ilnt
of psychological instruments for evaluatina their results.
In fact, there ra!, be too ran: or at least thev ray Ile
applie.' too comprehensivel,,, since it has been the conclu
lion of ran:, recent reevaluations of ec'ucation for minority-
croup children that nary of the so-called .psvehological
prons AThich sue% children evidence in school era actually
the result of linguistic or cultural conflict. Thus, ,,at
the nlanners, imolenenters, and evaluators of hilirgual nehi-
cation programs are -sorely in need of at this point are rore
adequate (in the sense, as ',ill be demonstrate(', of more
realistic) cultural and linguistic rodels of bilingual erlu-
cation. jr. substantial contrii-nition to the reformulation
and evalnation of e'iucation nrograns stould ac-
cordingly !:e fothcoming from a :tie'f3ino field of social
cience which cz,nceren itself snecificallv uit'l the rela-
tionship :5(11:,clen languaqe Pin-1 culture, sociolinauie;tics.

7it one noint in '.:he Nwelonnent of a cor,lrehensive
theory 611( methodology for the field of general linauistics,
it uaz held rot effective to describe any and all lancTuaqe
in and of itself, witout regard to relationshinn which it
might exhiA:it to other 1:indo of human behavior. 1)articu-
larly onnoseC at this tire *ore descrin*ions of language
,Jhich formally tied language production to uncierlying mental
processes: mentalism' l'as the disdainful tern used to
designate such unuanted heterodm. the influences
of underlying cultural persnectiven on language form and
functionerc discussed (this vas the content of the Truclx-
debatnd rTrtorfian !lypothesis"), the influences on

heof social structure and social context terv:!ed to
razed to the point of regarded as little ore than
contaminants :eV nom linguists. 'his aspect of the ',Aston,
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of moeern linguistics voula of little relevance to a
discussion of bilingual education, were it not for the fact
that it leas precisely at thin neriod that the eisciolire
began to exert a strong influence on the theory and nrc-
tica of language teaching, eeneciallv foreign language teach-
ing. Thus, to the present tire, even -linguistically eoph-
isticated" language teaching tend,: to he somee,hat mechanis
tic and tends to !ea carries out in terms of language uoaee
Which, while reality-oriented to the extent of avoiding
older forme, is stil eeseetially monostylistic
ane ineeneitive to the social meanings anl Aietrihutione
of etructural variation .thin the languaee as ulea by it
or epeakere. :ev!, otelietically rigid and socially non
deecript language may be yell ane coo 17hen learned and uerel

foreigners, but it is another thing altogether to ',recent
this kind of language in a bilingual education nrogram al
a reflection of the native larguage of the pupils. Obviouely,
the pedagogical uce of a language v4hich the pupils already
use in a real society must be nuch rore sensitive to social
variation than the teaching of that language to foreigners
,,ould have to rut laneuage-teaching methodologies --
developee, an the' usuallr have been, for the teacaing of
foreign languagee do not have thin hind of eocial senei-
tivity inntillel in them.

'dthin the linguistics rliecinline, there ;Fag an eventual
exeansion of theory and descrintion to tal:e account of the
relationship of langueae to other in of human behavior,
resulting in the formation of snecialieed 'Jranchee of

two of ,hich am of sneciel imnoetenve to hi
lingual eaucetion. Ore of these in peyehelinquietice,
'''.sic..: concerne iteelf Ilith the interection of linguistic
:Jehavier aed rental nroceneen, an' tlle other is eociolin
guietiee, weich undertaker; t'e. stu(7e of the interaction
!letImen language usage ane social 7e,ihavior. ^f course,
mince social .(lhavior also relater; to mental nroceelee, ana
since Clone rust in eome inetancee be close to those under-
leing lenguage, there i' !pound to !:2 a certain amount of
overlap etvenn the eencerne of nsecholinguits any' 90CiO-
lingllist5. Yet there are ,till fundameetal differences in
focus, rathodologe, and goaln. rnecholinguinte are nerti-
cularly intereetea in uncovering universal relationshins
let,:een language and thouaht -- a goal Irhich they nursue
largely through controllel exnerimentation, a methodology
orro-Ted from psychology. qociolinguists, on the other hand,
are Lamy deecribin varying natterne of language usaae in
different social contextn; their metho3ology '.leede the
descriptive technie.ues of linguieticn an0 anthronoloee '.Tith



the survey tee:.nigues of sociology ane political sciencn.?
7urthernore, the riethodological differences ':et.or. nsw:710-
linguists and sociolinguists, as T'ell as their interests.
orient the former morn to'ar-7 the t-tu,..3y of ineivirinals ant'.
the latter toward the stur.7 of grouns. both
psucholinguists and sociolinguists are internste) in atti-
tudes toward sociallymarl-nd language diffnrerces, aarl it tbn
ability of indivieuals to differentiate 1,eteen them,
nsycholinguists focus on thn learning nrocesses -e-1-. of
-,hich such differences are intnrnalizee by the inrliviel.ual,
and sociolinguists focus morn nn the structural charactnris-
tics of socially-marknd lanr,uage -liffernnens and their sn
cintal functions.

7rom the foregoing, it should be elnar that while nsv-
cholinguistic stuaes ill rot useful in the dIvnlonnnnt
of effective classroom tee,nigues in 'Iilingual er'ucation,
sociolinguistic studies s most useful at the initial
nlanning and policy-ma!ling stages. That is, sociolin7uistics
offers insights into thn selection_ of suita7-ln content art
goals for !Alingual programs, 'bile nsychelin,wistins
furnishes information on ',est rothoCs to use for teagb-
ing that content anti achiewing those goals. vet it is
ironic t'iat far t:'e qreatn,t linguistig contri!-mtion to
the literature on hilincTual eeucation has so far ',non nssen-
tially nsycholinguistic in nature -. soillthinq on the orr'nr
of the cart being supplied before the horse. '".s a result,
)ilingual et!ucation plans and programs exist, ,,articularly
for OispP.no-Arnricans, sholo se' c'. :warennss of ns-cho-
linguistic res7.preh on attitut7inal and heuristic aTIpacts
of the pro'gens vo face6, 'ut little if any w'arennss
of the sociolinuistio characteristics of '-ilingual cormu-
nities of the HispanoNnerican tvne. T1.1113 virtuall7 no
allowance is marl° in these nrogrars for the eventuality that
special varieties of (znanish anc' "nglis7,t might nen to
involver'. or that bilingualisr, for actual bilingual :Tin-
pano-;Inericans, right Ile sorething ouite eiffernnt from
.,hat educators conceive of it as 1--eing, or how the envision
it as a goal.

r.s yet, there senms to Ilave 1-..nen no serious attempt to
construct a bilingual aCAlcation nrogran on an erniricallv
derived sociolinguistic meal of the intended consurer-
community -- that is, to have the rrogram reflect the actual
linguistic nattlrns or tbn speech community, and to relate
these in a structurefl and ne.!agogiclly T-eanincTful va'h to
whatever goal '_a.laviors t.v nrogram mifzht have. one might
argue tat the rain reason for this state of affairs in that
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relevant sociolinguistic information is only now ,.,ecominfY
available. nut even with ample amounts of such information
available, it is doubtful whether the tall: of incorporating
it into bilingual education nroarans would be an eas one.
The difficulty is that oxistinq approaches to Maingual eeu-
cation arc actually far from being sociolinguisticall\,

. .vacuous; it is rather that the sociolinguistic content of
current hilingual eeucation nrograms derives from tradition

..:an6 assumptions, anal thus lacks 1-,oth the accuracy and the
conploxity of empiricallY-derived sociolinguistic !:41ceiledrie.

-
every bilingual education program thus emr:odies a socio-
linguistic model, if only to the extnnt that all decisions
mace in the course of its development as to linguistic con-
tent, teaching stratcries, and peeagogical goals imply cer-
tain notions a'?out the sociolinguistic nature of the intendefq
consumer-community. :ornover, these implicit neeagogical
models of ililingualism are not necessarily connati'Ae with
empiricallyderived ones, i.e., they are not merely partial
or simplified al.,,stractions of sociolinguistic reality. In
many ways, they tent.] to misrenresent realitv to an 'Intent
whic% rust threaten their pedagogical effectiveness; A

necessary first step toward the sociolinguistic vitaliza-
tion of bilingual education nrograms for rispano-A.mericans

.
would accordingly appear to be a critical examination of
the models of spanisli-English ',ilingu-aism implicit in
'existing ones.I

An examination of the literature on Snanish-Unglish
bilingual education (inclueing sevocacy pronosals, an well,
as peCtagsclical raterials), most of which concerns
Awericans in the Soctliwest, reveals a numlJer of general
albeit tacit assume ions T:hich eeucators, governmental policy-
maLers, and even mera..ers of the consumer-communities them-
selves tend to share concerning the sociolinguistic charac-
-teristics of Kispano-American or.notential bilin-
guals. 'nese assumptions cover Loth the ferns of Spanish
and English which such '.7.ilinguals can 1:.,e expecteA to use,
and the relative communicative functions of these two Ian--
swages with respect to each other. There are, of course,
other assumptions as these are particularly im-
portant ones since they largely deternine the selection of
Program content, the development of Program methodology,
and the interpretation of nrolram outcoe.

'nine important in their pedagogical effect, assunn-
.'-tions concerning the forms or variety of Spanish and English

which Hispano-Americans can be expected to use are nerhans
the most innocently acquired and transmitted of all, since
they are embedded in the generally accepted meanings of
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'Snanish an0 'rnglish", whether these - resignations are used
alone or in phrase; like "Sflanish-speaking' and ',ilingual
in Spanish and 7.nglish". For, unless qualifind further, thn
names of nest languages which 7ave ,?eveloped formal and
written norms defining correct" usage -- that is, of lan-
guages which %aye develone0 standardized. forms -- are no"
taken as referring snecifically, an exclusively, to thosn
standard forms. Thus, -0.1en one says nerman" or 'Prench',
this automaticall means standard Cerran and standard "rench,
as snoken and written Ev c7TTUFfiaT7 users of these languages
and (presumaly) aired at 5v others. To indicate any other
forms of Lerman or French, thn common lan7uage designations
would have to 1:e further gualifier', e.g., 'Low Cerman,
-71ccadian 7rench", etc. ny the same token, when Pisnano
:maricans are roferrnd to as sflea%nrs of 'rnanish" (and
'English', when they arc /Alingual), it is inferrnC, as P
ratter of course that the kinds of Snanis', and Fnglish
involved rust be reasonahlv close to those used *ni relatively
educated natives of, sav, 'Texico City and Dallas resneetivelv.
In other wor0s, they will !,n varieties r'''ich reflect written
(e.g., text!..00k) usage to such a .'egree (.onversely,
written textb9o% forms of lanish and rnglish accurately
reflect theT.'

In a like ranner, bilingual et7ucation programs for
7is7ano.Americans erloci assumntions conrning the relative
use of Spanish and !nglish which they sh4;,Ald attain as Ililtn-
guals. Implicit in tic effort made in nst sue- rrogrars
to impart equal fluency in both languages, and to tnaeh all
stf.)jects at all levnls in each, the assummtions are that
!Tisnano-A.merican !Alingusis should 1-no5' cnani sh
equally well, an0 use them to the are degree an0 for similar
purnoses. In part, these assumntions are but a continuation
into bilingual cOueation ef tlie traditional goals of foreign
language teadling, i.o., to make the stu-lent as fluent as
nossible a s:,eaker of the foreign language, and to nrenarn
him to use it rf for nneds not Oissimilar to those which
he has for his native lenguage at home. rut this nedago
gical goal is also reinforced 1,17 a popular notion of what
it means to 1,e 'nilingual, which liYewise stressed egual
fluency and parallel functions. In thn Popular view, the
little old Jewish laY i3owr the street -yho is lmown to gne'Rk
Yiddish to her hus7Jan, but who uses English (though with
may5r. a Yi(.ddsh accent) with evervone else, is somehow not
really :1ilingual. _o, in fact, would a tnaeher of ',tic:nano-
"iimerican children in a I,ilinaual orogran 3'42 li%ely
to regard the functional specialization of rnanish and rnglish
in the out-of-school usage of many of them, rho use 'unela-
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1-,orated- '3nanish T'it', narents ard neers and '7nglish (nrobahly
with a ';:,exican- accent) for other nurnoses, ilin-
gualism -- certainly not as a kind which ought to 1c2 tolerated,
much less accepted, by ti.e e'hicational system. To be !,ilin-
gual, in -)oth tho nonular aT1ri nc4agrogical vie,Ts, is to sT,itch
languages with the ease and freauencv of a Furonean aristo-
crat, to have the need anfl inclination t' do so of a Levan
tine entrepreneur, antra to sound, n;ltiv enough in bot'l lanauaaes
to rTualifY as a spy for either side in tine of 17ar. r'he

pedagogical concent of -ispano-A.merican lAlincualisr as
refluiring eaual fluency in, an0 use of, Snanish aria rnglis'l
also receives a certain amount of non-linauisti c suonort
from a coon view of at least rzouthlestern ;1i^nano-nericans
as 1A-nationals of scrts that is, as -exicans are also
citizens of the United States. Ti hs dual status is seen al
making them ootentiallv full particinants in the national
lives ami cultures of 1-)oth countries, for 11?ich reason they
will have the scare needs and uses for Spanish as a citizen
of 'exico and for 7riglish as a citizen of the Unite /I 'Itates.
Finally, this ?eeagogical concept of nispanoAmerican 3ilin-
gualism is served 5y, and serves in return, the sorey'hat
romantic nxnectaton (actuall" a nroduct of the 'nationaJ
resource' characterization of Nisnano-American hilingualism
ihich has free uentlY 'aeon used a nolitical justification
of ilinqual education) that the national society 'could be
likely to have a nee0 at sore high professional or intellec-
tual level for tqe linguistic skills of 7anish-fnglish
73i1nguals.

In summary, the ne;'7aoaical rode' of fz-lanish-Thglish
in ro.0: e'neation nroarams

for ;-;canr)-Anel,canl -oull !Inlm to rel,rec_In)lt rwIto co,,ron
and highly idealizer: exnectation of ''hat this (and indeed all)
7ilingualism ought to :-Je That this tirms out to be so
should: not he too surprising, since, in o,:ucation in general,
the curriculum has the tra,'itional nlace for nedagogi
cal idealism to find its strongest forral exnression. tr.

essence, thi.s pedagoaical idealisr involves the setting un
of the !Dehavioral ideals of the society '.Thick the school
represents as, not only toci coals of e%e educational nrocess,
'nut its sole content as !e11. (Inch stens ray seer reasona7-le
in terms of the tenets of nedaqogical ieealism, uhidl arn,
first, that the ..)ehavioral ideals of the society are attain- -
able, and secondly, that the., Pre (irk some sense -7M.171 is
presumed to 6...vious to the school dill') ,refere.le to
real :Jehaviors which naq! :',E1 at variance tlith those Veals.
The o9erating assuntion is that the nresentation of these
is to the school chill through thl curriculum will -- or
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should -- result almost autoaticallY in the child's emula
tion of then:, so that they eventually replece whatever var-
iant Jehaviers the chil may at first have engaged in. Yet
even this formulation of the educational Process. may renre-
sent a form of pedagoc!ical realism which is atypically real-
istic, in 1:ehavioral terms. 'or it is often the case that
variations from. the behavieral jeleals of the society are
not seen as alternative behaviors at all, but are seen rather
as underdeveloped or Patholoqical forms of the 1)ehavioral
ideals. And where this is felt to 'e the case, educators
will feel even less inclined to recognize non-ideal 1)el'aviors
in the curriculu content.

In addition to its obvious nonular anneal as an expres-
sion of the ideals of the society?, reinforcement for nedago-
gical idealism is furnished by the fact that curricula dev!?-
loved in terms of it are often highly successiul with hiahly-
reglrded merthers of thn society'. That this may !,e, so merely
Oecause there is very little eifference 7:eivnen the two
sets of ..eAavioral norms, is seldom tal':en into consirl.eration.
And of course the converee of this, that enorly-rogardee mem-
hers of the locietv mav exnerieece chronic faiJure in their
performance on an idealize' curriculum :iscause of no clear
relationship 1)etwcea its content and their own 'phaviorg,
receives almost al little consi.l.eration eeneciallv when,
as in the case. of r.tucation, the idealized curri-
culum is assumed to specifically rePresent the children's
own lee...-iaviors. Yet scholastic achievement does arr to
relate to the extent to which the curriculum actelilly re-
flects the chi)dren's sc'v :-e'eaviors, ex to the
extent to which it furnilhe - ridges retween these and the
curriculum goals when there is an are,recia'21e difference
involved. The issue, then, is the extent to which the idee.1-
ized rodel of ::panish-rnglish 'ilineualism imnlicit in hi-
linc.ual education nroereme for Fisneno-7i ericans does or
does net represent real or realistic .1ingualism for that
po2ulation, and i2 not, then the extent to Yolich such Pi:o-
gre-1s do or Oo not supPly reasone:-le "e'lagogical transitions
:-.etween the sociolinc-uistic realities of Fispano-7' rericans
and the nedagogical goalF: set uo for them. nis is the
issue, that is, to the extent that the level of acarleric
achievement is taken as determirinc; the success of such pro-
grims. For there are, as ricr earlier, other criteria
in terms of w.lich the relative success of a hilingual educa
tion Progrem r..a 'e measured. r:o satisfy ideological goals,
it may 7.(1 enough that a hilirrrual program is initiated and
nut through its paces. or to satisfy' political goals, it

enough that the consumer-community is content with



whatever coos on. nut if 'Alinctual education nrorTrams am
eventually to tahe their nlace within the functional con-
text of moaern education, they must York toyard if

sujects intellectually viable in a comnetetive and increas,
inglv technologizing society. :knd this means orl'ing tc,ard
maximum acae.aric achievement, in terms of useful ane lenefi
cial goals.

':That must avoided at all costs is for 7,ilingual
cation for Kisnano-Americans to rove down the same
path to-'arc' definitional self-stultification that, if an
uncomfortal)ly-closa historical analorry yin he :Ian-toned here.
lmorican !our° eOucation ',laze: a century ago. At an early
noint along that f;ath, thn hehavioral goals '7n niter'`. for the
newl,,-enancir..ated! 'legro nonulation 'Dy its well.Yishers, its
spol-esmon, and its educators hecame re2resentat1ons
of that ?onulation's hehavioral realities. 7hese svml)olic
representations wore, for the *,o at: nart, idealize: white
lehaviors. that is, t.)-.e svmolic representation of the Ameri-
can alegro bacamo that of a 1)rownsinned, middle class rtmeri-
can white. '2hi3 su':.stitution alr-ost totnl, in the enlight-
ened rhetoric on race relations in the United States -- was
the natural outcome of a historical nrocess trourjh
distinctively ':egre ocause oft-m 7\fricndrivee) 1-lehaviors
were observed first by slaveholders, aml wrongly inlioateA
:Dv them as evidences of innate. 1:,eqro inferiority. nuite
innocently, enlightened norterners (who seldom had an onnor-
tunity to ohserve Ifegroes closely or in numbers) therefore
concluded that such o5servations sere racistic in intent
(which ineeed they ,/ere) and accordingly doscriptiYelY false
('!hich La fact theY larrTely were not) . The irony here was
that, since the !egro stereotyne was largelY based on real
'Iegro l_chaviors, any further observations of the same leha
viors could and would he dismissed as raciFt stereotype.
nd since educators terad to he socionolitically 1P:erali --
at leant to extent of not wanting to be lailelnd racists

would have no choice !,ut to accent the sym17olic r.anre-
sentations of 'agro :.ehavioral realities as true. Indeed,
traditional cdagogical idealirlm would incline them to %'o
90 in any case. And so it was that, in American 'regro edu-
cation more tan ir any eflucational endeavor in the United
States to tic ?resent time, behavioral reality r.,ecame rede
fined as myth, and myth as reality. Yet, since this rhetor-
ical substitution coned only dcfinitionally pith the often
immense differences between the curriculum content of ler-Jr°

education and the outofse:ool sneech and life -gays of
lower-class agro children, the endemic academic underachieve
ment of such children was virtually guaranteed. 'That is



morn, since that same rhetoric nreclue any consirleration
of language Cifferences or cultural differences between
the curriculum ami the -earo c7.:i19. as a cause of such failure.
once that failure came to be regarded as ord)lematic, it
has not Leen ea5y for educational reformers to remedv the
situation.5 A complicating factor here has
be-.:n that precisely the sarp democratization. Process which
has caused :%nerican educators to ::,ecorre more responsive to
the academic proleTls of 1Tegro chilCren has also caused them.
to :)ecome Tore resr)on5ive to the T7ishes of .:egro parents
in efforts to deal -rith to prol:lems. since 'egro
adults tend as well to su:,scrie to the traditional sumolic
representations of their 7>el'aviors (and those of their chil-
dren), and reject empirical ,2.escriptions as 'racistic' and
'stereotypic', educational reformers are now confronte0.
not only a conflict ];etween the traditional curriculum and.
the real :Jehaviors of )1egro 'put also a conflict
letween the needs of those child.ren and the expectations
of their parents. Mc'.itional confusion for well-meaning
eucators lurks in this situation in the current tree -' of
developing relevant" curricula for V!egro childIren, 711-t
ones which in fact set forth an erYually unrealistic ost of
new symbolic representations to stand. for the real behaviors
of such children. So it is that the confusion of:
ideal with INahavioral realitY, and ped.agogical goal with
pedagogical process. can liecome so entrenched in the (VIIICA-
tion of minority-groun children that .effective reform 5e
comes almost impossil-,le.'

tt is cuite Pos-r7i;-20, of course, that A.merican egro
education represents not: in rore than IDedagogical idealism
operatincj in a context in which, though linguistic and cul-
tural conflicts may !.e involvsd, the :lehavioral varia5les
have been rendered too subtle_ ':lr superficial assiril7Ition to
have L)en recognize educators as 7:,ehavioral systems in
conflict. In .fact, it is striking how much the
theory and practice of learo education. in the United -tates
mirror,_ the theory and practice of eAucating native peoples
in arena of 1.:uror:ean colonial exPansioncre the fact that
different (and often conflicting) behavioral systams are in
volved should he apparent to all. In colonial French r:Test
7\frica, to cite one' case, the education of tribal :!fricans
develaded in term.s of a Political rhetoric yhich held that,
since the colonial territory ,.'as regarded as an adminictra-
tive extension of retroPolitan "rancs, 2-f.rican nativss in the
territorY shoul;1 regard themselves as hlacl- 7renchmen.
since (in terms of the cultural corollary of this sale Poli-
tical rhetoric) the culture of metropolitan Trance represent(70
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civilisation in its most evolved. form, with the rrench lan-
guage representing a principal. langue -7e civilisation,
Africans were to regard the acquisition of 7rench language
and culture as eauivalent to lecoming 'civilized". Tt fol-
lowed, then, that it tas the task of colonial administration,
and the colonial schools, to fulfill thiS goal -- t'ds rissinn
civilisatrice. So it was that 71ehavioral differences letween
Africans anti Frenchmen came to T:e regarded, not so rich as
alternative ways of actina and talkina, each with its (-win
historical, structural, and functional validity, 1-ut rather
as different levels or dearees of social evolution toward
'civilization'. In such terms, traditional ncdayogical
idealism (reinforced, in this case, bv the extreme normativism
characteristic of French education in the mother country)
would dictate that the most rnasonale way to 'civilize"
,\fricans linguistically (that is, to turn them into "ranch
sneakers) would e to treat them in school as if they 'Tern.
already 'civilized' (that is, as if they were already French
seakers en they entered school) , !,7 the exclusive use of
Prench in the classroom.7 As in most other colonial situa-
tions, while this tyne of educational approach failed with
the mas.3es, it did succeed for a small cliaue of Turopean-
oriented elites, who outdid the ruronean colonial administra-
tors in further pernetratina and propagating the same euca-
tional system, and the values ,.71lich it represented, Pnl
with eventual indeoendence, memers of this same nlite he-
came the ne77 nation's leaders, ,-ere thus ,,0-e to continue
the an system into the nostcolonal neriod. This is
largely the reason s'ly, regardlnIs of the 7o1 ltical orientation
of the Y,articulpr government, the ne271Y-indenndent nations
of formerly-French 'Jest uniformly exclude vernacular
i'frican languages from their respective educational systems
to the same extent as did the Trench ?efore ther,. And where
gestures have :3 en made to incluOe African culture-content in
the curriculum, this has 7)een done only in sunerficially
formal and institutional terms, i.e., the teaching of the
history of the African nation, rather than that of France.
A'5 far as such pedagogically-important cultural `"natters as
snacial orientation in the classroom, teac'ler -Dunn and nunil-
puil interaction, and patterns of nerformance, learning,
and prolem-solvina are conco.rnd, the classroom techniaues
ernlo'Ped in African schools have remained comme faut, i.e.,
as is done in Fi-anc.

Turning tl:le comparison ask aroun, such superficial
efforts in the direction of develoning a 'relevant' curriculuir:
in African nations reseml:le recent attempts in the Unite;
States to develop specialized education for black children,



where black histori has 'seen addee to cnrricula which
otherwise, in language and teaching methodology, remain as
`white' as ever. Dut again, one must remember that American
educational policu-maer^ turn, for advice on relevant con-
tent for the education of hlacl- childrn, to middle class
'Tegro elites who, like their 'Nfrican counternartn, have nue-
ceeded through traditional ''egro education and ,'ho,
osing as spokesmQn for th-, -:egro masses, are in fact stronr;
defenders of educational th^orins and nractien. which have
continually failed with thole vor-, masnes. "urfl the same
process, though of course extonVnd over a longer neriod of
time, has also operated in the educatirson of Indians in colo
nial and post-colonial Latin A.merica." 2n0 finally, this
process has 'neon carried out in all instances in the face of
continuing (and sometimes even increasing) failure of the ma
jority of students to nerforr ,7ell in terms of the idnaliznd
curriculuT,. '.nd in all of the cases just cited, thi- failure
has been particularly evident in nchool-language nerformance.
'!et idealized curricula can '1,, sym'olically 90 imnortant --
oth to the originators of such curricula aml to unv'ardlv-

mobile mer-C:ers of the cu]turaily and linguistically different
populations upon which the curricula are imnose9 -- that
mass educational failure in terms of them in sel:lom seen as
casting doubt on their effectiveness. nather, the tondencv
has been to ascribe the failure to certain mental or
tic le.ficicncie s in the student nopulation. These, .1eneninc
upon the climate of opinion of the times, may be attributed
to genetic inferiority, primitiveness, or environmentally-
induced linguistic or cognitive Oeprivation.

For those i10 insist that al3 research runt 1,ave immeeic
arid. wi.dernrcP.d "c^ 1. it 7hould be instructive that
an importa.lt -:,,reakthrough in dealing with the noor school
language pccformance of colonial, postcolordal, and ninorit''
group dnildren cure, not from the stur?y of their cvm nerfor-
mance as such, 'art rather from linrmistic studies of language-
lnarning among individuals 1,ho were often afflu-mt, if not
u?per class. l'or the efforts of linguists to determine the
causes of second language learning problems stemed from
their own experiences as foreign-language learners and teachers.
In essence, tho issue on vhiel linguists first focussed their
disciplinary perspective Tias T'hy neorle found it more diffi-
cult to learn a second language than their first language,
and why many, after years of exnosure to the foreign lanruage,
continueJ to .s?eak it in an o%-i,ously nonnative ',av, n.g.,
Tith a so-called *foriAgn accz t' involving, not only mis-
takes- in pronunciation, Tut in grammar and Tore? -usage an
Tien. Linguists soon 'reran to understand that such prohlems
ere realizations of t nrocess ,thich they 'galled linguistic
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interference, involving tie use of the nor familiar struc
tures and usages of the leerner's native language in Pro-
ducing the foreign language being learned, so that the char-
acteristics of the former -interfered' with the preeluction
of the latter. Thus, the fact that most varieties of nodel-n
French have no 1 sound, and no varlet? of French hae either
of the Inglish th sounrs in thy or thigh wouhl n%plain wh7
a Frenchman attempting to saY rnglish his 'rot'icr miaht sa,7
something like is hrozzeur, while the French pattern of
using masculine or-feminirie noleessive nrorouns, not accor,'-
ing to the sox of the poFeessov- L,ut occoreing to t:le gender
of the thing '.eta messed, ou10 explain why a Prerch,an would
also tend to say 'is 3rozzeur for 1:nglish her brother, and
'er sisteur for :113 sister. In a like manner, rrene: je
arti would prouce I am denri-e0 for %nglish I have departed
of-Ihave left, and 90 on.

It ees not long before the theory of linguistic inter-
ference was yell. developed enough to form the basis for a
new 17.ind of foreign-language teaching methodology. ''"pis

new methpdology came to 7E,! 1-nown es the contrastive aeoroach,
since it involved teaching rateriale deriii574. fror a Point-I-ve
point comparison of the structures of the language !leing
learneel on the one hand, an'1 the native language of the
students on the other. '.'he strategy van to overcome
interference by focusing, snecifically on thole aspects of
the language eing taught IYinh differee from those of the
language which the etueents alrea07 kne-Y. 7ventu111v, the
contrastive method came to exert a etrong influence on the
teaching of fnreign languagne the vor141 over. naturally,
this methoA was -lost effoceilie when the stueent population
"as linTaistica1l4 horogeneous (i.e., when they shared the
same native lanfjuag) , ane less effective when the students
were linjuistically diverse. %7nt, while the contractive
method had ite most inteneive and immediate ivIpact on the
teaching of foreign languages al suhjects, the language-
learnin7 nrolAnms which it vai:eteeigned to eeal wit'? vere no
less in evidence in the rUfficulties which chilCren fror
linguistic minorities (or inden0 majorities, -,here their
language was widely spo:en '-ut not the language of eoucation)
experienced with the 'national' school languaae: Tt
then, that these problems couM 'e.t alleviated by the contras-
tive method, i.e., :Dv teaching the national or school lan
guage to chilC.ren from linguistic minorities in terms of
their native languaoes. Indeeil., sore scholars vent even
further, anC urged the actual ese of the native language of
]inguistic.minoritv children for instruction (any': not erelv
as a point of reference for teaching then another language,
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in which instruction would !'e given), with the teachina of the
notional language being posthoned an'' na::e indeneneent of
the teaching of other subjects. This latter anilroach cane
to ':,(2 knolin as vernacular education. Yn their apolication
to the erAlcation of linguistic-ninoritv children, Ihat the
contrastive approach and vernacular education had. in cornon
wan tat loth involved the peeagogical recognition (though
to different degrees) of th(T minority lane -uage as a language
to discussed, if not actually spoken, in the clasii;roon.
And it was in terms of that conmon YAosition that l)oth the
contrastive anproach and education in the vernacular en-
countered much of t!,ta oposition to them.

The nature of this opposition is worth examininm in
1011"1 detail, since it exemplifies one of the most freetratinry
-an,1 yet inevita'Ae issues to 7;e faced IT pedagogical reforn
in the modern socionolitical context. the conflict 1.etwen
raking the education of "oporesse' groups more cornetent,
an . making it more de'nocratic. "or, as long as the contrast
ive approach rya; limited to the teaching of one high-status
laauaye to ol.;eakers of another (the usual situation when a
foreiijn language is taught as a school subject to middle-claso
students), the innovation ,,,as accepted as a matter of course
'v. all concerned. But " len ele same innovation pal extended
to the teaching of high-status languages to sneaker s of 10,1-
ntatus languagea or dialects (as is often roc-mired in the
education of ninoritv-groun children), the ,ten sud'Ienlv
l'ecame e:rtremely controversial. -oreover, much to the eia-
may of sociopolitically '1P,eral" lancivare teachers, e'e on-
-)osition cman:Itue largely &or c7n)e,enen of if.t.1 very nonule-
tions who t.le innovation was intende( to benefit. Tn Point
of fact, hcl.ever, the un4er1ving cause of '41-is cv)nositien
,las not difficult to i)erceive, it Tel to do with the attitu0e1
-7hich minority-group spealers of loY-etatns languarea ant!
dialects (or, at least, their spd!nsmen) tender" to %old
tvard these, and tovard the 'Asch-status languages which were
a reluisite indee:., a -- of t:leir upward roM.lit7.
1,'or the contrastive netho0 of language teaching, an0 verna-
cular education even r-ore, reguire0 the pedagogical recormi
tion of the language or flialect of the ounil, no natter her?
low ite social status, in ele teaching nroce ss. '1.1

recognition lies neceelarilv soretines quite eirect and overt,
arounting (in the case of the contrastive retho-.7) to an
explicit comparison of the patterns of the low-status laneulae
or eillect of the Pupila with e:ose of the high-statns Ian-
Tuac7e taur!ht, or (in the cane of vernacular education)
'actual teaching in the low-status language or dialect as an
adjunct to, or anticipation of, instruction in the high-



status lanauage. Yet, 1:hile t.1 pedagogical recocnttion of
10'-status minoritygrouo languarTes or eialocts rude a rrr)at
(!cal of sensc to lanr,ruage tea&ors, it violate 1. t',e. oelaao.
gical idealinnuhich had 'oeen traditional in ete education of
minority-grouo remhers, ary it cast asiete ruch-cherishe,'
`iehavioral symbolic rePresentations minority -grouts
tended to present an nuhlic images of 4-henselves. The lin-
guiatic components of these traeitions tyoicallv tool: the
fora of a !:tclief, hy minorit-grou7 mem7:)ern thcmselvos, that
their lot7-status language or dialect oas not "real language,
or at least not 'accurate' langulge (in oth the structural
and co:municative sense). NecorOingly, they ,,ould ant
to la:?el their om speect, an "incorrect' or 'hrolTr (vtere
it vlas a dialect of the highstatus language), or as 'unciv-
ilized- or 1:arl:aric (.i'lere it was a aiffcrent language) .
UrCter such circtuistances,te oeaaogical recognition of
their lotstatus languao'n or dialect oule 'se seen 1)y oinor-
it-i-aroun lerl:scrft as arounting to anti-elucation '),/ (1) fail-
ing to provide sufficient (i.e., total) exnolure of the stu
dent to -real' or -nroner'. or 'civilized. language, (:I) fail-
ing to make a symi..-olic corvitnent to the otential linquistic
:oplAlity of the stur.ints 1,v not treating the as actual
speakers of the good' language, an even (3) 1,orily- for
their eownard linguistic 'teachine* tiler,- the

ad language, or dialect.

each of these assurlotions aa, of course, incorrect.
The real purpose of the neaaocrica.1 recognition of, stu-
dents language or dialect, no ratter hoc7 its social sta-
tus, tas (1) to teach the nati.onal or se?ool language -lore
effectivels, by 'orograrnrin7' stulents' exposure to it
in such a way as to deal .fith point: of potential qtructitral
conflict :)F tween it anc . their on spootth natt,:trnfl, () to
bring about grcntrbr no7iility in ';uch stur'.onts
by lessening the likelihood of failure in 1 earniTt-:7 the na-
tional or school language, wItile at the sane tir-e. giving
them a formal aoareness and aporesiation of the linguistic'
legitimacy of their c.in speech, and (3) to rake maximum
pedagogical use of the linguistic s%ills !,hich the students
would already have when they enter school (indeed, stuOents
can hardly Le 'taught' a lanrniagn or dialect ohich they in
fact have lnarnee: to spea1: fluently lanfore reaching school
age)

acx,, ',ere .t?-ii7 to havn 'leen voiced by riddle -class
majority-grouo Yron$ers, such misconceptions of the educational
process could have'been disrissed as ignorance, any such
misconceptiOns of Language differences would have been



attacked as !:igotry. But the fact that they were hn2,1
the minoritygroun memLers thenc-elves and voiced :ey their
spolresmen created a socionolitical dilenna for edu-
cators, since it was fundernental to the liberal mystinue
that minority-group members could not he trore ignorant than
Others aout the solutions to their own problems, anti that
onpressen people could not poesihly he l'igoted esperielly
toward their own behaviors. Anna if it was oppressivo to
educate minority-gromp children effectively, it .,s 3 very
diluted and im7resonal kind of ozyoression thet wee involvre,
stemming more from history and 'the system' than from the
actions or attitudes of any single educator. nut to ineist
on more effective education for rinoritv-group childrnn
through educational reforms which were opposed by their
parents and spol-esmen seemed to be a much worse Lind of on.
nression, since, it was more immediato, more snacific, and
more personal. Conseeuentiv, when confronted with minority
group opposition to educational reforrns, no matter how logical
or etopirical the hasie for thole reforms, liheral educators
have tended to leave eiem uncharnpioned, an to retreat ?.ac'-
into traditional ed.ucat4.onal metho'n -- the vary ones, usually,
T,7hich have faila.' so much in t%e. rant. Indeed, trio retreat
by intended educat4.onal reforrers in usuall,, apolaudo0 by
the minoritv-groue mem!:ers, when push comes to shove,
prefer the accustored 'light of continue,' Peucational fail-
ure (which, after all, can always blamed on the Owninant
group, or on the system) to the acute embarraisment of having
their stigmatised hehaviors forrallv recognized in the cur-
riculum.

rot all celeeetoe.s, how-1%-er, havr' ranponded to this
diler::a solely fltght. 7k few have insisted 4-het it cart
eventually e,a resolve in such a tea" an to firing e5out minor-
ity.gcoup approval of educational reforms which see- neda
gogically necessary, bet which such groups at first onnose.
The solution offered in parentel education and Parental
involvement in the eeucational nrocees. YPt it is unlike?
that minorityjroun anproval of the contrastive metho(1 of
language teaching or of vernacular mention -:'ill result to
any significant or worke,le r'egree, since the theoratice1
reasons for eot'l anproachen are too tec:enical to e easily
exnlained in laymens terms, i.e., they involve (1) abstract
linguistic theory, (2) complex technical information shout
the structural details and interrelationships of specific
languar_Tes or dialects, some of 'ehich nay not even be regarded
as 'real ones the consumer comrunity, (3) conceptions of
the teaching and learning nrocess which go counter to nonular
ones, and (4) the focus on real behaviors to solve educational



nro!.lems nmsrs of t',e consu-er-community way have
long standing co-nnitment to Veal ,it': only in terns of 17m-

res)resentations of those behaviors. Trylee0, education
to overcome popular onposition to eeucational reform ma'',
in this instance, at least, unor%aLlv circular, since
suCI a ntrategy ,,ould in fact re^uire the minority groun to
acninve a middle-class intellectual understaneinl of ne0ago
gical reforms intendecl. to ria).e the grouo 2inguisticall't
middle-class, Ilhen tic vsry rea-ton for rakine r,incritv-r,roun
mom,nrs linguistically micIfIleclass ac a ,a-ero,m1 .litt3

to their 1:ecoming class.

If pedagogical voeels implicit in 1)ilintrual education
nrograns are tal-en an realitic mo'els of the sneech cor'nu
nities they are intendee to nerve, then tilers voul0 he
littic reason to anticipate rither the ceucational failures
of trams tional ronolingual nror'rwos or the controversy con-
nected trey: contrantivs a'r to langunge teaedne or

vernacular education. This is '-ecause the 71ilingu11isn
implicit in suc'A programs involves the use of bin languages
of equally high status (and rlefinitionallv no, since other-
-ise it -oule be vernacullr eeucation, rather than i_linqual
education) . nut a questf6ri has alre )o_en raisn4 as to
the nociolinguintic accurac., of neeagogical 'models of 'Alin-
gualisn, especialll, as implicit in nrograns designed for
!7isPano Americans in the South.tent, ,?,,ere informal ''ilin-
gualism is tors. o:1 an0 in the result of over a century of
raanis:,-I'nglish contact. riven sue, a history, it :fould
%n6eed e surnrining if h!r.hly deviant (in terms of ntan2aril
S.-anish am! stanear/ :nglish) varieties of these languages
':ac' not evollTe.: in the re7ion -- varieties t/hich
refl,,ct arclaisrs, i.lnovations, and .lutual influences. Tn
fact, there are 9uhliched e,sirvations that such forth of

(n.g., ;:;,linosa i?1i) ane 7nglis% rte,,art 1921
have develo?ec among fl'isano %moricans of tle r.outhent.
The extent to :hich these are used ane, 'there use0., to ,,hich
they are structurally (listinct enough fror, staneard 'exican
7nanish and st7.near0 '5merican rnglinh to rerit 2edagogical
recognition in eucatton orograms is still largely
unhnolm, !:ut ',3reliminart evidence in nue, ttv the ,onsi!-i-
lity of pedagogically-significant diffnrances ought not to

dismissed. 11.uite the contrary, the im7leentation of
;dlingual eCucation ?rograrn not ''ased on such information
could mlount to a '_lint? act. "n1 Vic; statements of !Tisnaro-
Americans regareang usage in t',eir speech communities clnnot
necessarily he counted on to !,o a sati:factory ste,stitute
for on -night researet, any more elan can the statements of
any nml.)ers of a behaviorall-r-Itignatized ponulation. 'he



pre-:a'Alit is great that such nersons not have enough
of a technical understanding of their o-n speech patterns
to 1:3e Pedagogically u,:eful, or, in any event, that the?
?resent a sy.olic representation of their groups '.ehaviors
as inforration. even more prd,lematic, in this
regard, is t-te extent to hich soohisticated, itnage-oriente0
Latin American immigrants an-. !:ecorinq '7.ilingual-educational
s:lo%esmon for l'ispano-rmericans -- a oheno:nenon rTuite parallel
in cause and effect to thn .,7av in "lich eeuclte0, it ie
conscious "est Ineian immigrants have !-ecore educational
19oes:7en for American Ile(7roes.11 Ti not"ling al e, such r,atin
nerieans can exnectee to v=tinforce th traeitional nr,ea
gogical model of llingualiim an t.:c narallel arc' nrtual usn
of the t.lo languages a mor'el Wlile it 1)av corres-
pond to their situations, is highly unlikel., to reflect
either.-the actual or future state of ;Alingualism arong
Hispano.Americans in the South.,est.

It .,ould 1:e unreasone.lo to surNest, at thin noint,
that the irmlementation of Isilirual eeucation nrogra--, for
-isnano.:%merican chilCren in the outh.Yeit 5e heir' uP until
adeuate research has :)een carries: out on the 17in6s of s'All,
linguistic and onerdse, 'hiel are part of their vernacular
culture and Vlicn the therefore hring to school. ot!ever,
suel research should certainly encouraged, if not insister'
upon, by educational policy--a!-nrs an a guide to the evalua
tion of the outcome of such prograrss. ror it ray 1.!ell turn
out that an unreasonal.le amount of failure is exnerir:ncer1
bv iJ111i11 1a1 eeucation Progra.ns of the traditional tyoe, anCt
that that failu5:a mat., in Part due to the lack of fit
bet,leen the /Po"(s.ls of :Alinc!u,)isn inolicit in them and the
pattern:: of bilingua3i.e.r learnsfl 7ispano%mnrican
in tl.eir con cormunities. ").at 4.7: the Pedagogical node].
of Inanish-T'nglish ililinmnalism not: nr.odied in !dlingual
vlucation 7roc-raris 11)a? ')r little more or less than a hind of

re?resentation of ninnano-American linguistic reali-
ties. :s such, it ma7 as urworkal le ,it11 the chil'ren as
app:ialing to their parents and snoi-esnon. 1,r.re this to
turn out to ')e the case, the -lost oLvious lirection of erlu-
cational reform - t',(1 neeagogical recognition of the actual
varieties of (7panish arc'. !;nglish 1,hich Aisnano lmerican
c'lildren use, in the naationThin in they use nem

renler bilinr7ual ec'ucation no lens controversial than
vernlcular education as prover 111e,,here. inevitale
result of this -,ou10 of course 1-0 that educational polYcv-
makers ,:ould entrenel in traditional 1.:.ilingual education,
ith its associate? nelagofical Pre.lers, or a:arOon lAlin-
gual education altogether.



In order for this likelv tragedy not to nlayed out
yet another tire, it is necessary that the not'7.ntial conflict
1:e4;ween making the education of 'oppressed' grouns more com-
petent and raking it more democratic he anticipated well in
advance for Hispano2\merican bilingual education. ',.nd since,

like liberal colonial educators in other places and ti,-es,
liberal American educators place teacl!ing democratically
-above teaching effectivel, any solution to this recurrent
dilemna rust, to be acceptable to tier', :le couched in noli
tical rather than neil.agogical terns. Let bilingual erhicators
and nolicy maers e'en see ITisnano-7\merican children as con-
stituting an oPnressed groun, in and of itself. -- one no
tentially opnressed perhans as much (though in more su!Ale
rays) 1.iy the linguistic and cultural syrrbolic renresentations
and aspirations of Oispanomerican adults (including their
parents) and Latin 'nerican immigrants as .11, the linguistic
and cultural norm of Tnlo-,,,mericans. of course, children
articulate their realities and their desires in different
ways than adults, ways which are scarcely recognized by tra-
ditional mec%anisms for expressing the -will of the neople',
where 'peonle' arrays means -adults . Children assert
reality '.)1, 3)ehavinct as they do, so that the way to gnt eem
to 'articulate their reality is to study them. In such
terms, far from being the mechanism of ormression which it
is sometimes claimed to ;le nolitical activists, social
science (including sociolinguistic research) can become a
vehicle of political expression. ''.nd as far as 'voting'
on educational reform is concerned, children vote' on
pedagogical method and curriculum content five d'_vs of the
week, nine monts of overt/ ,,,E1r! they do so their resnonse
to the educational ;3rocess - that is, ;1_, their academic
achicveTcnt.

This is, of course, what emnirioally-oriented educators
already do wit% ,;hite, middle-class children. Ilut when they
deal !d_th the cil)ron of 'opnressedi minorities -- parti-
cularly wit% those for ,hom racial and/or linguistic and
cultural differences are associated minoritY status

guilt is likely to get in the way of empiricism ant'
good sense. nus tho sae educator who will stan un for the
'72-7 :at :: against hostile white narents by insisting that
it teaches chililrn =lore effectively will immediately 1)ach
down from a '-lack (or l'ispano-:merican,) narent who is hos-
tile to contractive languag3 teaching or vernacular education,
even though the reason for adonting the apnroaeL in the
first place was that it also seemed to teach children more
effectively. Yet this kind of professional doublestandard,
while appearing to a liberalism, is nrobably more devastating
in its educational effect on the minority -group child than
dual systems of education ever were.



If the enlemicallv-lo e.Incatienal Pgrformance of
minority-group children -- including nisnaro-Arerican chileren -
is ever to :Je dealt 1ith effectively, educators must come to
Lorry less about being 'good citiz9ns' and more a'-.out !,ecom-
ing competent professionals. In the process, thcv must be-
come much more empirically-oriented than they are at present
-ore like doctors, if an analogy is useful. This chamr is
.garticularly needed in 3lingual education, where the coPley

Interactimlofdifferentli"Ilisticall3cultural"qtems,each complex in its min right, is involved. Traditional
pedagogical nodels rut guestioned, evaluated, and re
placed 'There nerfors,ance is not adeguate. 7elativism must
replace norrativism, and emnirieism must replace idealism.
("hat child ,.Jas ever harred pore educational exnerimenta-
tion and social science research tl,an 5y traditional teaching
methods?) rodago(iical content ',us} 'econe more realistic,
al must educational goals. ml,is does not mean ahan%oning
high standards cf achievement- it 1,eans developing
yays of achieving attainable goals. In bilingual education,
spceificallv, it Penns developing a curriculum. which, at
one end, starts with the sociolinguistic re-antics of the
hispano-American child and ')uilds on these until it produces,
at the other :rnd, an ineividual rho is sociolinguistically
effective Loth in his home environment and in his nP.tional
mainstream. Traditional Ililingual education Programs ould
claim to able to do this, :-ut nroha'lv cannot; the 'end
points are simnly not right, nor therefore is the interim
content and methodology. noir restructuring in terms of
more er.pirical sociolinguistic models, ani their i-Inlegen
tation in term of nn re chi14-orientel political (7oa1 3 may
cventuall ma%e tlas worthy 'lop]. nos.:i'.11e.
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1. The term HioanoAsseriean is used here to designate in-
dividuals, communities, and Ponulations within the United
States which preserve linguistic ane cultural patterns of
S.eanish origin, even though perhaps influenced to varying
degrees '.)17 Pnerindian, African, or Amglo-Saxon linguistic
and cultural patterns, or affected by innovations. Analo-
gously, Anglo-merican designates individuals, communities,
and Populations within te United ftates which function uri.-
marils, in terry's of linguistic' and cultural patterns of
English origin, though also with possible innovations and
influences from other sources.

2. rociolinguistic studies, may focus on specific languages
or societies, or they ray involve cross-language or crose-
societal comparisons. 7or cc rnarative purposes, a nurier
of sociolinguistic typologies have heen develonne for leri--
crif,..inry language usage varial,les in multilingual societies.
Of these, one of the most elal:sorate (Stewart 17r:1, 1 ^6 S)

categorizes in terms of four major language type s, ten main
functions, and six classes of Jegree of language usage. Yet
even this scheme may 1)e too crude for anv but the most
general cross-societal comnarisons.

3. A preliminary effort of this type hae already 3-seen naAn
Pishman and Lovas (1!.:7C').

4. The assumption being examined here is not the naive one
that the spoken forms of Snanish and English of :fisnano-
American communities in the Southwest are identicel to text-
look. forms of these langueges. -lather, the assumption under
consieeration is the lets extreme one that Hispano-Nmnr-
ican Spanish -- and 3:nglish, in the case of 3ilinguals --
will !:%e structurally close enough to normal written :mania'.
and Lnglish to o:.viate an" special written accommo.lation in
the form of a locally-adapted text,ook language.

5. he 'i3tory of the nature vs. nurture de%ate over "erro
eJucational failure i3 discussed in Ctewart (1270), and thn
linguistic arroect of that dehate in Stewart (1f:71).

C. This is .lecause -nose are considere,': the "ri"ihtr or
-nost effective' way to leare. The nre-sle, in terms of
cultural la5els, .i further comlicated tie nosci7silitv
that, if ',1ispano-'1.merican chilOren do show a tendency to
enploy non-AnTlo-Saxon learning ant` Pro7Aem-solving styles,
these may not "ee 7irDanic in origin, but rathnr



survivals of 2,merintlian (in t"e case of the 9outh'iest) or
'.frican (in the CR'IP of Puerto nicans) cultural natternq
uson which Hispanic institutions ancl trac'itionc were miner-
pose,I. Yet, while there is some question as to how enthu-
siastic Iiispano-Tirericans -ould La a7:out a formal Ped.agogical
recognition of 'merindian or African comnonents in eleir
folk. culture, there is also a cfueltion as to ho7 well thev
ould succec' in terns of a curriculur' in %,hieh such coTno-
ncnts vere not reconnizea.

7. ror a hrief period aurinn nineteenth century, an,)
7articularly in the Senerfam.lian reffion under t'Ie a-lrinistra-
tion of Faidhee-e (a roilitary officer with stronn interests
in linguistics and eX.nolooy), there -Jas temnorary exc,,ption
to this assimilationist educational nolicv in the form of
vernacular education in "olof (one of the most 4-iCelv-ufled
languages of the reclion) , con3ucte0 y the \nostolic "ission
of SenegamLia. education entirely in "renel -)e-lcarie the
rule when Faidaer:,e was replaced !;y colonial aaminintatori
laithout his anthronelogical an0 linnuistic sop:Listication,
and: when education (2gan to he conducted by the colonial
government, rather than by the Church. :Nen here, one final
1 reflection in the history of American lecfro education.
nul.lic education for NrIerican reoroes haa it, heginninrs in
the 'freedmen', qchooll* which ',ere sat u) for slaves who
1(0 .-,een liberated Union forces during t'.o. rivil T7ar.
Initiate by Aew 1)olitionists and church groun:n,
and first conucter! T,y volunteer, from the rte organizations

significantly, ,ere not professional e,3ucator3 t'
early develoi:;rent of these fre,ePren's schools involved a ornat
deal of inforral ,3,:,)erimentation to-ar finding effnctive
teaviins4 mathedoloclies an(' curriculum content. Tn some area-
(and L)articularl.! in coastal youth Carolina, where these
scools were first net un) volunteer teachers heoan to recog-
nize as3ects of the dialect and' cultural patterns of their
black and to adjust their methees an curricula
accorCinrrlv. Llut later, ',hen +-lin;771deral (lovernrent took
over the ae.ninistration of -eqro e)::ucation in the former Con-
fedoracy, T4i.th nolicymakinn ':it 'e0 over, first to
oevernmental 5ureaucrats and .4-ho. (unaer T'econstruction) to
niddle-class :'c roes, there folloi,ed A co:.Plete relection of
the earlier er.:,irically-aerivnl curricula awl met1:ols, and
their replacement ideali7e0 !10 gels can oily he des .
cri7ed as parodies of t'ic' 4,e traf1.4tionall in !?kite
schools.

C. iere again, there vas a hrief period when education in
the vernacular Indian lanouanes was begun, laroelv under
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the relativism of the Jesuits, hut su:Iseguentiv a!7andone0
when the Jesuits were exnellel. mho switch to the exclusive
Use of Spanish in the education of Indians was indeed in-
sisted upon L.y a growing cluque of nispanicized Indians
(called ladinos, in most parts of Latin A.merica), who hecame
the spokesmen for t.te Indian rasses.

9. As only one of may case ,'A.stories of this dilemma,
Doelaert (1=;5S) is typical. M"le document consists of the
proceedings of a meeting of the loyal 73olgien ;cademy of
Colonial Sciences, 'liven over entirelY to the issue of '.frican
languages in education in the '3elcian Congo, It had -seen
estalnlished through a great deal of Psychological, linguistic,
anthropological, and pedgocical research that Congolese
children learned hotter if started in their 11frican languages
and moved only later to rrench -- the traditional language
of education in the Uelgian Congo. Ilut it was also fours'
that attempts to initiate vernacular education in the Congo
would vehementlY opposer'. 'w African parents, did
not want their children taught in !arbaric languages, 'ut
preferred t_em to have the sane curriculum as the white (i.e.,
'.1ragian) children. -aced with this dilemma, the nelgian
colonial educators favored a retention of the traditional
(Wrench) curriculum, since the" felt that it was more import
ant to educate democratically than to educate effectively.
qince that meeting, 'community control' in the form of
independence -- has come to the Congo, and with it a retention
of French as the only language of education. And the contin-
ued educational failure of Congolese children which this
policy insures is now even less of an issue than it was lefe-,-e,
since it is now thc result of a direct expression of the will
of the poof)le. 7:xamples of this same process at work in
other colonial and pest-colonial areas al,ound, and lest it he
aruued that this is only a temnorary phenomenon in such
situations, the case of raiti solild he recalled. Tlaiti
7r.lcame independent from "ranee in Ul01, almost two centuries
ago. Yet forral education in still carried on exclusively
in French, a lan':uage snoke71 natively b' less than four ilex
cent of the pupil population of the country, a fact which
is evident in the un'eliey3:-)17 Poor school performance of
most ilaitian children.

11. The point here is not that the statements of educate!'
7Jatin American irlaigrants about the bilingual education of
Hispano Americans will necessarily amount to misrenresenta
tion, but rather that this is Tiopefullv, there will
7:,e individuals of this category 'Those observations on the
problem will 1.:e competent, realistic, and insightful. The
point is that their 'ris-Danicity', their class-orientation,



and their foreign oriains mav create problems as ^11 as
advantages, just as do the narticUlar kinds of '"--daclmess.
mdlity-patterns, and foreignness for 'lest Indians who
sneak for American 1jegroes. Ultimately, each person's com
petence must be judged on its own merits.
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Diculturalism-rilinqualism

Harvey n. Sarles

UniversitY of 'innesota

Introduction

"Al of U3 live in somewhat different l'orlds of exper-
ience, desires, controls. Some of the are shared with
others, some are ours alone. 7ach perspective of being is,
in some ways, a slightly different view of reality than any
other. Paner will insnect some of the similarities
and differences among peonle, Particularly those which are
thought of as bicultural and 1-,ilingual, to examine the
circum-,tances in which the facts of life count or mal-e a
difference, as children move through .their school experiences.

This paper is %iritten from the dual perspective of a
telcher-educator who 1-flieves in the possibility of excnl-
Innen in all educational endeavors and an anthropological
linguist who is trained to live and study in diverse worl'Is,
to enter the minds and logics and terms of a wide variety
of people. In order tb exnlore the notion of biculturalism
ane bilingualiso fror this dual nerspective the paner has
;)een divided into four section,.

Section I sho'm ho'' any child cores to internret the
world via narticalar persnectivs and rore specificallY how
he w:perienc,:s the meaninel of !,iculturalism and i_lingualism.

S?ctin II explores the meaning of biculturelism and,
,i_lingualism in mo-lern A.merica. mhis -1ction indicates the
dynamic aspects of the concept, and how their mranin7
widely according to place, time, an history.

Section III discusses the existential position of the
teacher-educator in general and more specifically the rela-
tiongllio of tie varying conceptI of biculturalisrl:lilingual-
isn to that position.

Section IV examines the need for changes in educational
nolicy to reflect the implication-. of bilingualic:m and 1A--
culturalism as it has been defined in the previous sectiong.

me essence of biculturalisn is in the diverse exner-
iences of peonle. ::an' nersons, in a variet of ways, share



certain aspects of experience with others. -or examole,
those currently entering their thirties very lely had a
father who was away at war while they were very young
oldest siblings share many featlires of being intermediates
between parents and younger children; ou=rs live in lqorlds
circumscribed by social or ethnic boundaries, iu which much
of their experience is concerned uith they are, as well
as with who they are not. last, of the are those who
can usefully be thought of as hicultural, coe of these
bicultural, people who actively divir70 the world in 'ue'
and they terms share linguistic habits: they are bilingual
as yell as hicultural.

The importance of any inaividual being bicultural or
bilingual is not simply in his existence, but in the exper-
iences and dynamics ofr life. 17f a bilingual person is r5,-
warded, punished, or ignored ",(cause of the fact that a
teacher Ecarceives or evaluates hir verbal 'performance, then
3)ilingualism tecomos an important social factor. This is
ruck the same as being a loy or: girl in a classroom where
the teacher, has a :,oy or airl 'Preference. The nroblens of
'Diculturalismbilingualism, as Of sex or age, are not imply
in being, but in how these features of being are treate-I as
an interface :Det,'een different nr.nnlo in interactions-
whcyther they are ignored or constantly calle0 to attention.

Socialization of the Child

L'vary individual in our society embodies a variety of
features which ;le shares v,-ith oo:le, but not 7-,11, othe---r

1.)eople. Differ ices between. 7a1c'',; alT2 fc!nal.3r3r Rge-g1'.3Arlgr
socio-economic factors are sharee.1 by segmenta of the nonula-
tion. aoh of thv factprs affects the er=ucational :arocess
to sore degree.

Althou,7h these t7res of factors often stand outsirle of
discussions of :1)iculturalism, tev need to discussed here.
r.'ur educational onterlarise ha' in fact alreadv made signifi
cant and large adjustments and 'accemmodations to these kin:ls
of elifferences. These cultural groupings are 5o dosoly in-
grained in our minds-that the notion of 1-,iculturalism seers
to bevery special, to reauire a uniaue hind of ideation and
educational thrust. Yet, as this paper will illustrate,
iziculturalimm and bilingualism are not ;so very different from
factors such as age, sex, anJ standard English speahinc.bac::-
ground in terms Of how educators and teachers must approach
them.



Children are born into a large variety of situations,
each one 1-einc: unique as a conrlomeration of a nurher of
features. 'where the familv', is in terms of the Parents'
ages: perceptions of their and the chil-7's numl.er

and .kinds' of sikdings; the perceived place in the vorll
of the family in t -rrs of 5UCCO5, hog' the various famil7
mer6ers 'project for-ar* their nicture of the infant throur-h
the next 10 years or so.

(.:113,e new 7'einrr cease vlr.r rnlic%1,r th-ir in the
orld vis a Vi5 neople ,round them [their illredintn
family (and eNct.2n0c17 favil7)1 and seem to chow -e stra
tegies within their first year or no, which :1,7c0--o,lat, well
to their continue(1 1;eing an1 success in that f=rtil'y settinr.
iost of these socallcld life strater,iel arc interactional-

oolitieal the child wants and enjoys !'.sing_ the !zinl of
.nersou that the family' sees to want him to !le.

The family vie Oerivis from where its c,m: ern are in

their 1.:erceivad world and what new nerson does to their
actinc in terms of these perceptions. If a dit'. arrives,
for example, at a point of maior career change of a oarent,
the child's life rev 1)e flavore,1 by the perception of livinr,
in, say, a single- parent familv. If the parents are re]ativsl
old, anf7 this is a numer -five &Ale,. his exneriemes will
')n mediated, possi'll directed, through the neroneetives of
particular sUdings -- thus it 1-,ay Ile the entire family's
perck!:)tion of the infant lolich presents itself to each nee'
child.

!rlii r this r?17y, in sore cases, be a continuous and con
sist,:nt pietie, in post families it is in flux frercuentl,,,
if only because chil.lren grill/ and become more nu7llic.
14hat the family records as nithlic will vary° fofFR&Iple, a
root mats :eel ver, consnicuous in a hosnital or uni
versit,' settinr: an will attnrnt to s'aisli its children.
A chilf" who tloas not share his family' 3 Perceptions of ;:,eing
public, be forcefuli" 'taug',t-, whether he understands
or not. Yl'e socialization of eAldren is stronylv r,otivated,
'r' their 9arent3' percentions of who their fami1,7 is, with
respect to its images of the outside', the ntflic.

* 7amily here used in a !roar; sense as tho' peonle who
constitute the effective constellation of (constant] °sonic
in terms of which a c'-d10 organizes his 1-ehavior.
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In adeition, there maY ttell 1.n sone inconsistencies
e?..out the .01ace of this net? ',cling, in the of the
various, famil: nere-,ers -.. In this case, the child is more
highly political in the sense that assignation in tile
fanil is riultiolex, and he has to snen' a lot of onorgy
trying to figuri? out -ho to and for 711.o-.1

It is l'orth notine that thn forvar'l .1rojection of t.',n
chil. the croation of n sen,7e in him of ',otT hn -i31 1.n --
accorpaninn thn onyeivg prosont. T'au'nt" (ani' ne-,i7f-Tr correct
or r^smon6 to chileron not only in terms of yho arr
right not?, of tr;lo anC! the*, are sunpose 1 to 1e.
'or exarple, corroction of nronunciation of e'il4ren varios
-i0ely, fe- narents try to het a per'!oet (i.e., aflitlt-
like) proftuct out of 5 ttio year r:ley usually' accent
his speech pattern - if he is ,von articulate hy tH-at ace
and Yoe: 115thin it slightltr si'ilings not orl uncler-
scand it, tut often sfleal it. N, anothr \roar or t-o ramIlioq
rcrc'ive thnt it is time to t!or!: on a ?atter stleecfl form
(usuall.: in their cJn fnrm, ?Jut soile farilies to cor-
rect trior children in tsrms of an outside ,'ialect
(e.g., trying to ouppresq .ain't., ''.von whnn the uscs
it!). Lut this .:otter or ^lore correct articulation is ..one
in terms of the parents' nerceation of Vv.: &i1,1 as sli7',t1.,
older than ;le is right nut they correct ''.i- in tnr,,,s
of ho,, he 'le (and s',oule 'n), rot in terms of hot, is.

Such corrections aro not onl- (lonn for s.,)ea!zing, 11u4..

also for cost oter annects of ?-n4.nci hot to stano, eat,
title tile toilet, hold one's far:c, 7n niav game-,
interact 1-Lt s4r-mgers, orris, etc., etc. . . r:inca rue',
if not no-t, of this taachinct is eone i.,y ineirection anr'
correction in families, it is usually not e.Yr,licit, rust
people (.7.o not seem to he activel" a./are of hot, thny are emu-
cating their child.ren.

IntracLion is t'in testing grounr1 of le71rniar.
notion of t`:.2 'autonomous chil0 of three or five or sewn
years is a fiction of o: servers. 'A. 'h!ts t-ho

interacts usin5 aetivit.,, or tho runars not to intPr-

course, everyone has occasionra !.ad ,.ay ano Iresent
t*.em(elvez inconsistent17 to but .tost shil-
Oren aeeT4 to %e. able o nee thro'leh occasional pet-lona'
nro'Aems any searet for the roro consistent ant'. erCuring
,,atterns of t.o indivieuals hom hn interacts.



act, is acting out his place in the world as he interprets
it and extrapolates it from his familial modal. The nressureq
from families, in terms of ehat they "li!'e" or will tolerate
as a "successful- child in their terms, is probably the
major teaching-socializing factor of children in terms of
what educators will observe their behavior to he in schools.

In the narents' minde, the child i, not onlY going to
become himself in the parents' terms, rut also in terms of
the larger world that they perceive. Thus the for-ard nro-
jection, the corrections, are made not only in familial
adjustment terms, but also as they (the parents) nicture the
larger world and their child irirE. nifferent kinds of
families project forward in quite ('ifferent ways and this
affects their children's nercentions of thanselves, and
their "educahility" (vis-a-vis mainstream ways) apparently
quite deeply. It is very important to try to understand %ow
different families perceive the larger world, because they
will continue to correct their chile in terns of their
imager of his place in that mrld. In so doing they will
provide the child with a schematic plan for interpreting
his own experiences. Thus child who is socialized into
believing that the world is oven, ready for him to zoom
ahead, and chips. D who is instructed that the world is
hostile and ready to put 'Um down nay "experience' the sane
event C -- entry into school -- quite differently.

In addition, the needed to correct a child
effectively in terms of the fenily's future projections for
the child severe to be differentially available to the 74,elerican
communitiee e.g., a family who wants its child to Lecome
president o.+: a corpo,:ation may simply not know how, when
and/or what No correct in its child's behavior that will aid
in realizing their hopes for their child.

The certification of one's 3-eing is a nroblem area
which pervadee the public nrojection of any child. The
family is the first, often nrimary -- in very large families
perhaps the solitary -- certifier of the existence, or
quality of existence of a child. ? family ray tell a child
he is a good person, and :)e willing to do Clis essentially
regardless of what happens to hit, in the outside (i.e., 1-eyend
the family). Sometimes this is a cushion, a center of
warmth; but it can also be a haven for people whose life
strategies include saying 'sere-, the orld', and who qo
out of their way to do it. In effect, sufficient support
for any external behavior is potentially located in the
family. This is more easily seen in very large families



telich sometimes :decome their own corplete social system
and can accommo6ate and support what most of us would con-
sider to be bizarre. (Example: ethnic views on what consti-
tutes mental illness, deviance, etc.)

In most families, corrections and certification of the
child are done in terms of sore combinations of the famil -
inside and the child as a public person. Complications
(for the educator) arise immediately because there are
differential perceptions of the "public" in different families,
aiiiiEhere are, indeed, different effective publics -- i.e.,
the outside will react differentially to children from dif-
ferent kinds of families.

Children from, v, rich families are likely to be
valued highly as friends, by families who want their children
to become rich; children (e.g., as potential mates) of the
same economic background will then he less valued by such
a family. Similarly, families of equivalent income, but
from different ethnic groups, will not all see one another
as the same as they are, in the same way as they regard
equivalent income families of their own "group". rducators
and other outsiders are likely to carry over their own
particular, famil-derived perspectives into their observa-
tions and judgements of other children.

In addition, the child's perspectives on the nature of
the varieties of outside, as presented by his parents, are
limited by his exF576ftch-des. T/is perceptions of the outricles,
as he comes to experience they, will be colored or filtered
by such perrpectives. He will come to view the outside to
a large extent as his parents have presented it to him! Pro-
jected forward into his actual experiencing of it.

For example, within the black community there is a great
deal of discussion about white people in general -- their
coldness, their craftiness, characteristics of "'Ir. Charlie
and 'iss Ann", etc., an particular hite types 'you know
he's one of them smart Jews"; she don't act like no white
folks I know, she real nice, she's natural" -- so that before
a child actually has contact with, white people he has been
taught how to think about and evaluate his eventual exneriencns
with white people. This is true of all ethnic groups. Chil-
dren are taught not only about the types in their own cultu-,
but also expectation of others -- if you're sick get a Joy
doctor, if you're in trouble get a Jew lawyer, don't trust
anybody but your own kind with your money, etc. This is true
also as regards how a child learns about the social system.
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If a child lives in a culture where a noliceman is defined
to him as 'officer friendly" someone who helps us, someone
who ve should turn to if we are lost, etc., then his inter-
action with a policeman (no matter what the policeman's
'actual" behavior) will he a different experience for him
than it will for the child who has lived in a culture that
discusses policemen as "Wigs, exnleiters", and at most "com-
munity nuisances".

It is important to note that each comment a!lout the
child's exnerien77e which is internreted at home will bec:mc
part of the child's perceptual apparatus for interpreting
the outside.

As he relates to effective outsides such as teacher-
school, a child carries over his perceptions of himself into
this situation. de matches this personal picture with the
outnide anl revalues himself an he feels he is treated by
the outside. .7CfiVe-year-old bicultural child %sr. only a
vague sense of ho,. an outside reacts to him as a bicultural
person -- his usual belief is that a teacher rencts to him
as other adults do.

I. D. Socialization of the Bicultural Child

The idea that a child is bicultural or bilingual floes
not seem to be a child's own inherent picture. It is one
which he comes to believe only very gradually. 9ilingual
children simply speak the "anpronriated language to the
''right''. people in the prone:: contexts.

For many bilingual children the world is presented to
them not just as an inside-fanny and an outside world of
others, but as composcR1 of t.,o 67 more (7uIVE-iMITITaThinas
of outsides. Some children seem to sense such differences
as their parents feel and forward project them for others,
it is a discovery process which da.s on them only very
gradually.

:Iithin a homogeneous neighborhood, the effective out-
sides are very much like one another in, say, color, ethnic,
or socio-economic terms. A child is likely to be 'known"
and evaluated as a member of a narticular family, somel,ody'cl
sister, and as a pretty distinct individual. "hether a
child has a sensitive, ambitious, careless, tired . .

mother is at issue in this sense of 'outside."
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Across boundaries, hoemver, the outside tends to ner-
ceive a child initially in terms of his dialect or apparent
membership in another sub-cultrre. A store oener faced with
twenty ten-year-olds mobbing his store has to deeply know
and trust those children to he able to react euickly, to
impose reasonable controls, etc. The heat an cutsider can
hope to do is to learn to perceive the children in approx-
imately the same terms as they perceive one another, because
that is where the notion of "reasonableness" resides.

The most individualized pictures are cast within
families and peer groups. Yet there is little necessary
carry-ovee from a child's perceived position in a family and
who he might be outside. hereas a child is likely to act
from the position of being, say a youngest sibling, the
outside ray perceive him as strong, dominant, or bossy.
In other words, the treatment a child receives may be Quite
different inside and outside a family constellation. Some-
how he has to learn how to interpret this fact in a reason-
able and useful way.

1711Jre the outside is trul outside -- e.g., across
color lines -- a child's.percentions of his treatment are
likely to be and remain fairly confused. 'luch denenris on
his family's interpretation of those experiences. If the
Black family.world interprets a set of difficult experiences
as hostile toward all Dlack children, then their ineividual
child can interpret his c,,:pex1ence! as impersonal. If, on
the other hanc . thee° are internreted as.s persa1170
toward their c!lield, the child needs a let rc17c. personll sup-
poet to dope oet ueeful otrategies to s-rcrcom2 such
expetienc.es. Peer ferilies, in general, aeon cy'erlv likely
to pemeonalize their interpretation of bud exneriences.

Pach time the child is taken outside (beyond familv),
his activities are commented upon, often implicitly. Com-
ments include how clean to be, how to ke clothed, and esnec-
ially hou,or how not to behave. How to behave and to inter-
pret his experience is derived from the child's perceptions
of others o his family tells him are like him, or who are
not like him. Children become very astute observers of be-
havior, filtered through the perspectives of their parents'
interpretations.

In bicultural situations, the family in likely to Pro-
ject forward tyo different outsides in which the child's
experience will be perceived. His behavior will have to be
different in each because he will be seed and treated dif-
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ferently.: In some senses this is very little '-different
from any child learning how to he?.havc! in men's grouns or
omen's groups from the perspective of 1,eing a girl 0/. ;Inv.

'tort children only come to understand gradually how
the outside community perceives them. They come to sense
deeply that there is often a degree of dissonance between
their own model of themselves (family-derived) and the out-
side picture (outside 1, 2, 3, etc.). They seem to !Ie very
vulnerable to this outside view -- especially if they feel
that the outside is somehow better:or superor. This outside
will and does see and treat them differently at different
ages. 110w this is projected forward will affect the child's
behavior. This can be extended to bicultural situations.



II. A. Biculturalism-Bilinaualisr in "odern America

Parents seem to try to interpret the bicultural situation
in terms of trio, fairly different outsides, but the outsides
as seen by any particular Arerican community are not neces-
sarily the same ones perceived by another bicultural family
or group.

In the greatest part of America, for e%arple, the Black
community seems to be consistent in its perceptions of two
basic communities -- one Tihite, one Black. ruropean-derived
ethnic communities often have five or six outsides which
they distinguish. The perceptions of outsides depend cn a
number of factors.

1. How distinguishable a person believes he is, by the
nutsideis).

2. The experience of his particular local community vis-a-
vis the outsides.

3. The relative number of people in his local community
with respect to the total community; the type of neigh-
borhood, and its extent (if it essentially is a ghetto).

4. The life experience of the family vis-a-vis the inside
and outside -- their success or perceived lack of it in
the inside and, larger community.

5. Their forward projections -- their belief in "proaress'
or not for them as insiders and for their children.

6. The accentance (or not) of their perce'tion of ho!, the
larger ou.EFTEUE ViCW9 them as insiders (e.g., for certain
minorities. how much "self-hate" they emboav ane trans-
tilt to the :J.: childrPr).

7. Thc :sorts sLercotyoeg avail&ple and used in the
communit lfio outside

(0.g., tha notion of 'luck' or unlucl: of tha Irish).
8. The sorts of behavior which the insiders display in

the company of perceived outsiders.
9. Willingness and interest in Playing "bound:l.ry" games.
10. The extent to which the "inside' culture is actually

a counter-culture; and the extent to which the "inside"
culture is "in", in the majority view.

11. The felt "nresence" of the insiee.bicultural-bilinaual
communityby the outside.

'lost of the people who are thought to be bicultural
in the ordinary sense of that term believe that they are
recognizably different from the -majority' culture in a
direct physical sense. They firmly believe, often correctly,
that the outside community is busy pigeon - holing them into
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categories. For some groups this is undoubtedly true, for
others less than they believe. A complicating factor is
that the so-called stereotype is likely to be different from
the person's view toward whom it is directed; e.g., a Black's
perceptions of a White stereotype of Black neonle is often
partially incorrect since he believes, among other things,
that White people are not as concerned with hite-Black rela-
tionships as the Black person is.

A lot of (socallee) Black neonle fall -Tell within the
median notion of whiteness of skin; yet they are consistentl
perceived by the t7hite community to be Black because of some
Physical feature or aggregate of features. Their definition
of themselves as "Black" is derived to a greater or lesser
degree from tie outside° here the white community.

The notion of cultural differences is particularly
messy because the differences which may 'count' are extremely
changeable and variable over time and in different settings.
\ny feature of being -'- behavior, physique, oney, attitude,
age, religion, smell, size, profession, color, hair, nose,
sex, life-style, etc., etc., -- which is shared by some
people, can become a dividing noint between populations.

Since observations of any such group of people by non-
group persons are always incomplete, and usually focus on
a few "outstanding" *features, the use of stereotypes follows
group formation almost immediately. This is complicated
further because of different Perceptions of what is considered
outstanding from any observational perspective. A group of
sixteenyear old basketball players on the street appear
very different to adults and to sixteen-year-old girls. T'lhat

the boys are like personally is hardly an issue in this set-
ting; outsiders' responses are based on a. most peculiar
relationship to a group of very large, strong looking young
people in a group.

Similar dynamics are at work in observations of any
group. The danger is not in the observation per se (they
may be very accurate), but in operating in terms of a very
limited stereotype based on the features one considers out-
standing. The confusion between stereotype and reality lies
principally in the limitation of observations, and in not
getting enough depth to discover the actual situation.

Any time a group structure takes on a reality either
because it has self - consciously joined together, or because
some outs3.1e has grouped a set of common features together,



and reacts to any person who has such features as if he is
a group member, there are effective cultures, and the neces-
sity for working out ways of operating across the perceived
cultural boundaries. The possibility of hostility, remote-
ness, war all appear in the dynamic of onerating across
such perceived lines.

The problem of biculturalism is exacerbated because
many distinct ethnic communities are measured and measure
themselves with respect to the majority for the successful
outside) community and feel inferior or "down' in comparison.

One of the nroblers of a community which feels "down"
is that it tends to interpret any noted difference in teach-
ing technique not as competence and sensitivity on the part
of the teacher, but as distinctly racist. In fact, good
teachers vary techniques frefluently in terms of where her
kids are, 1-ut thn *inside" community, often having a single
picture of the outside, fails to observe the individual and
group differences for any but their own groups.

The reasons for the bicultural-bilingual community
being that way are usually not the reasons for remaining so.
The bicultural-bilingual group develops historically because
some other community somehow became an effective majority:
either the bicultural-bilinguals moved in or were moVed,in
upon. In any case, they are in some senses a minority
whether in numbers or in terms of power -- and they tend to
remain so. The principal cn is why bicultural-bilin-
gual conuwnitic:: ret:dn their sense of id.Antity -- or not.
That keeps them there, when in most senses, most would he
'better of in joining the majority cultute-dialect?

In situations where Iluroneans moved into this country,
they were at first clearly identifiable as to their parti-
cular backgrounds -- the Irish looked, dressed, and sounded
Irish; the Germans were identifiably German. In many cases
these people no longer .look very different, they talk about
like everyone else, but, in many senses, they remain bicul-
tural -- usually in senses not obvious except to themselves
and those who know them particularly well. In the case of
the. Germans, it is not over strong to state that they essent-
ially disappeared as a group during the years of T7orld "ar II
and have not re-formed. In most senses, they are part of
the majority population.

Part of the answer to the question, 'T.qhy do certain
commun-Ues remain distinct?' depends on when people appear
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in a given situation, who else is there, and the nature of
the pressures on group integrity. The Chicano population of
the Southwest was not bicultural-bilingual until the Anglos
(in the Southwest) appeared_ in large numbers and got flower
over many aspects of the Chicanos' lives. The majority lan-
guage was Spanish, not English. 7s the Anglos encroached,
the Chicano population was effectively nushed down, losing
control of most institutions, schools, businesses, etc.

The Irish, on the other hand, moved into a world. which
was already controllee by a tt7ASP majority. They die not
try to succeed in T.1ASP.schools, so set up their own. They
as most Europeans -- took English as their language (many
were Caellic speakers) and have gradually worked their way
scholasticallyr politically, and business-wise un to a state
which the lower-class bicultural-bilingual communities ner-
ceive as highly successful. 7:!onetheless, Irish people still
live in fairly tight communities, vote as blocs generally,
Control their own schoolsand husinesses. They do not
appear -- as a'bicultural nooulation -- to .be an educational
"problem" in the same way as other poor ethnic bicultural-
bilingual groups do.

Part of the reason for maintaining bilingual-bicultural
feaLmos has to do with what is ?perceived to e 'open" in the
wider world. At this time most of the business and power
world is seen to be "filled.' This is not a period of ex-
ploration or discovery or exnansion. It is a time of "hold-
ing or retrenchment. There is little perceived opportunity
in the precluded minority to "make it to the top" in the
hest NoraiorAlger tradition. T"rom the persrective of the
child in his bicultural-bilingual family setting, his best
bet is often seen as someone who will be able to get and
keep a menial job. If this is where he and hi family are --
if these are their perceptions -- it will be very hard to
convince any child that success-is even available to him, no.
matter how hard he worAs or how much he learns. The sense
of being 'down" is extremely hard to counteract, and it
seems to be very self-maintaining in that it offers solace
for one's state at the same time that it explains it.

rluch of the maintenance of biculturali7m-bilingualism
has to do with the outside caring to discriminate against
the insiders. The language and culture are fairly likely
to disappear if there is no effective outside which carcs.
If the perceived outside effectively disappears, hicultural-
ism and bilingualrEEi=l tend to lessen and disappear
eventually. As the Scandinavian populations in Iiinneapolis-
St. Paul came to speak local English, the outside was no
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longer able to distinguish them as very different, and they
have effectively disappeared as distinct populations. This
seems to be a current running battle for the American .oman
Catholic Church, which is having difficulty in recruiting
priests and nuns; this in due, in part, to outside hostiU.tv
being constantly reduced as it has become more an American
than a Roman Catholic institution. The tougher the outside
is perceived to be, on the other had, the more firm and
resilient will be the retention of the distinct cultural and
linguistic aspects of the inside group.

The number of persons in the bicultural-bilingual group
vis-a-vis the outside is quite important in any given local
situation. In a community where there only are a very few
biculturalbilingual people, the children usually Ipe-l!ome
aware of "who' they are at a relatively early moment in
their lives. In a large, ghetto-type.situation, the signifi7
cance vis-avis the majority that they are somehow'Black,
or Chicano, can remain obscure in many senses for many years;
they are obviousli majority persons in terms of most aspects
of their lives. If the ghetto is sufficiently large, the
actual number of outsiders they even sea on any regular
basis is almost zero (most likely they will be the teachers,
police, store-owners and a few. service persons). Only in
the fantasy of television and movies do they have any ongoing
contact with-the "real" majority world. To attempt to teach
majority ghetto children from the point. of view of a world
they cannot relate to is very peculiar; but, on the other
hand, such children are not as likely to directly resist it
on personal, experiential grounds as those who daily live
these differenc3s.

In the latter cases, a direct line of difference --
often expressed in the school situation -- can form cohesion
around the issues of group difference. That is, it is easier
to ilevelop a "self-hate" view of oneself if there is daily
demonstration of one's l!inferiority" as a group member. In

,1% ghetto situation, there are almost no possibilities
oq negative group identification of this sort unless it is
brmght in by teachers, parents, or some other external
,source (and, unfortunately, it does appear to get into the
educational situation in many ghetto situations).



II. n. Diculturalism and Poverty

As the first section of this paoer has demonstrated,
one's life adjustment takes place largely in terns of
familial nositions internally and with resnect to the
larger world. The most obvious fact a:lout ')ieultural-bi-
lingual families with respect to the larger wor1(3 is that a
majority of them are Poor and most likely to rery poor;
It even seems likely that molt poor people, having adjusted
successfully" to being poor, resist changing even when the

opportunity presents itself.

Ilhy should 'poorness' become a nerrtanent sort of life
style and be so resistent to change; affecting notential
success in school, for example?

?lost important, perhaps, for pnor families is that they
seem to believe that they mill remain poor -- in many cases,
they can point to actual moments of success in retelling
the kind of family history which interprets to tell children
"'ho they are. DLit something happens, and the success is
transitory and unreal, not to be trusted -- it can't happen
on any permanent basis. This kind of history becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy, because the kinds of consistent
skills necessary to bn non-Door are either not available to
the family, or they deeply believe that they personally
cannot maintain success.

Another factor is that Poor fanny seems to he very.
susceplAble to nucce-s fantoqit.,r they so.em to buy the Amer-

.iean succoss rahs to riches as if it xtere much
easier to achy -eve thr.:n it actually is, and also, to accent
each point of momentary tailure (e.g., in school) as a con-
firmation of their on persomil inability, rather than as
a learning experiance in pursuit of their success fantasies.

There appears to he little consintent knulledge in floor
families of ho,' to give sufficient sulport to children xlho
are experiencing momentary difficulties. Such moments,
which would bring ''successful" families' energies to bear on
the sit,;..ation, are likely to be accepted as confirmation of
the "pet: anent" lack of ability of:t7le bicultural-bilingual,
poor child. 'lam, teachers also seem susceptible to making
these kinds of judgements, exnecially for poor children.
The teachers tend to confirr, the picture of the child as a
failure rather than vigorously attempting to change it.

Closely related is the apparent inability for poor Parents
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to forward project in any very positive seise. Professionals
T7ho speak Stand?xrd English spea% of poor poonle as i-tpulsiye.
Poor people would no doubt describe their behavior as realis-
tic given their history, daily interaction, and the nerspec-
tives from which they view their children. PerhaPs this is
related to 1.7hv family support seems to he lacking to noYe
children through difficult memente rather than using them to
confirm their own views of their children's limited life
chances. In any case, the effective time dimension of poor
people is often quite short; their nrojected view of the
future is that things will remain pretty st&1e for them and
their children.

Reports on poor families indicate that they are often
very happy places internally . 9ut they develop or confirm
a bad sense of themselves when they or their children become
public in any way. Poor !!bites, for instance, in hospital
or °frier institutional settings seem to snend a disnronor-.
tionate amount of energy telling their children to "shut ,d"
and effectively disappear. This -is an example of their lack
of forward projection; instead of teaching or letting their
children learn about the various -worlds', they toll them --
in effect -- that they do not "belong" there, and never will.

But most of all, the lack of forward projection is felt
in the kinds of expectations (and actual family energies)
that parents have of their children. (Perhans it is not
forwar;3 but upward that is the issue.)

III. -tealities the School Setting

If a group accents the external image al their (internal)
reality, there seems to he little possibility of mainstream
education leading to significant lifestyle change. Interest-
ingly, it seems even more difficult for educators who them-
selves derive from the bicultural-bilingual groups in which
they teach.

Teachers, who have "moved up" from poverty have done so
often in the image of the external majority view of success.
'although they have made it "out ", bicultural-bilingual
teachers, teaching among poor children of their "win' grouns,
often seen to confirm the negative view the children already
have of themselves, rather than attemnting to "pull up'' the
entire group. They are, in effect, splintering agents,
selecting some children (e.g., those who already have nar-
taken of the "1-litening image" proce.$) for potential success
but confirming doom for most of them.
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At least some of the bicultural-bilingdal communities
which are educationally problematic at the present time seem
to derive a great deal of pleasure, and/or have a major in-
volvement with other people's behavior, style, feelings.
This is particularly true of the Black American community
and seems to characterize the Native American community very
deeply. Not only dons this "people-concern" pose an educa-
tional problem (1.,e pay off mostly for individual children's
ability to attend to abstractions and symbolic systems, not
how well they understand other people), but it is also very
difficult for an outsider to learn to 'read" insiders in the
same ways as the insiders read one another.

This poses two types of problems to the educator:
1) whether and how to reward the. excellent 'people-readers"
and learn how to shift their already well-developed observa-
tional skills from the -observational-present" to the symbolic
and abstract (I don't believe that symbolic skills are
very different from observational ones); 2) the children
most likely will judge and categorize others in terms of avail-
able group-internal stereotypes whieh may be quite different
from those of the teacher(s).

Perhaps the most subtle point in studying bicultural
bilingual children is not that they are,inherently so dif-
ferent because they think in another language or culture, but
because they tend to organize and interpret behavior into
categories, slots, and, stereotypes which are different .from
the c62tsiders, particularly from those (teachers) who are
bureau's/atically oriented. Children's notions of a "reasonabl.
or "nice" teacher is derived from a composite view of their
own, their parents', peers',. . . family many minority
children seem to corn5 to school with the view, for example,
that any "race, iTnite lady" is a boss-type, and the child
should be her servant.* Others cone to the,school scene'
with quite different pictures of what's happening.

Teachers are sensitive to factors such as sibling posi-
tion because that type of family factor is present in their
own culture too. Statements such as "the baby", "one brother
with five sisters", "only child",. are meaningful to them.
However, the teacher is generally not prepared for children

* The:tlesic response to polite nlack.:children cast
their eyes to the floor when spoken t461.)y any adult is: to:
interpret thep as weaki guilty, or dumb!



whose etyle of prese:ntine and evaluating themselves is the
product of a different cultural Ilac'eground than her own. It
is very difficult to separate out the personal and familial
factors to which teachers are usually sensitive, from stylis-
tic factors which other-cultural children bring to school
with them and to which teachers are often insensitive.

7or example, the teachers of ;dative American children
often complain: "They will no respond they do not get
invo.ved, much less 'turned on'.." 'lost non Indians see very
little expression in the Indian child's face -- the one that
is usually presented in adult situations. The children are
extremely shy, which the teachers interpret as dumb and un-
interested. The children will not volunteer to answer
(luestions7 they are extremely eeneitive to any public display
as "showing off" and are constantly aware of the feelings
of their classmates. The teachers tend to respond to these
characteristics of Indian children and project the children
forward as potential failures. Clearly, the first problem
is that the children and teachers do not understand one
another's cultures and therefore misread and misinternret the
other's behavior.

The pathos lies in the fact that the teachers in their
experience are essentially correct -- the children will most
likely fail.

The error lien in the fact that the failure is attribute
to the children's individual caPahilities, rather than to t1,3
lack of mutual insWi-f-ontWe part of teachers and students.

The rlajor point is that the children and the teacher
are very likely to have different frameworks of operation and
interpretation; the teacher has to be able to discover these,
and more difficultly, learn how to move from them, learn
what support means for different hinds of children, and 'ill
need the support of lier colleagues, principals, and teachers
as well in this endeavor.

Groupboundary games! A good deal of the activity in
the early primary grades concerns children learning who they
are. Depending on the setting (ghetto situation versus
being a super-minority), the children come to this 1-.nowledge
in different waYs and at different rates. It is very "tricky",
educationally, to know how and whether to enhance and teach
children who they are -- or to avoid it!

The boundary game phenomenon seems to get activated very



much 3:Uongs3de the development of the children's bodies and
psyches as protoadults. They are, most directly, the "try- .

ing-on' of _':;dult roles, the attempt to be 'realistically'
Black or Tnlian, as introjected into the sub-adult.

From timeto-time the problem of group identit" arises
in many school situations, and the 'boundary gare may he
played out. It ma,' arise because some teachers begin to
act implicitly as if the grow) exists, but deny it publ.11,r;
e.g., 'too many" r,ack kids, and not enough kids emt
suspended after a firjht; or because the internal community
feels that its children are "losing' their heritage, etc.

In playing the icoundary game, children who identify or
are identified as belonging to some sub-culture are made to
feel that this particular identity should tz.ke on central
importance in school. Jewish kids will not sing Christmas
songs! Some cafeteria tai'les of kids will be seen as tables
of, say, Black tables or "mixed" tables, or anti-Black tables.
Boundaries will he drawn and sides taken.

Since the realistic, honest handling of the children's
behavior has not yet been certified as within the educator's
domain, by either the education establishment or the parents,
the children and the teacher who operate within a culturally
realistic framework will inevitably be chastized. Most
teachers, at the present time, seem to lack the skills for
both handling the child's behavior and handling the responses
to tre7.ting the kid within a cultural model and instead get
a lot of institutional support for blaming educational dif
ficulties on their clients -- low T.O." and all that.
rather: there should be a lot of support around, based on the
facts of this suite common, essentially Political experience.

Ilealistically, I don't think problems of culturI con-
flict are soluble until the children are recognized as
highly political creature: who have individual and group
strategies. The individual will simply not recakre the
teacher's message unless and until he is comfortable and
supported in his own terms, in the classroom scene.

The school stuation reflects the perceptions in the
larger community. In a situation where a bicultural-bilin-
gual group is a very minor minority, its actual experiences
are likely to be cross-cultural to a large extent; in ghetto-
majority situations, this in not true -- the minority cul-
tural group is the effective majority. In both cases the
rsponse or reaction of the bicultural-bilingual group to
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the external 'majorit77° can be of two 'asic types

1. The bicultural-bilingual group sees itself aS ver'
similar to the majority in terms of life styles,
ideology, futures -- these are people who se2 suc-
cess in White majority ,:erms; they differ from'the
majority in terms of only a few features such as
religion, marriage partner selection (e.g., the
Kennedy family).

2. The bicultural-bilingual group nay be a I.ind of
counter-culture -- that is, it tends to identify
against the majority view, and does this by nick-
ing out a few features which it sees as being stereo-
typically "White," and .chooses to live by essentially
the opposite or very, very different features. If
ambition, greed, and monetary success are seen as
the our.standing majority features, the counter-
culture (e.g., young, middle-class nite "freaks")
tries to see life's best values as poverty, ecolo-
gical balance, etc.

In real life the situation is rarely completely clear,
and there is a dynamic which affects schools differently
from time to time. A l'Aite-oriented, apparently assimilate
bicultural-bilingual group ray r3ecide that its membership
is being persecuted, and will go "counter-cultural". These
movements are often temporary and will disappear if the
biculturaltilinJual perception of persecution is lessened.

If, as in the c;.:30 of mny Blacks, the conter-culture
is seen 1:1, others as having a great deal cf style in terms of
clothes, personal carriage, music, etc., t!:f.: situation will
he more complicated. This seams to be so because the out-
side, a goodly number of non-bicultural-bilingual kids,
tend to be very attracted to and sympathetic with any moves
toward becoming counter-cultural.

The actual impress of bicultural-bilingual groups on
thr* majority culture also must he thought of in dynamic
terns. nne must recall that many of our cities have been a
conglomeratioa of different groups living mixed together in
relative peace, for a long time. The presence of a bicultural-
bilingual is a perceptual notion and can vary from minimal
to maximal on a numbr of grounds.

The so-called riots of the late 60's are a good case-in-
point. If "riot" is in the air", almost everyone potentiall7
involved will begin to interpret much of life as if it is
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ominous, whereas tho "sa-e" behalrior ould. have gone unnoticed
in another tine. (r the current sexisx moves -- all of a sud-
den (from the perspective of thn his behavior is
sexist, although it went unnoticed earlier, or may even have
been praised.

The major noint is that the actual size (in absolute
members) of a bicultural-- bilingual community does not cor-
relate directly to hoer it is perceived by the majority con
munity,

IV.

The interface between the educator and the hilingual-
bicultural child is much more complex than it might annear
to he because there are so many more facets to the problem
than has been assumed. In actual fact the classroom teacher
cannot know in adve.rv7e who and where the children are; she
must become her on intervie,yer-social scientist, finding
out where the children are, believing that she can do the
job, getting support in this venture at all levels (includinn
some sort of 'live-teaching" crosscultural consultant who
does not now anpear to exist) and discovering as all good
teachers do that .lorks an0 what does not work- for different
children in the variety of times and nlaces they find them-

.

selves.

T7ithin the 'real-world" of teaching, this is mediated
too by the facts of the teacher's school, principal, co-
teachers, where the teacher is and livos, joys anti felt re-
wards, energies, coropetence, etc. As in most bureaucratic
nettings, success in maintaining one's po-ition is dependent
more oil pleasing superiors (the principal) than on pleasing
or serving her clients (the children) . ".ealistically, every
teacher senses that success with certain children is more
important than with others, as far as advancing one's career
is concerned.

In terms of doing a better job with bicultural-bilingual
children, the job of good teaching has a potentially large
number of variables. Since, hoelmr, they all impinge directly
on each classroom teacher, they all bear consideration and
study. Furthermore, in our teaching system, teacher and
class snend so much time together that there is time avail-
able to learn an immense amount about the children. A major
nroblem for many teachers is how to separate out factors as
individual, familial, sibling rank, cultural, socio-economic,
counter-cultural, or age-graded.
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It may be just as imnortant to understlnd the degree
and kind of analysis and interpretation bicultural-bi-
lingual children do with each teecer The children have to
strike tome kind of balance with each teacher; they have
very intensive/extensive gossip lines. So-called successful
students are not just "smart" at book-work, they often have
well-developed teacher-adjustment/management strategies.
Insight into the children in terms of their adjustments to
the teacher requires a kind of transcendence of situation
which is available.to very few people. It reeuires a kind
of study which compares children and teachers of a variety
of backgrounds to see how children adapt to the dynamics
of the spectrum of teachers that they encounter. It is very
difficult to say, Offhand, whether bicultural-10.1inaual chil -
dren adjust in a particular manner because of their narti-
cular upbringing, or that a given adaptation is ';that certain
bicultural-bilingual children tend to do when faced with a
particular type of teacher -- in terms, say, of age, exner-
ience, socio-economic background, prestigesuccess orientation.

Although I would like to assume and. believe that all
teachers are well-motivated tot:Yard all children .ill the time,
this does seem like it is less than completely accurate It
cannot even he true of the most loving of parents. 'tich of
the educational-pedagogical literature does not seem to take
this into account, but implicitly present:, a picture of the
teacher as if she were completely temperate, self-assured,
incontrol, fresh, reasonahle, reflective, and every other
positive adjective which can idealize the kind of parent we
would all like tr, fantasize about ourselves. 7.ctually the
situation is likely to he characterized by a great :weal of
variation on daily, eekly, monthly, and school-calendar
scales -- Loth teachea:n_anfl children have' differ' amounts
of energiez available to teach/learn -- and all of this must
be handled by children and teachers so as to help maintain
and support on another as well an they can.

The problem of teacher support is problematic always,
but presents special and/or additional problems in a bicultural
situation. Teachers -- being basically nrofessionals working
alone in most instances -- ply their trades in front of very
limited audiences. I7hereas the ..ninessman has his nrofit,
the tradesman his product, the te.acher only has her children
in a set of relationships in which her personal feelings of
accomplishment and success are very hard to define and make
tangible. Her professional world is observed regularly only
by her children. Talk about her work with other colleagues
and (bureaucratic) superiors depends on having presumed common
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experiences in teachi.ng, but somehow it is difficult: to convey
these experiences to colleagues in any manner which assures
a depth of understanding. recause this is difficult to put
into words, teaching remains a lonely profession.

In spite of all the current literature about education,
there is virtually no consensus about that might constitute
teaching success; i.e., how should teachers evaluate them- -
selves and their performance? row well their classes do,
relative to some larger (imaginary') population, how good
their reputation is, their wage boosts, whether some of their
students go on to greater things?

In the kind of holding operation which characterizes
many bicultural-bilingual situations, the measures of student
success are quite different than they are in an upper-middle
class 7lhite suburb. Just to get the kids to their proper
grade reading level in a bicultural-bilingual scene may he
considered a success, but a lot of potentially good teachers
need to experience -- in their on term -- a great deal
more progress, pretty constantly, in order to feel good about
themselves. So bicultural-bilingual schools must either
attract teachers who can live with themselves nrofessionally
in a holding operation, or they must work very hard to define
and re-define for the classroom tnacher ho'.? to learn to live
with'the educational product that that school tends to pro-
duce. In either of these cases such schools become their
own effective system for maintaining the kind of product they
are accustomed to producing. -Teachers who seek and need
more success or progress, who want really "turned-on' kids
cannot long survive in this sort of scene, and rust leave
(bitterly?) or become socialized to a new set of success
measures ior themselves.

The basic problem is that education does not seem to
own" or have its distinct subject matter. Educators do not
see themselves as ever being able to make a real contribution
to the history of ideas or to the nature of intellectual
thought. They borrow methodologies, use outside consultants
copiously, but then turn around and exert their own great
authority onto their students and former students. Schools
of education (including the Harvard School of Education) are
not excellent! Their sense of intellectual esthetic is not
well developed -- they pass this on to their educational
products, our school teachers. Is it any wonder that the
front-line teacher is unsure of his own judgements of quality
of students?
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This is evident in the increased use of I.Q. and other
tests to either determine or confirm the teacher's judge-
ments. what the most clear effect of this is in the typical
bicultural -bilingual school is that the teachers quit
striving for their own continued growth ani excellence,
because they come to believe and accept the notion that
the bicultural-bilingual children are simply incapable
of academic, symbolic, abstract excellence. So they tend
to practice control, teach little personal responsibility,
and spend a lot of their cgn inter-teacher talk time tell-
ing each other how hard it is to teach these children.

Thus, the major preliminary problem in teaching bicul-
tural- bilingual children is not that the children are dif-
ferent or speak peculiarly (or even think peculiarly), but
that the teachers perceive the children as somewhat less
than "human". (After all, all humans have a language and
the teacher sees these kids as verbally destitute.) It is
much easier to consider the children objects to be handled
and fed information. This is particularly true of the
biculturalbilingual child who the teacher is likely to
consider as particularly different from herself- it apparent'
permits the school and teachers to treat a number of their
children al non-persons.

If the essentially Political variables can be handled
in a way that teachers and students can begin to live with,
then (and only then) can the problems of teaching, motivat-
ing, presenting ideas to bicultural-bilinguals be consideretl.
\ teacher needs to learn hoT7 to translate her observations
and impressivls into usesful knovrodge as regards how bi-
cultural -- bilingual children observe, extlerence, and inter-
pret her. If a teacher cannot get some ins%ght into
how the children are reacting to her, it is difficult to
really mctivate them, the teacher cannot find where they
are. The teachers must he able to gain a sense -- in
communities very different from their on -- for how the
children regard each other. If, for example, she rewards
"neatness' and 'punctuality" of a child who is perceived
by his peers as a real "loser', she runs a great risk of
losing the potentially competent kids in her class. Triile
children's ways of evaluating one another may not be fair
or accurate on all counts, it is their way! A teacher must
gauge this fairly accurately, or she'll lose a lot of
Points with her class.

lore observation about where the kids find themselves
may lead to a better sharing of the children's views of
what form and learning is with the teacher's pictures.
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IV. B. Policy Changes in Bicultural-Bilingual 7ducation

The primary concern of educationists should be toward
increasing excellence at all levels. Since schools of edu-
cation are approaching a finer level of scholarship and
curriculum development, the major lacuna is in the area of
direct teaching, of pedagogy.

Regardless of subject matter or of the particular
nature of students, most of our attitudes ah,out learning
and success are developed in the classroom. The daily
interaction; how a teach,:tr effectively talks, interprets,
asks questions, rel.:ards, rushes, demands . . . this is
precisely what is not taught to future teachers!

The major policy changes needed are thus at the level
of teaching teachers. In order to implement this, I sug-
gest that the excellent teachers at all levels of education
be identified, their observations, presentation, perceptions,
ideas, be studied.

Those who are most able should be pressed into courses
and discussions on the actual performative aspects of teach-
ing they should serve as consultants, and should be.avail-
able on a constant !iasis to Oiscuss 'case studies' with all
teachers. Here, the medical model of pedagogy is probably
the best we have with certain cautions (e.g., "edicine tends
to teach by 'fear'!)

A primary difficulty in promoting educational excellence
is that there has been no "I)av-off' for good teachers, ex-
cept the very PersorvU reward of knowin,7 that one has done
a good. job. 'This alone can probably sustain a good teacher
for (wit° a while.

'lost of the "great" teachers at universities are not
prestIntly located in schools of eucation. What this means
is that future teachers are not even exposed to their neda-
oqy, the "art of teaching "; nor are teachers who retvrn to

school for: more "training" likely to meet them.

There are a number of excellent teaching stvles! these
vary according to personality, svbject matter, class level.
But each future teacher should be able to study with, or
at least be exposed to, several of the best so they have a
sense of what is excellent, its types and varieties, and
purposes. They should not just be exposed to the teachers,
they should be able to discuss with him 'or her what they are
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doing, why; how they make certain teaching points, how they
conceptualize a course, how theY examine, how they 'read"
students' responses.

Clearly, any particular teacher or style will riot he
appropriate for all other people or subiect ratters, but
one must gain a deep sense of duality, an esthetic for what
good teaching can mean. it takes several Years of personal
experience in actual teaching for anyone to develop his or
her full capacity. But in order to continue to develop, one
must have seen others and sensed their struggles in develop-
ing.

Future teachers should become acquainted with the forms
of teaching, how and when to use them; the lecture, the dia-
logue, coaching vs. teaching; how to get a class to feel
responsible for the subject matter rather than yielding that
to the teacher; how to negotiate power with one's students
rather than having to exert constant control.

For, those who will teach in i.cultural-bilingual situa-
tions, they must have coursework in such things as language
and culture -- a sort of applied linguistics-anthropology.
A difficulty here is that most scholars who would teach such
coursi,?.s have been more interested in "facts" shout language
and culture and less about the variety of perceptions which
people bring to the real world. (There are a very few
people who study and teach at the level of cross-cultural
perceptions.)

Another aspect of Policy toward excellence in teaching
is that there_ must be perceiveq "growth" areas available
to excellent practitioner-teachers, which do not completely
oush them out of teaching. Somehow, if one is good, he
usually gets to he an adininistrator -- for monetary reasons,
blt also 5ecause many really good people feel a need for
continuous growth.

It appears that continued intellectual or didactic
expansion is net presently available to teachers. There
need to be forums for discussion of ideas and teaching.
Those scholars who care enough about their own subject
matters to have become excellent teachers must be engaged
and give their views on teaching as they live it and make it
work.

Lastly in this context, the university working across
its range of disciplines munt begin to set up ongoing studies



in pedagogy for future (and present) teachers of teachers:
for those who will ;:e the professorial staffs at the uni-
versities and colleges of the country.

The magic of the university as the fount of wisdom is
still shared by many teachers. Their reference point, their
orientation, the reality of their being a scholar-teacher
remains invested, in their own professors. For this reason,
this is the leverage point in our educational system for
effective action. I foresee little improvement in enucation
at any level until the university teacher-certifiers are
representative of the 1)est scholar-teachers.

In the specific context of bicultural-bilingual educa-
tion, the overall nicture is essentially the sane. Excel-
lence and success in working across cultural lines must
be noted and rewarded. At the present time there is not
even a vell-developee scholarly field of cross-cultural or
inter-cultural communication. 'That there is tends to reside
in speech-communication or journalism departments, whose
main aim is to get "messages" of the majority-teacher across
the boundary to the minorities, but there is little attempt
to understand the perspective of the recipients of these
"truths', except as they are able to receive them . . or
not In the real world of politics and business, this atti-
tude would be recognized and called "imperialistic'.

The anthropological notion of the 'Participant-observer"
represents , I believe, a deeper approach to bicultural
bilingual education than a more experim:rntal, methodologically
rigorous one. Ti e me.ior nroblem in teaching across cultural
lines is to find ou-t .4here the students a::e, how to motivate
them (in their terms), and how to package the material in
useful anTattractiye manners.

The bulk of educational change has concentrated on the
packaging of materials. But it is amply clear by now that
unless one is able to gain and maintain rapport, to figure
out how to keep the kids "turned-on", the package is almost
completely irrelevant to the task. The first way to find
out how to teach across cultural boundaries is to watch the
people who already do it well, while constantly working as
a participant observer; attempting to feel, to sense the
variety of perspectives that children bring to the classroom.
The cost of not doing this, as we see it happening now, is
a continual. hardening of those cultural lines which, as
liberals, we have tried to ignore or deny.



Since the usual cost of explicitly recognizing cultural
differences is tied directly to accusation of racism, the
only wav around this is to seek excellence for all. The
most direcv way to begin is to identfy the people who alrearly
do an effective job, give them a. forum for teaching others;
ana let them "grul" in their own terms. As it is now, it
is so difficult to maintain the excitement and dynamism of
the true teacher, that she or he eventually must tune-down
or turn-off from lack o2 growth, lack of support, -lack of
any sense that quality pays off. In maintaining this scene,
we all end up as losers!


